
AFFIDAVIT

I, Colin Woods, do under oath depose a state: TfLED
o1_t
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1. I am a Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), United

States Department of |ustice. I have authority to enforce the criminal laws of the United

States and to make arrests. I am a "federal law enforcement officer" within the meaning

of Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure a1(aX2)(C), that is, a Bovernrnent agent engaged

in enforcing the criminal laws and duly authorized by the Attorney General to request a -

search warrant. I have been an FBI Special Agent since 2006. I am currently assigned to

the Providence, Rhode Island (RI), Resident Agency (RA) of the FBI, specifically the RI

Safe Streets Task Force (SSTF). I have been assigned to the Providence RA since March

of 2010. Prior to transferring to the Providence RA, I was assigned to the Norfolk,

Virginia division of the FBI. Before entering duty as a Special Agent, I served as a

Captain in the U.S. Army.

2. During my tenure as a Special Agent, I have been responsible for more

than 100 illicit drug, gang, firearms and violent crime related investigations. I have

been the affiant on numerous arrest and search warrants, cellular telephone and Global -

Positioning Satellite (GPS) tracking warrants and wiretap applications. I have

conducted extensive physical and wire surveillance, executed numerous search

warrants, reviewed and listened to thousands of taped drug conversations, and

analyzed drug ledgers maintained by traffickers. I have also interviewed numerous



users and distributors of illicit drugs. Therefore, I am thoroughly familiar with the

manner in which illegal drugs are imported and distributed, the method of payment for

drugs, and the efforts of persons involved in drug trafficking activity to avoid detection

by 1aw enforcement, as well as methods used to finance drug transactions and launder

drug proceeds. In the same way, I am thoroughly familiar with the vernacular of the

drug trade, common codes and jargon.

3. Additionally, based on my training and experience and my participation 
-

in other controlled substance investigations, I know that it is common for drug dealers

to: "front" (provide on consignment) controlled substances to their customers; conceal

contraband, the proceeds of drug sa1es, and store drugs and cash in remote locations

sometimes referred to as "stash houses;" maintain records of drug transactions; and use

cellular telephones to facilitate their drug distribution operations. I also know that drug

trafficking is an illicit business and an ongoing process requiring the development, use

and protection of a communication network to facilitate daily drug distribution. Drug

dealers use various methods to thwart law enforcement detection, including frequently

changing cellular phones and vehicles, using various aliases, and using coded

communications. Based on my experience in drug investigations, I know that drug

traffickers frequently refer io illicit drugs in guarded conversations and frequently use

code words when referring to controlled substances or money.

つ
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The Execution of Search Warrants and the Conduct of Drug Trffickers

Based upon my training and experience and my participation in this

investigation, I know that:

a. Drug traffickers often place assets, including apartments, houses, vehicles,

and telephones, in names other tharr their own to avoid detection of these assets by

government agencies. Although these assets are held in other names, the drug dealers

actually own or use these assets and exercise dominion and control over them. Records

relating to these assets are frequently found in their residences and other locations

controlled by them.

b. Persons involved in drug trafficking conceal in their vehicles, residences, and

businesses controlled substances, large amounts of currency, financial instruments,

precious metals, jewelry, and other items of value, and/or proceeds of drug

transactions, and evidence of financial transactions relating to obtaining, transferring

secreting, or spending money made from engaging in narcotic trafficking activities.

Money, tangible property and records relating to these assets are frequently found in

their residences and other locations controlled by them.

c. Drug traffickers often carry, on their person or maintained in secure iocations,

weapons to protect themselves and their controlled substances from theft by other

users, fraffickers, or criminals, and from seizure by law enforcement agencies. Drug

traffickers store these weapons in their residences, vehicles, and/or businesses and

stash houses, or other locations controlled by them.



d. Drug traffickers commonly maintain addresses or telephone numbers in

books, papers, computers, and cellular telephones that reflect names, addresses, and/or

telephone numbers for their associates in the drug trafficking organization, even if that

information may be in code. These tyPes of records are sometimes maintained in

computers, cellular telephones or other electronic data storage devices. Records and

electronic devices of this sort are also frequently found on the persons of drug

traffickers or in their residences, motor vehicles, and other locations controlled by them.

e. Drug traffickers frequently take, or cause to be taken, photographs and/or

videos of themselves, their associates, or their proPerty. Records in the form of

photographs and/or videos are often found in the residences, offices, or other places

under the control of drug traffickers, and provide valuable evidence of conspiratorial

relationships. Records of this type are sometimes in hard copy are but increasingly

found stored on computers, cellular telephones, thumb drives, and other items

possessing the capability of storing electronic data.

f. Drug traffickers often keep equipment and materials for packaging, cutting,

weighing, manufacturing, and distributing controlled substances in their homes, stash

houses or other locations controlled by them. That drug paraphernalia often includes,

but is not limited to, scales, plastic wrap, plastic bags, surgical gloves, presses, and

cutting agents as well as aromatic substances such as soap, dryer sheets, wood

shavings, and heat sealers all of which are used to mask the odor of illegal drugs in an

attempt to avoid detection by drug detection dogs. Large-scale drug traffickers
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sometimes use money-counting machines to help count and sort the proceeds of drug

trafficking.

g. Drug traffickers commonly consign controlled substances to their clients and

couriers. They frequently maintain books, records, receipts, notes, ledgers, airline

tickets, money orders, and other papers relating to the transportation, ordering, sale,

and distribution of controlied substances. Records of this type are kept in locations

where traffickers have ready access to them, including on their person or in their

residences, vehicles, businesses, smart telephones, tablets and personal computers.

Drug traffickers also normally maintain these items and records for long periods of time

regardless of whether their value to the drug dealer has diminished. Ofteniimes, this

type of evidence is generated, maintained, and then forgotten about. Thus, documents -

that one would think a prudent person would destroy because of their incriminatory

nature are still possessed months or even years after the documents came into the

possession of the drug dealer. Oftentimes, these individuals do not even realize the

incriminatory nature of the documents they keep. Documentary evidence dating back

years is sometimes found in residences and other locations controlled by traffickers.

h. Persons who reside in or who are using a particular residence will often have

documents, bills, and correspondence which list their names and addresses in that

residence. Documents such as personal telephone books, address books, utility

company receipts, keys, personal letters, rent receipts, mortgage documents, clothing

and other articles of personal property would tend to establish residency at a particular

location and provide valuable evidence concerning ownership and control ovet areas in



which drugs or other incriminating evidence are found. Records and documents of this

type may also be found in hard copy or stored electronically on computers, mobiie

telephones, and other media that store data electronically.

Purpose

5. This affidavit is submitted in support of Applications for Arrest Warrants

for:

HECTOR Valdez l along with a Criminal Complaint charging him with:

Conspiracy to Distribute Cocaine, Cocaine Base, and a Kilogram or More

of Heroin; Unlawful Use of Communication Facilities in Committing or

Facilitating the Commission of Felony Controlled Substance Offenses and;

Being an Alien \iVho Has Illegally Reentered the United States after

Deportation. A11 in violation of 21 U.S.C. SS 8a1 (aX1), (b)(1XA),843(b); 18

U.S.C. S 2; and8/;6;8 U.S.C. SS 1326 (a) and (bX2).

|UAN Valdez along with a Criminal Complaint charging him with:

Conspiracy to Distribute Cocaine, Cocaine Base, and a Kilogram or More

of Heroin; Unlawful Use of Communication Facilities in Committing or

Facilitating the Commission of Felony Controlled Substance Offenses and;

Being an Alien Who Has Illegally Reentered the United States after

Deportation. A1l in violation of 21 U.S.C. SS 8a1 (a)(1), (bX1)(A), 843(b)

and 846; 18 U.S.C. S 2; 8 U.S.C. 1326 $$ (a) and (bX2).

c) CLAUDIO Valdez along with a Criminal Complaint charging him with:

Conspiracy to Distribute Cocaine, Cocaine Base, and a Kilogram or More

r In this affidavit, I will generally refer to those persons to be arrested by last name only, capitalized and

in bold font. However, there are three brothers sharing the surname Valdez. I will refer to the Valdez

brothers by both their first and. last names, caPitalizhg their first names in bold font to distinguish

between them.

a)

b)



d)

of Heroiru Unlawful Use of Communication Facilities in Committing or

Facilitating the Commission of Felony Controlled Substance Offenses and;

Being an Alien Who Has Illegally Reentered the United States after

Deportation. All in violation of 21 U.S.C. SS Ba1 (a)(1), (b)(1)(A), 843(b)

and 846; 18 U.S.C. $ 2; 8 U.S.C. 1326 SS (a) and (b)(2).

Tanya CROTEAU along with a Criminal Complaint charging her wiih

Conspiracy to Distribute Cocaine, Cocaine Base, and a Kilogram or More

of Heroin and Unlawful Use of Communication Facilities in Committing

or FacilitatinB the Commission of Felony Controlled Substance Offenses.

A11 in violation of 21 U.S.C. SS 8a1(aX1), (b)(1)(A), 843(b) and 846; 18

u.s.c. s 2.

Alexandra Garcia, alias Sandta RODRIGUEZ, alias ]ane Doe along with a

Criminal Complaint charging her with Conspiracy to Distribute Cocaine,

Cocaine Base, and a Kilogram or More of Heroin and Use of

Communication Facilities in Committing or Facilitating the Commission

of Felony Controlled Substance Offenses. All in violation of 21 U.S.C. $$

8a1(a)(1), (b)(1)(A),843(b) and 846; 18 U.S.C. $ 2.

Jennifer PERDOMO along with a Criminal Complaint charging her with

Conspiracy to Distribute Cocaine, Cocaine Base, and a Kilogram or More

of Heroin and Unlawful Use of Communication Facilities in Committing

or Facilitating the Commission of Felony Controlled Substance Offenses in

violation of 21 U.S.C. SS 841(a)(1), (bXl)(A), 843(b) and 846; 18 U.S.C. 52.

John Doe, aka Hiram Modesto, aka Manuel, aka COMPADRE along with

a Criminal Complaint charging him with Conspirary to Distribute

Cocaine, Cocaine Base, and a Kilogram or More of Heroin; and Unlawful

Use of Communication Facilities in Committing or Facilitating the

e)

g)



h)

Commission of Felony Controlled Substance Offenses Allin viOlation of

21 USC§§841(a)(1)′ (b)(1)(A)′ 843o)and 846,18 U SC.§ 2

1ohn Doe′ alias Orlando ROBLES′ aliasヽ■adimir ARIAS′ alias Franklin

ARIAS along with a Criminal COmplaintcharghg hiln with ConsPiraCy to

Distrlbute a Kilogram Or More of Heroh and Unlawful Use of

Communication Facilities h Conlinitting Or Facilitating tl■ e Cominission

of Felony Controlled Substance Offenses Allin vi。 latiOn Of 21 U.SC§ §

841(a)(1)′ (b)(1)(A)′ 843o)and 846,18 U SC§ 2

Jair MUNIR along witll a Crimhal Complaintcharghg him with

COnSPiracy to Distribute cocahe and 100 grams or More of HerOh and

Unlawful Use of Comlnunication Facilities in Cominitting or Facilitating

the Conllnission of Felony Controlled Substance Offenses Allin violation

of21 U S C§§841(a)(1)and O)(1)(B),846 and 843(b)

Iolm Doe′ aliasJeSus DELGADO― Sierra′ aka CarlitO′ aka Carlott a10ng

with a Criminal ComPlaint Charghg him with ConsPiracy tO Distrbute

Cocahe Base and a kilogram or More of HerOin and Unlawftll Use of

Cominunication Facilities in Contmitting or Facilitating the Commission

of Felony Controlled Substance Offenses Allin violation of 21 U S C§ §

841(a)(1)′ (b)(1)(A)′ 843o)and 846,18 U SC.§ 2

Agustin LEONARDO′ Jr a10ng With a Criminal Complaht charglng him

with ConsPiracy to Distribute a Kilogran■ Or more of Heroin and

Unlawflll Use of COmmunication Facilities in Committing or Facilitating

the Cominission of Felony Controlled Substance Offenses Allin vi。 lation

of21 U.SC§§841(a)(1)′ (b)(1)(A)′ 843o)and 846;18 U SC§ 2

⇒

k)
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john Doe alias ]OVAN along with a Criminal Complaint charging him

with Conspiracy to Distribute a Kilogram or More of Heroin and

Unlawful Use of Communication Facilities in Committing or Facilitating

the Commission of Felony Controlled Substance Offenses. All in violation

of 21 U.S.C. SS 8a1(a)(1), (b)(1)(A), 843(b) and 846; 18 U.S.C. $ 2.

m) Manuel CASTILLO aka Don along with a Criminal Complaint charging

him with Conspiracy to Distribute Cocaine and a Kilogram or More of

Heroin and Unlawful Use of Communication Facilities in Committing or

Facilitating the Commission of Felony Controlled Substance Offenses. A11

in violation of 21 U.S.C. SS 8a1(a)(1), (b)(1)(A), 843(b) and 846; 18 U.S.C' S

2.

n) Luis PELLOT aka Watchie with a Criminal Complaint charging him with

Conspiracy to Distribute Cocaine and a Kilogram or More of Heroin and

Unlawful Use of Communication Faciiities in Committing or Facilitating

the Commission of Felony Controlled Substance Offenses. All in violation

of 21 U.S.C. $$ 841(a)(1), (b)(1)(A), 843@) and 846; 18 U.S.C. $ 2.

o) Ramon GUZMAN aka Mariano Gusman with a Criminal Complaint

charging him with Conspiracy to Distribute one hundred grams or More

of Heroin and Unlawful Use of Communication Facilities in Committing

or Facilitating the Commission of Felony Controlled Substance Offenses.

A11 in violation of 21 U.S.C. SS 8a1 (a)(1) and (b)(l)(B); 846 and 843(b).

p) Wandy DIAZ, alias |ose DeJesus-Escbales, aka Canelo with a Criminal

Complaint charging him with Conspiracy to Distribute Cocaine and a

Kilogram or More of Heroin and Unlawful Use of Communication

Facilities in Committing or Facilitating the Commission of Felony
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Controlled Substance Offenses. All in violation of 21 U.S.C. SS 841(a)(1),

(b)(1)(A),843(b) and 846; 18 u.S.C. S 2.

6. This affidavit is also made in support of Applications for Search Warrants

for the foliowing properties, their common areas and appurtenances:

a) HECTOR and CLAUDIO Valdez's residence located at 34 Burnside Ave.,
Apartment 3F, Woonsocket, RI and further described Attachment A.

b) CROTEAU's residence located at 34 Burnside Ave., basement apartment,
Woonsocket, RI and further described Attachment A.

c) PERDOMO's residence located at 88 Barrows St., Apartment 2,

Providence, RI and further described Attachment A.

d) LEONARDO's residence located at 139 Atlantic Ave., Providence, RI and
further described Attachment A.

e) CASTILLO's residence located at 223 Massachusetts Ave., Providence, RI'
and further described Attachment A.

0 GUZMAN's residence located at 35 DeSoto St., APartment 2, Providence,
RI and further described Attachment A.

g) A stash house at 87 Dulude Ave., Apartment 1R, Woonsocket, RI and
further described Attachment A.

h) A stash house at 103/105 Woodbine St., Cranston, RI and further
described Attachment A.

7. Finally, this Affidavit is submitted in support of Seizure Warrants for

motor vehicles used to facilitate drug trafficking offenses:

a) 2006 Infiniti M45, gray, bearing RI license plate 565 825, \1N#
JNKBY01E06M203465, registered to Tanya CROTEAU, at 335 South Main
St., Apt. 3, Woonsocket, RI (the gray Infinity).
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b) 2011 Ford Taurus, white, bearing MA license plate 7GY-531, VIN#
1FAHP2LIW7BG7244334, registered to Casandra Garcia, at 24 Aberdeen
St., Apt. 1, Milton, MA (the white Taurus).

c) 2000 BMW Station Wagon, silver, bearing RI license plate 451-613, VIN#
WBAAR3340YIiV{00301, registered to Tanya CROTEAU, at 335 South
Main St., Apt. 3, Woonsocket, RI (the silver BMW).

d) 2001 Ford Ranger, black, bearing RI Combination plate 82848, VIN#
1FT2R15E91TA38687, registered to Maria Urena, at 50 Arch St.,3rd Floor,
Providence, RI (the black Ranger).

e) 2005 Porsche Cayenne, black, bearing RI license plate 341-764, VIN#
W?1A829P35LA63706, registered to Elsa Alvarez, at 126 Burnside Ave.,
Apt. 1, Woonsocket, RI (the black Porsche).

0 2010 Chevy Silverado, black, bearing RI combination plate 115201, VIN# -
1GCSKSE33AZ129025, registered to Hector Rojas, at 378 Potters Ave.,
Providence, RI (the black Silverado).

g) 2006 Volvo XC90, white, bearing RI license plate PX-961, VIN#
YY 4C2592861225769, Registered to Marvin Liriano, at 33 Reynolds Ave.,
1st Floor, Providence, RI (the white Volvo).

B. Probable cause exists to believe that the vehicles to be seized were used to

facilitate violations of 18 U.S.C. S 841, relating to trafficking in controlled substances, I

am therefore requesting authority to seize the above listed vehicles. Probable cause

exists to believe that the vehicles are subject to forfeiture, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. S 853

(criminal forfeiture of assets involved in or used to facilitate drug trafficking), $ 881(a)

(civil forfeiture of assets involved in or used to faciiitate drug trafficking), and / or 27

USC S 881(d) & 18 USC S 981(d) (administrative forfeiture of assets related to assets

used to facilitate drug trafficking). There is also probable cause to believe that a

restraining order under 21 U.S.C. S 853(e) may not be sufficient to assure the availability

of each of the vehicles for forfeiture. I know from my training and experience that once
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their unlawful activities are discovered by law enforcement authorities, narcotics

traffickers quickly encumber, transfer, or otherwise conceal their assets to avoid the

seizure and forfeiture thereof, notwithstanding court orders to the contrary. Vehicles

are easily moved, concealed, and transferred. Leaving the vehicles subject to a

restraining order but still in the custody of the investigative targets will not assure their

availability for forfeiture.

Background, Sources, Methods and Means

g. This affidavit is based on my own investigation and on information

reliably provided to me by other federal, state, and local 1aw enforcement agents in

Rhode Island, New England and Nationally. I have relied on information supplied by

Agents, Troopers, Detectives and Officers from the FBI, the Drug Enforcement

Administration (DEA) Providence and Boston Resident Agencies, Immigration and

Customs Enforcement (ICE), Homeland Security lnvestigations (HIS), Rhode Island

State Police (RISP); Providence Police Department (PPD), Woonsocket Police

Department (WPD), Central Falls Police Department (CFPD), Cranston Police

Department (CPD) and the Rhode Island Department of Corrections (RIDOC). I have

also relied on reports of investigations that I have prepared or that were plePared by

other law enforcement agents; business records; public and law enforcement databases;

and the result of several Court Ordered wiretap investigations.2 I have also relied on

2 The conversations overheard in conducting these Court ordered wiretaps were primarily conducted in

the Spanish language. I do not speak Spanish. I have therefore relied on translations provided by

Spanish speakiig ,io.ritors whoi".orded summaries of conversations they overheard, to the best of their

aLilitles, in line-s-treets of monitored conversations. I do not yet have fu11y translated transcripts to use in

reporting the content of the monitored conversations contained in this affidavit'
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information provided to me and to other law enforcement agents by cooperating

sources who I will refer to only as CS#1 and CS#2.3

Cooperating Sources

10. During the course of the current investigation of the V ALDEZ DTO, I and

other law enforcement investigators have received information two Cooperating

Sources concerning the drug trafficking activities of the three Valdez brothers and their

accomplices. To the best of my knowledge, the Cooperating Sources do not know each

other nor are they aware that law enforcement has multiple Cooperating Sources

providing information in this investigation. The information provided by the two

Cooperating Sources has been consistent in that both sources have personal knowledge

that HECTOR Valdez, JUAN Valdez and CLAUDIO Valdez are high-level cocaine and

heroin traffickers. That is, in addition to other measures of reliability, the two

Cooperating Sources have unknowingly cross-corroborated each other.

Cooperating Source #1

11. CS#1 has been providing the govemment with information regarding

HECTOR Valdez since approximately August 2016. CS#1 has a criminal history that

includes felony drug convictions and a conviction for Armed Robbery. He is

cooperating in an effort to obtain a more lenient sentencing recommendation from the

government in a pending investigation. He has also been provided with subsistence

a I will refer to the Confidential Sources, upon whose information I have relied, simply as Cooperathg

Sources or abbreviated "CS" rather than by true names. I will also use masculine pronouns regardless of

gender. All in order to protect their identities.
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level compensation during the period of his cooperation. Since the start of his

cooperation, CS#1 has provided me with information that I or other law enforcement

agents have independently corroborated through toll records, recorded conversations,

video recordings, physical surveillance, and other law enforcement confidential

sources. CS#1 agreed to be recorded and to testify, if required. He has communicated

with HECTOR Valdez regarding drug deals by voice and text over telephones used by

HECTOR Valdez and has purchased heroin, fentanyl, cocaine and crack cocaine from

HECTOR Valdez while under law enforcement supervision and while being recorded.

CS#1 has proven to be a credible and reliable informant. I have never found cs#1 to

have knowingly provided false information.

12. Initially, CS#1 reported knowing of a high-level Dominican drug

trafficker and a white female drug runner that worked for him. CS#1 said that he had

known the pair for approximately two years and that they distributed drugs

throughout RI and MA.

13. CS#1 provided a physical description of the two, descriptions of vehicles

they utilized and several phone numbers associated with the pair. Based upon the

information provided by C#1, I showed CS#1 driver's license photos of HECTOR

valdez and CRoTEAU. CS#1 positively identified both HECTOR Valdez and

CROTEAU as the individuals he had known as drug traffickers for the last two years.

74. CS#1 reported that he was introduced to HECTOR Valdez through a

mutual friend. At the time of the introduction, C# 1 understood that his friend had a

longstanding drug relationship with HECTOR Valdez. According to CS#1, that friend'
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had also been buying large quantities of heroin from HECToR Valdez for a long period

of time.

15. CS#1 admitted that in 2015 he had illegally purchased heroin on multiple

occasions from HECTOR Valdez in increments of 50-100 grams. CS#1 explained that

the drug transactions were always arranged by calling HECTOR Valdez, however, the

drugs were occasionally delivered by CROTEAU. CS#1 reported that the drugs were

delivered in the black Porsche, gray Infiniti or a silver BMW.

L6. Since October 2016, CS#1 has participated in many controlled buys from

HECTOR Valdez and other controlled payments to him as set forth in the summary

chart that is a part of this affidavit. Those transactions were all video and/or audio

recorded. On each occasion, the controlled buys were arranged by CS# 1 calling or

texting HECTOR Valdez on his various cellular telephones Phones. All calls pertaining

to the controlled buys were made in my presence or in the presence of a law

enforcement officer assisting in the ongoing investigation. All calls by CS #1 were

recorded and verified by toll records'

77 . On approximately half of the occasions, HECTOR Valdez sent CROTEAU

to deliver the drugs or pick-up the money. on some occasions, CLAUDIO Yaldez,

JUAN Valdez and/or Emely GONZALEZ accompanied HECTOR Valdez or

CRoTEAU to meet with CS #1. HECTOR Valdez and/or CROTEAU used the black

Porsche, gray Infiniti and silver BMW to deliver the drugs during the controlled buys. -
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Cooperating Source #2

18. CS#2 has been providing the government with information regarding

|uAN Valdez and CLAUDIO Valdez since approximately september 2016. CS#2has a

criminal history that includes multiple felony drug convictions and a firearm related

conviction. while cooperating, CS#2 has been compensated. since the start of his

cooperation, CS#2 has provided information to me that I and other 1aw enforcement

agents have independently corroborated through toll records, monitored and recotded

conversations, video recordings, physical surveillance, and other law enforcement

confidential sources. However, CS#2 has requested that his identity be kept

confidential and is not willing to testify. Consequently, he has not been recorded and

the drug deals that he participated in have not been charged. When CS#2 has

communicated with JUAN Valdez regarding drug deals over telephones he was

monitored by law enforcement officers. He has purchased heroin from JUAN Valdez

and CLAUDIO Valdez while under law enforcement supervision and subject to visual

surveillance. CS#2 has proven to be a credible and reliable informant. I have never

found CS#2 to have knowingly provided false information.

79. Initially, CS#2 reported knowing a high-level Dominican drug trafficker

named ,,Tony" that distributed heroin and cocaine with his brother. CS#2 reported that-

he has known ,,Tony" to be a drug dealer for at least three years. CS#2 admitted that

during those three years he had illegally purchased heroin on numerous occasions from

"Tony" and his brother. He also recently told me that "Tony" used the name "Canita'"

Based on the information provided by CS#2 and other investigative information
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provided I showed him pictures of ]UAN Valdez and CLAUDIO Valdez. CS#2

positively identified ]UAN Valdez as the person he knows as "Tony" and CLAUDIO

Valdez as the person he knows as "Tony's brother."

20. CS#2 also said that JUAN Valdez primarily operated a white Ford Taurus

bearing RI license plate 312 169 (the white Taurus). According to the RI DMV, the

white Taurus was registered to Maria Urena (DOB 02/70/1973). CS#2 reported that

CLAUDIO Valdez primarily operated a black Ford Ranger bearing RI license plate

82848 (the black Ranger). According to the RI DMV, the black Ranger is also registered

to Maria Urena. CS#2 stated that he suspects that the white Taurus and the black

Ranger both have hidden compartments installed in them, which are used to conceal

drugs and cash. CS#2 suspects that because when they have delivered drugs to him, he

has observed them manipulating something near the front dashboard of their respective

vehicles prior to the drug delivery.

21.. In October of 2016, the SSTF began making controlled buys using CS#2.

On each occasion, the controlled buys were arranged by CS #2 calling one of the series

of telephone numbers that he had been provided with. All calls pertaining to the

controlled buys referenced in the chart were made and overheard in my presence or in

the presence of law enforcement officers assisting in the ongoing investigation and

verified by toll records.

22. On most occasions, JUAN Valdez personally delivered the heroin to CS#2

while operating the white Taurus. on some occasions, CLAUDIO Valdez delivered the

heroin in the black Ranger. During the course of the controlled buys, law enforcement
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officers also positively identified "Tony" as JUAN Valdez and "his brother" as

CLAUDIO Yaldez.a

W iretaps and Electr onic Suroeillance

2g. During the course of my investigation of the VALDEZ DTO I sought and

obtained authorization to install pen registers and trap and trace devices (pentrap

devices) on some of the telephones discussed in this affidavit:

a. On November 4, 2016, United States Magistrate Judge Lincoln D. Almond

authorized the installation of pen-trap devices on a telephone used by

FIECTOR Valdez for 60 days;

b. On Decemb er 28,2016,tJnited States Magistrate Lincoln D. Almond

authorized the installation of pen-trap devices on a second phone used by

HECTOR Valdez for a period of 60 days;

c. On November 21,201'6,lJnited States Magistrate fudge Patricia A' Sullivan

authorized the installation of pen-trap devices on a phone used by JUAN

Valdez for a period of 60 days;

d. On Decemb er 28,2076, United States Magistrate Judge Lincoln D. Aimond

authorized the installation of pen-trap devices on a second phone used by

]UAN Valdez for a period of 60 daYs.

柵鮮IIit認&鵠肌i悧け潔1:霜返淵ぷ:謝饉:響I靱1:鞘器 316

Valdez pro宙 ded the police ofker with RI Driver's License number 570537 issued on Apri1 7′ 2015 with

mm瓢 ∬椒響麗駆班盤il鮮撚 ll]鮮i淵
Ъ肥え1霧

Ne
number S19039222 bearhg his Photograph butthe r

dete..・ 1ュned that botll Torres and Hemandez are the acttlalidenities of other men bOrn in Puerto FucO

On November7′ 2016′ tlne PPD and SSTF conducted a traffic stOp oftheヽ vhite Taurus The dr市 er and

基驚:語,》J著摘i‖:〕勇盤l'構il種讐I蛸鐘選さ蔦驚精
anOther man bOrn III Puerto IこcO
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24. During the course of my investigation of the VALDEZ DTO I applied for

and obtained warrants to seize GPS data on telephones discussed in this affidavit:

a. On February 75,2017 United States Magistrate Judge Patricia A. Sullivan
authorized the seizure of GPS data from (781) 244-4738.

b. On February 22,2077 Unired States Magistrate judge Lincoln D. Almond
authorized the seizure of GPS data from (781) 300-1459.

25. During the course of my investigation of theYALDEZ DTO I sought and

obtained authorization to monitor telephones used by the Valdez brothers.

a. On january 30,2017 Chief ludge William E. Smith of the District of Rhode

Island authorized the interception of wire communications involving the

Target Subjects /Interceptees on Target Telephones I and II in Misc. No. 17 -
11. lnterceptions began that same day. Monitoring on Target Telephone I
(which was used by JUAN Valdez) was discontinued on February 17 ,2017
and monitoring on Target Telephone [I (which was used by HECTOR

Valdez) stopped on February 20, 2017.

b. On February 7,2077 JudgeJohn f. McConnell, Jr. of the District of Rhode

Island authorized the interception of wire communications involving the

Target Subjects/Interceptees on Target Telephone III (which was used by

]UAN Valdez) in Misc. No. 17 - 12. Interceptions began on February 8, 2017

and expired on March 9, 2017.

c. On March 6,2017,Judgelohn J. McConnell, |r. of the District of Rhode Island

authorized the interception of wire communications involving the Target

Subjects/Interceptees on Target Telephone IV (which was used by CLAUDIO
Valdez) in Misc. No. 17 - 15. Interceptions began that same day. The Order

expired on April 5, 2017.

d. On March 70,2017,fudge John j. McConnell, fr. of the District of Rhode

Island authorized the continued interception of wire communications

involving the Target Subjects /Interceptees on Target Telephone III (which
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was used by JUAN Valdez) in Misc' No. 17 - 12' Interceptions began on

March 11, 2017 and were discontinued on March 30, 2017.

e. On March 27 , 2077 , Chief ]udge William E. Smith of the District of Rhode

Island authorized the interception of wire communications involving the

Target Subjects/lnterceptees on Target Telephone V (which is used by ]UAN
Valdez) in Misc. No. 17 - 16. Interceptions began on March 27,2017. The

Order will expire on Apri126,2017.

The Inoestigatio

26. I and other law enforcement agencies have investigated HECTOR Valdez

for several years. He has been identified in a number of other investigations, some of

which are further described in this affidavit. His brothers, fUAN Valdez and

CLAUDIO Valdez, have also been identified in previous investigations. I have been

continuously conducting the current investigation of the valdez brothers and their drug

trafficking organization (the VALDEZ DTO) for over six months. Over the course of

this investigation, I have been able to partially leam the identities of foreiSn sources of

supply like, The Maestro (Dominican Republic) and The Doctor (Mexico) as well as a

local supplier, cASTILLO. I have learned the identities of certain accomplices and

coconspirators in the VALDEZ DTO, including CROTEAU, ROBLES, RODRIGUEZ,

PERDoMo, CoMPADRE, DIAZ and PELLoT. I have also been abie to leam the

identities of many drug customers of the vALDEZ DTO, the largest of which are

themselves drug traffickers with their own customer bases, including MUNIR'

LEONARDO, DELGADO, JOVAN and GUZMAN'
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Prior lnoestigations

27. HECTOR Valdez' was arrested, in February of 2007, following a traffic

stop by the RISP. During that same period of time, he was also the subject of an FBI

investigation that involved undercover purchases of drugs from him. That

investigation did not result in any arest or prosecution. During the traffic stop,

however, troopers located a hidden compartment (sometimes referred to as a "hide" by

drug dealers) in the vehicle that was being operated by him. The sophisticatedly

constructed hide was located behind the glove box in the front dashboard of the vehicle

and was designed to be opened by activating a series of electrical components within

the vehicle. Once the correct sequence of components was activated, a hydraulic piston

opened the hidden compartment. ln my experience, sophisticated hides of this type are

expensive to construct and are used by skilled drug dealers to avoid detection and

arrest; all of which suggests to me that HECTOR Valdez has been in the business of

drug dealing at a highly sophisticated level since at least 2007. Also, based on reliable -

informant information, surveiliance and monitored conversations I believe that the gray

Infinity, white Taurus, black Ranger, and black Silverado all have hides.

28. ln 2012,I was the case agent in a wire-tap investigation conducted in the

District of R[. As in this case, that investigation targeted a group of Dominican drug

traffickers who were receiving kilogram quantities of heroin from a Mexican source of

supply. The investigation resulted in the seizure of multiple kilograms of heroin, more

than $400,000 and the federal conviction of 14 defendants. Two of the defendants, Ariel

Hassell and Cesar Romero, participated in post-arrest interviews subject to the
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protection of proffer letters. During the proffer sessions, both Hassell and Romero

reported that they each used to deliver drugs on behalf of an individual named "Tony,"

who matched the physical description of JUAN Valdez and had similar ties to both RI

and MA. As described in this Affidavit, CS#2 also knew JUAN Valdez as "Tony'" A11

of which suggested to me that ]UAN Valdez has also been in the business of dealing

drugs at a high level for a substantial period of time.

29. In January 2013, I was contacted by PPD Narcotics Detectives regarding

an individual known to them only as "Amaldo Lopez (DOB 12/75/1970\" who was

using MA driver's license 528836640 (issued 08/02/2072). According to the PPD, they

had received information from a confidential source that an individual named "Amaldo

Lopez" was selling large quantities of heroin and cocaine in the Providence

Metropolitan area. The confidential source, who was not in a position to testify,

established his reliability (in pari) by making multiple undercover purchases of heroin

from "Arnaldo Lopez" and a drug runner he employed. During the PPD investigation,

they identified Lopez' runner as CROTEAU. During that investigation, PPD Detectives

observed that both CROTEAU and "Arnaldo Lopez" used a gray Infiniti M45, bearing

RI license plate 565 825, (the gray Infiniti) to deliver drugs. According to RI DMV

records, the gray lnfiniti is registered to CROTEAU. Based upon the information

provided by the PPD, I was able to determine that Amaldo Lopez was the actual

identity of a person of Puerto Rican birth that HECTOR Valdez had fraudulently used

to obtain a driver's license (in that name and with that date of birth) but bearing

photographofHECToRValdez.Duringthecourseofmyinvestigationlandotherlaw



enforcement investigators have observed HECTOR Valdez operating the gray Infiniti

on a regular basis. The drug relationship of HECTOR Valdez and CROTEAU dating

back to as early as 2013 suggests that she is a long time and trusted coconspirator in the

VALDEZ DTO.

30. Further investigation revealed that HECTOR Valdez was issued RI

driver's license number 3030038 in the name of |ose Ocasio (DOB 05 /26/1969). Ihave

also identified Jose Ocasio as a male of Puerto Rican birth, with that date of birth whose

identity was fraudulently used in obtaining this license bearing HECTOR Valdez's

picture. That license was'issued onMay 26,2011. Later that year, on November 21,

2011, the PPD made an arrest for Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol (DUI). The

operator produced RI driver's license number 3030038 in the name of Jose Ocasio (DOB

05 /26 / 1969) as his identification. There is still an active arrest warrant for the arrest of

"]ose Ocasio" stemming from a failure to appear for court hearings related to his DUI

arrest. I therefore believe that there is an active warrant for HECTOR Valdez's arrest

and that the DUI arrest of HECTOR Valdez, using the license issued in the name Jose

Ocasio, is what led him to switch to the new license fraudulently issued in the assumed

identity "Arnaldo Lopez."

The Related Boston lnrtes tigation

31. On December 20,201,6, CS#2 reported that IUAN Valdez called him from

(857) 36t-8476(Target Telephone I) and told him that Target Telephone I was now his

new phone number. According to cs#2, JUAN Valdez said that several of his friends

were arrested in Massachusetts on December 13, 2016 by the DEA and therefore, he had
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to switch his phone number. Target Telephone I, which was the first telephone I was

authorized to monitor in this case, was a pre-paid T-Mobile cellular phone, with no

subscriber information, activated on December 73,2076, the same day as the Boston

DEA raids.

32. I am aware that on Decemb er 73,201,6, the Boston DEA office executed

approximately 20 federal arrest warrants related to heroin and cocaine trafficking (the

Boston DEA lnvestigation). I believe that these are the friends and the arrests to which

JUAN Valdez was referring. Boston DEA also executed numerous search warrants as

part of that investigation. In addition to the arrests, the Boston DEA Investigation

resulted in the seizure of numerous firearms, approxirnately eight kilograms of heroin,

$500,000 in cash and luxury vehicles. The Boston DEA Investigation also involved the

use of court authorized wiretaps. I leamed from the Boston DEA InvestiSators that

JUAN Valdez had been intercepted on their wiretaps.

33. As part of the Boston DEA Investigation, on July 1,2016 United States

District Court ]udge George A. O'Toole authorized T-III wire intercePts of telephone

number (857) 829-7917 being used by Starling Gonzalez (Gonzalez's phone). From

approximately July 16, 2016 to Novemb er 2,2076Boston DEA investigators intercepted

an individual engaged in incriminating conversations on a telephone known to be used'

by ]UAN Valdez, (857) 278-0742.s

sAmong other reasons, that I believe the person using 
-that.telephone 

was JUAN Valdez is because that

was the first number that CS#2 used to aiange contr-olled buys with IAUN Valdez during the period oI

september to November 2016 and surveillani established that it was JUAN Valdez using that telephone.
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34. Based on call summaries and draft transcripts provided to me by the

Boston DEA, I believe that Gonzalez and |UAN Valdez, were engaged in conversation

about their respective drug trafficking operations. For example, onltiy 16,20'1,6,

Gonzalez called JUAN Valdez and said, "I'm calling you to tell you that ... the other

one at 34." JUAN Valdez responded, "You know I barely move that stuff ... I get some

to take care of people, but I don't grab a lot of that stuff ... you know that my stuff is the

grease." Gonzalez said, "I won't offer from the other one because I imagine that you

have, because you haven't called." fUAN Valdez responded, "No, I have, I'm getting

good prices for the expensive one." Gonzalez observed, "If you are buying for under

55, you are good." JUAN Valdez informe d Gonzalez, "No, I'm buying it at 55. That

thing is like a river around here. There is a lot around."

35. Based on my training and experience, I believe that "grease" or the

"expensive one" were references to heroin that are used by heroin dealers in guarded

conversations and that "the other one" was a coded reference to cocaine. I also know

that the price for a kilogram of heroin was approximately $55,000 per kilogram and that

the price for a kilogram of cocaine was approximately $34,000. Therefore, the reference -

to the number "55" was a reference to the price of a kilogram of heroin and "34" was a

reference to the price of a kilogram of cocaine. In this conversation, Gonzalez called

JUAN Valdez and offered to sell him cocaine at $34,000 per kilogram. In response,

|UAN Valdez told Gonzalez that he was not selling a lot of cocaine and that he

primarily sells heroin, which he is buying from another supplier at $55,000 per

kilogram.
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36. On another occasion (August 29,201,6) Gonzalez and JUAN Valdez, spoke

several times. During the conversations, G orlzalez confirmed that there was "sfuff

around." ]UAN Valdez asked about the price and Gonzalez said it was "60." He later

explained that it was "straight from the Mexicans." JUAN Valdez told Gonzalez,

"Listen to what you are going to tell him. You tell him ... you are responsible ... tell

him that if the stuff is good, for him to bring me two. Listen carefully ... tell him to give

me the price for two. If he gives you a reasonable price for two, then he can head out

today. You understand?"

37. Based on my training and experience, I believe that JUAN Valdez and

Gonzalez were discussing the purchase of two kilograms of heroin. Buying in bulk,

|UAN Vaidez was trying to get a better price than $60,000 for a kilogram by offering to

purchase two kilograms in a single order instead of just one. He was willing to pay for

good quality heroin - "straight from the Mexican's" arrd told Gonzalez to be

responsible for the negotiations. If he could get a "reasonable price" JUAN Valdez was -

prepared to accept delivery of two kilograms of heroin that same day.

38. As part of the same Boston DEA investigation, on October 28, 2016 United

States District ]udge William G. Young authorized T-III wire intercepts of telephone

number (857) 233-3445 being used by Charles Torres aka Daniel Bautista (Torres).

During the course of that wiretap investigation, phone calls between Torres and )UAN

Valdez using (617) 818-5914 were intercepted.6

oI believe that the person that Torres was speaking to was IUAN Valdez in part because CS#2 bought

heroin from JUAITi Valdez over that telephone number and, during the monitored calls, To.es referred to
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39. Based on call summaries and draft transcripts provided to me by the

Boston DEA, I believe that Torres and JUAN Valdez also spoke about their respective

drug trafficking operations. For example, on November Z 2016, JUAN Valdez cailed

Torres and asked if Torres could "come down today so I can give you that." Torres

responded, "I am going to get ready and head over there in about an hour and half."

Based on subsequent events, I believe the "that" which JUAN Valdez asked Torres to

come down to get was drug money.

40. Several additional phone calls were intercepted between JUAN Valdez

and Torres on that day as Torres was traveling to meet JUAN Valdez. While those calls

were being intercepted by the DEA, SSTF members observed JUAN and CLAUDIO

Valdez arrive at 500 Broad Street, Providence, RI (500 Broad St.) and enter the

apartment building located there. At approximately 1:51 p.m., Torres was observed

arriving at 500 Broad St., in a black Dodge Durango bearing MA license plate 4WS 518

@lack Durango). He was the driver and only occupant of the vehicle. Torres was seen

entering 500 Broad St. Approximately ten minutes later, Torres was observed leaving

the apartment building. \Arhile walking back to the black Durango, surveillance officers

noted that Torres was concealing a large item underneath the mid-section of his coat.

Torres re-entered the driver's seat of the black Durango and left the area.

the individual using that telephone number as "Carita" -. iust as Gonzalez did when he was talking to

JUAN Valdez.

″
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4L. The following day, on November 8,2076, in conjunction with intercepted

conversations, Torres was again placed under surveillance. Torres had been intercepted

arranging to provide Danny Chee with "300 pesos." He was observed by law

enforcement agents leaving a residence in possession of two large trash bags. Shortly

after seeing Tores meet with Chee in North Reading, MA law enforcement officers

conducted a traffic stop. The two trash bags, that Torres was previously seen carrying,

were in Chee's car. The trash bags contained approximately $300,854. Based on my

knowledge of this case along with my training and experience, I believe that Torres

drove to Providence pick-up drug money from JUAN and CLAUDIO Valdez. I believe

that the drug money was a portion of the approximately $300,000 ("300 pesos") seized

in North Reading.

42. Within a week, HECTOR Valdez also called CS #1 and provided him with

new phone number. Although HECTOR Valdez regularly changes phones, he had

only been using his last phone for about seven days and this time he specifically

instructed CS#1 not to call his previous telephone number anymore. I believe that the

same arrests in Boston that JUAN Valdez referenced are what prompted HECTOR

Valdez to switch phone numbers after so short a period of time.

43. After those arrests, the Valdez brothers stopped using 500 Broad Street as

a daily meeting place. It was likely a former stash house. In addition to switching

telephones and meeting places after the DEA arrests, JUAN Valdez also stopped using

the white Taurus and began operating multiple vehicles, previously unknown to the

investigation. since approximately December 20,2076,1uAN Valdez has been
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observed by law enforcement officers operating a gray Toyota Highlander bearing MA

license plate MA 3SL 817 (gray Highlander), the black Siiverado, and at least four

different rental cars. According to rental car records, the vehicles operated by JUAN

Valdez have been rented by CROTEAU or by Melissa Perdomo and Hector Rojas.T

Controlled Buys

44. As thus far generally described, over the course of this investigation, both

CS#1 and CS#2 have participated in numerous controlled drug buys from the Valdez

brothers. In each case, CS#1 or CS#2 arranged the drug deal by contacting HECTOR or

JUAN Valdez on different cellular telephones that they used over time. On each

occasion, the contact was by text messages, phone calls, or both and a quantity of heroin

was ordered. The calls made by CS#1 were recorded and the text messages were

photographed. The ca1ls and text messages made by CS#2 were made in my presence

or that of another law enforcement officer and the conversations were listened to. Toll

records verified all the contacts between the Cooperating Sources and HECTOR or

]UAN Valdez. On each occasion, law enforcement investigators checked the

Cooperating Sources for contraband prior to the transaction to be sure that they were

7 Melissa Perdomo is (Jennifer) PERDOMO's sister. Melissa Perdomo and PERDOMO have a third sister
named Alexandra Perdomo. Alexandra Perdomo is believed to have children in common with HECTOR
Valdez. Rojas and Melissa Perdomo were arrested in Queens, NY in 2014 when they attempted to pick-
up approximately 3.3 kilograms of heroin destined for RI. Perdomo was found with $12,700 at ihe time of
her anest. During her post-arrest interyiew, Perdomo said that she and ROJAS were sent from RI to

Queens, NY by "Canita." She described Canita as her "sister's ex-husband's brother." I believe that
Perdomo was referring to HECTOR Valdez as her "sister's ex-husband" because he has two children in
common with Alexandra Perdomo and that she was refering to JUAN Valdez as "Canita" (HECTOR's

brother). Rojas admitted that "Cardta" agreed to pay him and Melissa Perdomo $500-$700 for making
ihe irip to I.trY. Canita is a pseudonym known to be used by ]UAN Valdez.
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not already in possession of any heroin or any additional cash. They never were. They

were supplied with only enough official government funds for the purchase of the

amount of heroin that had been ordered. ln addition, CS#1 was equipped with an

audio and video recorder for all controlled buys and payments in which he

participated. The Cooperating Sources were followed to the transaction site and

surveillance was maintained near the drug deal. Following the transactiory the

Cooperating Sources were followed to a predetermined location where they turned -

over the heroin to me or another law enforcement officer working on this investigation.

In each case, the Cooperating Sources were debriefed. Where applicable, the audio and

video recording devices were retrieved and reviewed. Additionally, a field test was

performed on the drugs that had been purchased. In each case, the field tests retumed a

positive indication for the presumptive presence of the drug that was purchased.

Whenever I use the term "controlled buy" in this affidavit, that is the procedure that we

followed.

45. After each controlled buy, the drugs were secured as evidence and

submitted to either the RI State Department of Health Laboratory or DEA Northeast

Lab for analysis. To date, all reports received from the state and DEA labs have

confirmed that the substance purchased in every controlled buy has contained heroin,

cocaine or fentanyl. In addition, forensic analysis has determined that the substance

purchased during some the controlled buys contained Fentanyl and Heroin.

46. This chart summarizes the controlled buys and controlled payments

completed by CS#1 and CS#2:
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Date CS:

Person /
Phone

Number
Contact

ed

Calls/

Text Msg

Amt
Cocaine
Recv'd
(grams)

Amt
Heroin
Recv'd
(grams)

Amt
Fentanyl
Recv'd
(grams)

Amt Paid
by CS:

Who
arrived:

Delivery /
Pick-up:

Vehicle
used:

10/11/16 CS12

Juan
Valdez′

(857)

218-0742

Monitored
Calls

5
S250

Claudio

Valdez

Prairie Ave.,
Providence

RI

Black
Ranger

10/11/16 C針 1

Hector

Valdez′

(617)

901-7540

Recorded
Ca1ls

50 $2′ 100
Hector
Valdez

Phe St′

vicruty of

500 Broad

Providence

RI

Black

Ranger

Black

Porsche

ヽ
～
hite

Taurus―

All h

vlchiけ

of area

10/14/16 CS#1

Hector

Valde2′

(617)

901-7540

Recorded
Ca11s

S900
Hector
Valdez

Charlesgate

Aparm■ ents′

670 N Mall■

Provldence

RI

Black
Porsche

10/19/16 CS#1

Hector

Valdez′

(617)

991Ю644

Recorded
Calls

45 Sl′375
Hector
Valdez

Pllle St′

viclllity Of

500 BrOad

Providence,

RI

Black
Porsche

Black
Ranger

10/25/16 CS#1

Hector

Valdez′

(617)

991-0644

Recorded
Calls

Sl′ 100

Hector
Valdez &

Emely
Gonzalez

Charlesgate

APartments′

67Э N Mall■

Providence′

RI

Black
Porsche

10/31/16 CS#1

Hector

Valdez′

(617)

991-0644

Recorded

Calls
50 Sl′ 375

Hector
Valdez

Phe St′

vlchity of

500 Broad

Providence′

RI

Gray
lnlfuniti

Black

Rmger

11/7/16 CS#1

Hector

Valdez′

(617)

991-0644

Recorded
Ca■s

&Text
Messages

Sl′375
Tanya

Croteau

Charlesgate

APartments′

670 N Malll

Providence′

RI

Silver

BMW

11/14/16 CS#1

Hector

Valdez′

(617)

991-0644

Recorded
Calls

60 Sl′3% Tanya
Croteau

Charlesgate

Apartments′

670 N Mam
Providence′

RI

Silver

BN3へ′
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Date CS:

Person /
Phone

Number
Contact

ed

Calls/

Text Msg.

Amt
Cocaine
Recv'd
(grams)

Amt
Heroin
Recv'd
(grams)

Amt
Fentanyl
Recv'd
(gams)

Amt Paid
by CS:

Who
arrived:

Delivery /
Pick-up:

Vehicle
used:

11/16/16 CS#2

Juan
Valdez′

(617)

818-5914

Monitored
Calls

D S250
Juall

Valdez

Prairie Ave.,
Providence,

RI

White
Taurus

12/6/16 C針 1

Hector

Valdez′

(617)

991ヨЭ644

Recorded

Calls

&Text
Messages

100 Sl′375

Hector
Valdez &

Emely
Gonzalez

8 Fermer St.,
Cranstory RI

Gray
lnfmiti

12/8/16 C針 2

Juan
Valdez′

(617)

818-5914

Monitored
Calls

5 S250
Juan

Valdez

Pralrle Ave′

Provldence′

RI

White
Taurus

12/12/16 C針 1

Hector

Valdez′

(413)

306-8598

Recorded
Calls

$1′500
Tanya

Croteau

Armando's
Meat

Market, 895
Elmwood

Ave.,
Providence,

RI

Siver

Bヽ /1ヽへ′

12/19/16 CS#1

Hector

Valdez′

は13)

306-8598

Recorded

Calls
Sl′500

Tanya
Croteau

Armando's
Meat

Market, 895
Elmwood

Providence,
RI

Silver

B卜vIW

12/21/16 C針 2
Juan

Valdez′

TT― I

Monitored
Calls

5 $250
Claudio

Valdez

Prairie Ave.,
Providence,

RI

Black

Ranger

01/02/17 CS#1

Hector

Valdez′

(774)

357-6805

Recorded
Calls &

Text
Messages

20 S1625
Tanya

Croteau

Armando's
Meat

Market, 895
Elmwood

Providence,

Silver

Bトン3へ′

01/04/17 C針 2

Juan
Valdez,

TT-I

Monitored
Calls

5 S250
Claudio
Valdez

Noyes Ave.,
Providence,

RI

BIack
Ranger

01/09/17 CS#1

Hector

Valdez′

(7Z)
357‐ 6805

Recorded
Calls

90 S1680
Tanya

Croteau

Armando's
Meat

Market, 895

Elmwood
Providence,

RI

Silver

BⅣ,V

０
４

り
０



Date CS:

Person /
Phone

Number
Contact

ed

Calls/

TextヽIsg

Amt
Cocaine
Recv'd
(grams)

Amt
Heroin
Recv'd
(grams)

Amt
Fentanyl
Recv'd
(grams)

AInt Paid

by CS:

Who
arrived:

Delivery /
Pick-up:

Vehicle
used:

01/16/17 C針 1

Hector
Valdez,
TT-iI

Recorded
Calls

S1520
Hector
Valdez

Rain Car
Wash, 140

Vandewater
Providence,

RI

Black
Porsche

01/23/17 CS#1
Hector

Valdez′

TT― II

Recorded
Calls &

Text
Messages

200 S1300
Hector
Valdez

Noyes Ave.,
Providence,

RI

Black

Porsche

01/30/17 CS#1
Hector
Yald.ez,
TT.II

Recorded
Calls

S250Э
Hector
Valdez

Armando's
Meat

Market, 895

Elmwood
Providence,

RI

Black
Porsche

02/01/17 C針 2
Juan

Valdez,
TT-III

4ヽonitored

Calls
5 S250

Juan
Valdez

Prairie Ave.,
Providence,

RI

Black

Si市erad

O

02/01/17 C針 1

Hector

Valdez′

TT― II

Recorded
Calls

50

S2000
Hector
Valdez

Reservoir
Ave. Repair

&
Alignment,
60 Reservoir
Providence,

RI

Gray
hfll■ iti

02/06/17 CS#1

Hector

Valdez′

冨 ‐II&

(857)

773-9158

Recorded

Calls
S2000

Tartya
Croteau

Armando's
Meat

Market, 895
Elmwood

Providence,
RI

Silver

BMW

02/13/17 CS#1

Hector

Valdez′

(857)

773‐9158

Recorded

Calls
$2500

Hector
Valdez &

Emely
Gonzalez

Armaldo's
Meat

Market, 895

Elmwood
Providence,

RI

Gray
lnfiniti

02/14/17 CS#1

Hector

Valdez,

(857)

773-9158

Recorded

Calls
3

Hector
Valdez

Ruggles St.,'
Providence,

RI

Gray
lnfmiti

02/21/17 CS11

Hector

Valdez′

657)
773-9158

Recorded

Calls
200 S3000

Hector
Valdez

Ruggles St.,

Providence,
RI

Gray
lnfbiti
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Amt Paid
by CS:

Who
arrived:

Delivery /
Pick-up:

Vehicle
used:

Date CS:

Person /
Phone

Number
Contact

ed

ca1ls/

Text Msg

Amt
Cocaine
Recv'd
(grams)

Amt
Heroin
Recv'd
(grams)

Amt
FentanYl
Recv'd
(grams)

$2000
Hector
Valdez

Ruggles St.,

Providence,
RI

Gray
Ы bii

02/27/17 C針1

Hector

valdez′

(85の

773-9158

Recorded
Calls

Tanya
Croteau

Tanya
Croteau

AHnando′ s

Meat
Market 895
EhnM7ood

Providence′

К

SiⅡer

BトンR´√$2000
03/06/17 CS11

Hector

valdez′

(857)

773‐ 9158

Rccorded

Calls

Armando's
Meat

Market, 895

Elmwood
Providence,

RI

師
岬

Recorded
Ca■s

$2000
03/13/17 C針 1

Hector

valdez′

(85つ

773-9158

S2000

Claudlo

valdez&
Tttya
Croteau

Armando's
Meat

Market, 895

Elmwood
Providence,

RI

師
剛03/20/17 C針 1

Hector

valdez′

(8571

773つ 158

Recorded
Calls

3og

@ase)

S2000

Hector
Valdez

&
Emely

Gorualez

Ruggles St.,

Providence,
RI

Gray
耐 ml■

03/28/17 酬11競 Recorded
Calls

70

S200
Tanya

Croteau

IHoP′ 45

PleaSant

va■ey

Phvy′

Providence′

RI

師
岬04/04/17 CS+1

Hector

valdez′

(85の

773-9158

Recorded
Calls 40

３″
′

つ
‘ $43′800

120 645
TOtals
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SUMMARY OF PROBABLE CAUSE 8

A. Arrest Warrants

HECTOR Boliaar V aldez-N unez

47. HECTOR Valdez (DOB 06/02/7969), aka Amaldo Lopez (DOB

12/ 75 /1970), aka Jose Ocasio (DOB 05 /26 /1969), aka Jose Altagracia (DOB

04/03 / 7968), aka Jorge Figueroa (DOB 06 /02/ 1969), aka Hector Nunez (DOB

06/02/1969), aka Jesus Perez (DOB 01/01/1966) aka Ramon vegas (DoB 01/07/1966).

He is the brother of JUAN Valdez and CLAUDIO Valdez and an organizer or leader of

the vALDEZ DTO. HECTOR Valdez is a Dominican male who is present in the united

States illegally. He is known to immigration officials as HECTOR Bolivar Valdez-

Nunez (A045315485). He was deported from the united states on or about June 24,2009

and has not received consent of the Attorney General of the United States to apply for

readmission into this country. HECTOR Valdez has fraudulently obtained at least one

R[ driver,s license and one MA driver's license in assumed names. He resides with

GONZALEZ at 34 Burnside Avenue Apartment 3F, Woonsocket, RI. Based on the facts

outlined in this affidavit, a search warrant is being requested for their aPaltment.

HECTOR Valdez, his brothers, CRoTEAU, and other accomplices have been observed

regularly coming and going from 87 Dulude Ave., Apartment 1R, Woonsocket, RI'

8 In this section of the affidavit, I have attempted to organize the information, to the extent possible by

the individual to be arrested, place to be searched or vehicle to be seized, however, there is a fair amount

of spillover due to the nature of the conspiracy. Facts already presented in this affidavit or presented for

o.r" p.r.po." -oy ,upport probable cause for another and will not be repeated. Although presented

under separate headings, the affidavit is meant to be read as a whole'
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Based on the facts outlined in this affidavit, I believe that aPartment at 87 Dulude,

which was referred to as "the nest" or "the little hut" during intercepted conversations,

serves as a stash house and a search warrant is being requested for that location.

Electricity for that Apartment is billed in the name of Thomas Bonollo's company KTB

Enterprises. Bonillo is a VALDEZ DTO heroin customer. He does not live in that

apartment and none of the other tenants of that building has any ties to the VALDEZ

DTO. HECTOR Valdez is a high{evel cocaine and heroin distributor operating in the

Providence metropolitan area. HECTOR Valdez has been intercepted on calls

monitored pursuant to the Court's wiretap orders participating in hundreds of criminal

and conspiratorial conversations with his brothers and other members of the VALDEZ

DTO. HECTOR Valdez' criminal history includes the following arrests and

convictions:

c lanuary 4,1989 - Arrested by the Boston Police Department for

Trafficking a Class B Substance (disposition unknown);

o February 73,7990 - Arrested by the Boston Police Department for

Possession of Cocaine with Intent to Distribute (disposition

unknown);

. May 21,2001 - Arrested by the Rhode Island State Police (RISP) for

Possession with lntent to Deliver (PWID) 1oz. - 1 kilogram of

cocaine (S-year suspended sentence);

o February 1, 2007 - Arrested by the RISP for Possess:ion of Schedule

I-V (18-months of probation);

. December 10, 2008 - Arrested by the Providence Police Department

(PPD) for Possession of Schedule I-V (36-month sentence, 6-months

to serve);
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. June 24,2009 - Deported by Immigration and Customs

Enforcement (ICE).

48. Since October 2015, CS#1 has participated in many drug deals with

HECTOR Valdez as summarized in the chart of controlled buys. Those drug deliveries

all involved the Black Ranger, Black Porsche, V\4rite Taurus, Gray Infiniti, and the Silver

BMW which I am seeking to seize. These transactions were all video and/or audio

recorded.

49 Examples of these types of transactions involving FIECTOR Valdez

abound and include:

OnJanuary 76,2017 CS#l and HECTOR Valdez had multiple

conversations on Target Telephone II to arrange the payment of a drug

debt. During the conversations, HECTOR Valdez told CS#1 he intended

to provide CS#1 with "200" when they met later that day. CS#1 told

HECTOR Valdez that he preferred to pay off his current drug debt of

$1,520 this week and would take the "200" next Monday (January 23,

2017). HECTOR Valdez agreed to postpone the delivery of the "200."

Based on my training and experience as well as my knowledge of the facts

of this investigation, I know that when the men used the term "200" they

were discussing 200 grams of heroin.

Later that same day, during a seParate conversation (to arrange the

payment of the drug debt) on Target Telephone II, HECTOR Valdez

instructed CS #1 to meet him at a carwash behind the Dunkin Donuts on

Branch Ave in Providence. He said that he would wait behind the

carwash. CS #1 drove to that location where HECTOR Vaidez was

observed by surveillance agents waiting behind the Rain Car Wash on
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Vandewater Street. He was standing next to the black Porsche. HECTOR '

Valdez entered the motor vehicle driven by CS #1 and collected $1520

from him.

. On January 23,2077 CS #l and HECTOR Valdez had a conversation on

Target Telephone II to arrange the purchase of the 200 grams of heroin.

HECTOR Valdez told CS #1 to meet him near a Sheil gas station on Union

Avenue in Providence by taking a right on Webster Avenue where CS #1

would see him waiting. Due to some difficulty understanding the

directions in the broken English spoken by HECTOR Valdez, CS #1 sent

HECTOR Valdez a text messages that read, "right on Webster" to which

HECTOR Valdez responded "yes." CS #1 found HECTOR Valdez in front

of a wireless cellular phone store on Webster Avenue. HECTOR Valdez

was observed by surveillance agents entering the motor vehicle driven by '

CS # 1. He instructed CS # 1 to drive to Inner City Auto, 540 Huntington

Ave. Providence, Rhode Island. At Inner City Auto HECTOR Valdez was

observed getting out of the car and meeting with JUAN Valdez. When

HECTOR Valdez retumed to the vehicle, in which CS #1 was waiting, he

provided CS#1 with approximately 200 grams of heroin. In the course of

conducting this investigation, I have determined that |UAN Valdez is

primarily responsible for the acquisition of heroin for the VALDEZDTO.

I believe that HECTOR Valdez obtained the heroin that he supplied to

CS#1 from }UAN Valdez iust prior to the delivery.

50. HECTOR Valdez also coordinated with his brother fUAN to Process

drugs for distribution. on February 13,2017,JUAN Valdez, using Target Telephone III,'

received an incoming call from (857) 773-91758 (a prepaid cell phone) and spoke to

HECTOR Valdez. During this conversation, HECTOR Valdez said that "the guy" an
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Unidentified Third Party (UTP) "didn't like it." HECTOR told his brother JUAN to

bring him one of those things that look like "snow." HECTOR Valdez asked if he had

the stuff to make it "white." f UAN Valdez responded "of course." HECTOR Valdez

said that, "They are Putiing that thing on. Some of them use the meta." HECTOR

valdez said that he told the UTP that they do not do that because it is very dangerous

so it comes " natulral." HECTOR Valdez asked JUAN to bring him the "hard one" so

that it is, "white, just like that." HECTOR Valdez asked JUAN if they add it to "los

ojitos cerrados" (the closed eyes) if he thinks it will "come out hard." HECTOR Valdez -

said he was going to be around to get it from JUAN Valdez to give it to the UTP'

51. I believe that a UTP drug customer did not like the strength of the heroin

he had received and asked for fentanyl. HECTOR Valdez told the UTP that he and

JUAN Valdez do not have fentanyl because it is too dangerous. It was unclear if by

"snow" or the "stuff to make it white" they were simply discussing ways to deceive the

customer into believing that the heroin contained fentanyl or was fentanyl. However,

they may have heroin that has it already mixed in. I have determined over the course of

this investigation that "ojitos cerredos" and "China white" are terms used by the Valdez

brothers to discuss heroin that may be mixed with fentanyl but they do not seem to sell -

fentanyl as a seParate Product.

52. Another example occurred on February \7,2017 ,between HECTOR

Valdez and CLAUDIo Valdez' Using Target Telephone II, HECToR Valdez placed an

outgoingcalltoCLAUDIoValdez,oncellulartelephonenumber(774)357-

6648.Duringtheconversation,CLAUDIOValdeztoldHECTORthathewasgoingto
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''Cabezon's little hut ...I'm at the little hut." I recognized "Cabezon" (big head) as a

nickname for JUAN Valdez. The "little hut" (sometimes referred to as "the nest") has

been identified as 87 Dulude Ave. 1't floor, Woonsocket, RI. It is a stash house that

the Valdez brothers use to store and process narcotics.

53. In the course of this investigation I overheard conversations conceming a

drug that was being referred to as "Headache" and I was not familiar with that drug

code. Sometimes the drug Headache was described as a pill or a blue pill, which led me

to conclude that the Valdez DTO might have an opioid in pill form for sale most likely

OxyContin or Percocet. To establish whether the VALDEZ DTO had Percocet for sale,

on February 27,2017,I instructed CS #1 to ask HECTOR Valdez if he had any Percocet

available. HECTOR Valdez confirmed that he could provide them and asked CS#1

what he would be willing to pay. CS#1 responded between $12 and $16 per pill'

HECTOR Valdez then told CS#1 that one has to be aware that there are many "fake"

pills out there. The conversation ended with HECTOR telling CS#1 to let him know if

he wanted any. I therefore concluded that HECTOR Valdez and the VALDEZ DTO are-

also distributin g and/ $ conspiring to distribute Percocet but I have not had either CS

attempt to purchase anY.

54. Towards the end of this investiSation, I came to understand that the

VALDEZ DTO was also selling cocaine base (crack cocaine) and that IUAN Valdez

primarilyhandledtheheroinendofthebusinesswhileCLAUDIoValdezwasmore

responsible for cocaine.
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55. On Monday, March 13, 2077 CS#1,, participated in a $2,000 controlled

payment (audio and video recorded) in part for 200 grams of "China \ trhite" heroin that

HECTOR Valdez had previously provided to CS#1. CS#1 usually met HECTOR

Valdez and/or CROTEAU every Monday at 12:00 p.m. while under law enforcement

supervision in order to participate in a controlled transaction involving a drug purchase

or payment. ln the course of making this payment, CS#1 asked if HECTOR Valdez

could provide him with 30 grams of crack cocaine. HECTOR Valdez told CS# 1 that his

"brother" had that and agreed to provide CS#1 with the crack cocaine on Monday,

March 20, 2017. In the following series of calls, on March 20,2077,I therefore

understood "30 pesos" of "that" to mean the order for 30 grams of crack cocaine placed

by CS#1.

. At approximately 8:47 a.m., CLAUDIO Valdez received an incoming phone call

on Target Telephone IV from HECTOR Valdez who used telephone number

(857)773-9158. During the conversation, HECTOR Valdez told CLAUDIO
Valdez to remember "that" for 12:00 p.m., which he also referred to as "the 30

pesos." CLAUDIO Valdez wanted to know if "he" was Boing to have "it" and

HECTOR Valdez assured his brother "of course .. . I don't give him that on

credit ... that's with the money."

. At approximately 10:35 a.m., CLAUDIO Valdez received an incoming call from

HECTOR Valdez. During the conversation, CALUDIO Valdez said he was

going to have to go later because the "TV" in the car was broken. At the time of

this conversation, CLAUDIO Valdez was operating the white Volvo.

. During other intercepted calls over Target Telephone IV, CLAUDIO Valdez

arranged for CROTEAU to meet him to drop off the white Volvo at 65 Oriole

Ave. in Pawtucket so that "Ricky" could fix the "TV" in the car. Shortly

thereafter, surveillance officers observed CROTEAU arrive in her silver BMW

wagon and meet CLAUDIO Valdez in Providence. CROTEAU followed
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CLAUDIO Valdez to 55 Oriole Ave. where he left the white Volvo. CROTEAU

and CLAUDIO Valdez then drove together back to 34 Burnside Ave' in the silver

BN,IW.

. At approximately 11:04 a.m., CS#1 placed a recorded call to HECTOR Valdez.

During the conversation, HECTOR Valdez asked to meet CS#1 at approximately

2:00 p.m.

o At approximately 1:54 p.m., CS#1 received an incoming call from CROTEAU

which was aiso consensually recorded' CROTEAU asked CS#1 to meet her in

about 25 minutes at Armando's Meat Market in Providence. About five minutes

later, CLAUDIO Valdez and CROTEAU were observed leaving 34 Burnside Ave

together and driving off in the silver BMW' CLAUDIO Valdez was driving the

vehicle.

. At approxim ately 2:32p.m., the silver BMW was observed by surveillance

officers as it arrived at Armando's and parked next to CS#1. CLAUDIO Valdez

was still driving of the silver BMW and CROTEAU was still the front seat

passenger. After pulling up beside CS #1 CROTEAU signaled for him to follow

them. CS#1 followed the silver BMW a short distance to Alger Avenue.

CLAUDIO Valdez parked the silver BMW on the side of the road. CS#1 parked

behind it. CROTEAU then left the silver BMW and provided CS#1with

approximately 30 grams of crack cocaine inside CS#1's vehicle. CLAUDIO

Valdez remained in the driver's seat of the silver BMW during the transaction.

56. Based on my training, experience and understanding of the ongoing

investigation, I believe that CLAUDIO Valdez is primarily responsible for the

distribution of cocaine and crack cocaine within the VALDEZ DTO. Thus, when CS# 1

requested 30 grams of crack cocaine from HECTOR Valdez, he said his "brother" had

"that." That understanding was further reinforced when HECTOR Valdez calied

CLAUDIO Valdez to remind him to bring the "30 pesos" (30 grams of crack cocaine). I

also understood the broken "TV" in the white volvo to be a coded reference to a
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mechanical hide used to conceal drugs during deliveries. A broken "TV" would not

hamper a drug delivery. CRoTEAU had to meet GLAUDIO Valdez because the hide

in the white Volvo was broken.

IILLN Valdez, Orlando ROBLES and
The Maestro

57. ]UAN Valdez (DOB 1,0 /22/1966), aka Edwin Garcia (DOB 1'0 /22/1966),

aka Miguel Morillo (DOB lO / 09 / 19 67), aka Aian Medeiros (DOB 17 / 17 / 1'966), aka

"Canita," aka "Cabezon." He is the brother of HECTOR and CLAUDIO Valdez and an

organizer or leader of the VALDEZ DTO. IUAN Valdez is a Dominican male who is

currently in the United States illegally. He is known to immigration officials as ]UAN

Eduardo Valdez-Nunez (A072364341). He was deported from the United States on at

least four occasions, most recently on or about January 20,2011, and has not received

consent of the Attorney General of the United states to apply for readmission into this

country. IUAN Valdez has fraudulently obtained at least one RI driver's license in an

assumed name. His current residence is at 24 Aberdeen Rd Apt. 2, Milton, MA where

he lives with RoDRIGUEZ. An application has been made to a judge in the District of

Massachusetts to search that property. A search warrant was issued. Physical

surveillance has established that he comes and goes from 103/105 Woodbine St.,

Cranston, RI on a daily basis. Based on the facts outlined in this affidavit, I believe that

103/105Woodbinesewesasastashhouseandasearchwarrantisbeingrequestedfor

that location. Surveiliance video from a Pole Camera captured images of )UAN Valdez

coming and going from that location on a daily basis' He always used the entrance
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located adjacent to the driveway on the south side of the two-family residence. JUAN

Valdez is a high-level cocaine and heroin distributor operating in the Providence

metropolitan area. JUAN Valdez has been intercepted on calls monitored pursuant to

the Court's wiretap orders participating in hundreds of criminal and conspiratorial

conversations with his brothers and other members of the VALDEZ p19.r JUAN

Valdez' criminal history includes the following arrests and convictions:

o |anuary 4, 1989 - Arrested by the Boston Police Department for

Trafficking a Class B Substance (1-year sentence);

. May 27 ,1991 - Arrested by the Woonsocket, RI Police Department

for Assault with a Dangerous Weapon (No Contact Order and

restitution);

. December 10,7991- Arrested by the Woonsocket, RI Police

Department for Conspiracy to Violate the Controlled Substances

Act (disposition unknown);

. September 70,1992' Arrested by the North Dartmouth, MA

Sheriff's Department for Trafficking Cocaine (disposition

unknown);

. December 15,1994 - Arrested and deported by ICE;

. September 71, 7997 - Arrested and deported by ICE;

o luly 21,,2000 - Arrested by the United States Marshals Service for

PWID Cocaine and Possession of a Firearm by a Convicted Felon

(57-month sentence);

. November 13, 2004 - Arrested and deported by ICE;

e As earlier described in this affidavit, JUAN Valdez was also intercepted on a wiretap Order issued by

the District of Massachusetts discussing drug trafficking operations involving kilogram weights of

heroin.



. November 3, 2010 - Arrested by the Massachusetts State Police

(MSP) for Operating a Motor Vehicle Without a License

(disposition unknown);

o )anuary 20,201,1- Arrested and deported by ICE.

lohn Doe, alias Orlando ROBLES, alias Vladimir AKIAS, alias Franklin Arins

ROBLES or ARIAS (DOB:4/17 /85) was known as ARIAS throughout this

investigation. As ARIAS (Approximately 35-40 years of age) he used the names

Vladimir ARIAS and Franklin ARIAS, among others, and dates of birth in 1978 and

1983. He used those two variants of ARIAS on some DMV records and on an

apartment rental form. However. in a recent traffic stop, ARIAS produced a MA

driver's license that was issued on December 24,20\0 beating his photograph, and the

name Orlando ROBLES (DOB:04 /17 /7985). I also found an arrest record under that

name. I will refer to him by RoBLES but that is also likely to be an alias. I believe that

it is likely that he is a Dominican male that fraudulently obtained his MA driver's

license using the alias of a Puerto Rican born male named Orlando Robles. It is

unknown if ROBLES is a U.S. citizen but he is probably not. Valdez is a drug runner

and money courier for The Maestro (a Dominican drug source). In monitored

conversations, after Maestro informed |UAN Valdez that his "compadre" would come

for money or to deliver drugs, ROBLES would call to arrange a meeting and

surveillance officers would observe the meeting with JUAN Valdez at which the

transfers were made. RoBLES resides under the name ARIAS at 50 Warren st.
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Apartment 306, Peabody, MA for which a search watrant was issued by the U.S. District

Court in Massachusetts. ROBLES has the foliowing criminal history:

. September 2012 - Possession with Intent to Distribute Class A
Substance (Arrested by the New Bedford PD, Disposition Unknown)

. March 2015 - Violation of a Protective Custody Order (Arrested by the

Lynnfield PD, Disposition Unknown)

58. Since October 2076, CS#2 has participated in six controlled drug buys

with }UAN Valdez as summarized in the chart. On half the occasions, that CS#2

ordered heroin from JUAN Valdez, his brother CLAUDIO delivered it. Those drug

deliveries involved the black Ranger, white Taurus and the black Silverado.

59. Examples of purchhses involving both Valdez brothers include

transactions occurring on December 27,201,6 and |anuary 4, 2017. CS#2 telephonically

arranged to buy heroin from JUAN Valdez over Target Telephone I (before wiretap

monitoring began). In the convetsations the men referred to the heroh only by weight.

Based on my training and experience as well as my knowledge of the facts of this

investigation, I know that when the men used the number "5" on the telephone they

were discussing 5 grams of heroin.

o On December 21, 2016 CS #2 called JUAN Valdez and asked for "5." IUAN

Valdez said that his brother would bring it over but explained that his brother

was out of town and it would take a while. A few hours later CS #2 called JUAN

Valdez to inquire and was told that his brother was "four blocks away'" About

10 minutes tater CLAUDIO Valdez was observed by surveillance agents arriving

at the location that cs #2 was waiting and he provided CS #2 with 5 grams of

heroin.
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. On Ianuary 4, 2017 , at approximately 10:00 AM, CS # 2 called JUAN Valdez and

asked for "5." IUAN Valdez acknowledged the order and said that his brother

would call back. CS #2 then received an incoming call from CLAUDIO Valdez

(tsng774-357-6648). CLAUDIO Valdez delivered 5 grams of heroin to CS #2

shortly after the call.

60. From the onset of the wiretap investigation, it appeared that JUAN Valdez

was primarily responsible for ordering and paying for the heroin distributed by the

VALDEZ DTO. For example, on February 2,2017, JU AN Y aldez, using Target

Telephone I made an outgoing call to the Dominican Republic and spoke to an

unidentified male who was generally referred to as "Maestro" (Teacher). The Maestro,

who was apparently in the Dominican Republic using (829) 327-6242, talked to }UAN

Valdez about ihe quality of drugs available that were referred to as "the brown one,"

"Chna," "Ojitos" and the "Headache." For example, the Dominican supplier said his

stuff was "original." He said that some people there (in the Dominican Republic) add

the "powdery stuff" but he will not. They also dickered about the price per kilogram.

For example, ]UAN Valdez asked the supplier if he has the "brown one" and the

supplier said he did at "60." |uan responded, "At that price I cannot grab it."

67. I know that "brown" was a common reference to heroin and that "China"

was a common reference to Fentanyl. At that point in the investigation, I did not know

what "Ojitos" (literally "little eyes") or the "Headache" meant. I later learned that

"Headache" was a code name for Percocet and Oiitos was another code for heroin,

likely containing fentanyl. The number " 60" was shorthand for $60,000 per kilogram

for the "brown one" which was the approximate price of a kilogram of heroin. \A4ren
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Maestro said that his stuff was "original" that was understood to mean that it was not

cut or diluted with an adulterant "the powdery stuff."

62. On February 10, 2017 JUAN Valdez, used Target Telephone III to place an

outgoing call to The Maestro on celluiar telephone number (829) 321,-6242 (an area code

assigned to the Dominican Republic). During the conversation, fUAN Valdez

complained, "Maestro, I was going to get the other stuff but ... it doesn't work. It's

good but it has to be more concentrated." Maestro countered by saying that he had

nothing left and people "loved it." Maestro griped, "People want a Mercedes and want

to pay the price of a Hyundai."

63. I believe that when JUAN Valdez complained, "It wasn't concentrated

enough" he meant that the drugs had been cut and were not as potent as his customers

wanted it. The Maestro quipped that his customers want quality at cheap prices.

64. During that same conversation, they also discussed debts' The Maestro

told ]UAN Valdez that, "when they do a second deal and they already know how

things are he can ask for something in advance." IUAN Valdez assured The Maestro

that, "he pays when he says he is going to." The Maestro recalled a situation in which

he had to send "a friend" who was a "serious man" to collect $80,000 but the debtor

tried to make partial payments of "20 or $30,000." Maestro said that he was "not in a

condition to owe money or have problems with someone else's money." Maestro

recounted another incident in which he personally owed $300,000 and had to pay with

money that he had on hand and with a "property he had near the beach." He said that,

"his only problem is having Juan give him what they agreed on, nothing else." }UAN
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Valdez assured Maestro that on occasions in the past he has lost money to pay debts

rather than make enemies of the people he owed. Maestro told JUAN Valdez that he

was sending someone to him the following day. They agreed that JUAN Valdez would

meet him at 11:30 A.M.

65. The next day, on February 17,2077 at approximately 8:37 A.M., JUAN

Valdez spoke on Target Telephone III with a male caller, later identified as ROBLES to

arrange the 11:30 A.M. meeting. ROBLES was using cellular telephone number (781)

2M-4738 (a prepaid cell phone with no subscriber). He agreed to meet }UAN Valdez,

"At... at the same place where we met, right?" }UAN Valdez agreed, "Yes, let's do it at

the same place, so we don't have to talk much you already know how things are around

there."10 During the course of the morning, ]UAN Valdez spoke with ROBLES several

more times about the meeting. ROBLES was running late due to snowy conditions.

Then, from just before noon until about 12.24P.M., they spoke in an effort to locate each

other. A surveillance team watched |UAN Valdez leave his stash house at 103/105

Woodbine Street at approximately 12:13 P.M. carrying a white plastic bag. He entered

the black Silverado and drove to Sumter Street in Providence, where he parked adjacent

to EI Bombazo, located at 981 Broad Street. At approximately 12:25 P.M., ROBLES

arrived in a white Nissan Altima (MA 5FB-P20) with a female, later identified as his

wife Stephanie DelaCruz.ll ROBLES was the driver of the vehicle. ROBLES entered

10 The Valdez brothers have regularly expressed concem about law enforcement surveillance and have

accurately described surveillance vehicles and officers deployed in this investigation.

11 The white Altima is registered to DelaCruz ai 50 Warren St., Apt. 306, Peabody, MA.
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the front passenger seat of the Silverado and, after about seven minutes, he left carrying

the white plastic garbage bag that |UAN Valdez had brought to the meeting. ROBLES

then departed the area in the white Altima with DelaCruz and was surveilled to

Interstate 95 North.

66. A couple of hours later at approximately 3:06 p.m., JUAN Valdez received

an incoming call on Target Telephone III from The Maestro. Maestro confirmed, "He

called me and said you gave him 60 pesos." In the context of this transaction, believe

that "60 pesos" meant $60,000 and that The Maestro cal1ed }UAN Valdez to

acknowledge the payment.

67. On February 18,2017, JUAN Valdez, using Target Telephone III, spoke to

The Maestro on telephone number (809) 834-6057 (a cellular telephone with an area

code assigned to the Dominican Republic). During the conversation, Maestro said that

next week he was going to receive "things" and that they would be "stronger." JUAN

Valdez responded by saying that, if they are stronger, "business" will be very good.

Maestro anticipated that "10" were coming. He also told JUAN Valdez, "I need to have-

the money first when they come." The Maestto further explained that what was

coming was the "regular one ... the dark one." JUAN Valdez told Maestro that people

do not seem to like the one he has right now and that the dark one will move faster.

Maestro asked fUAN Valdez if he would "take two or three?" )UAN Valdez observed

that things were "slow" right now, so he only needed "two or three." He explained that

he did not want too much to "pile-up." Later during the conversation, ]UAN Valdez

told Maestro that he was also very interested in the "Headache." Maestro said he
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would speak to his friend about the "Headache" and let f UAN Valdez know' The pair

agreed to speak again on MondaY.

68. In this conversation, when Maestro said that "10 were coming" he was

arranging for the shipment of 10 kilograms of heroin. These two men have had a

number of conversations concerning heroin and other drugs. He specified that the

heroin was going to be the "regular one" or the "dark one'" "Brown" is a common

reference to heroin in the drug trade to distinguish it from lighter color drugs like

Fentanyl or cocaine and has been used by these men in this investigation. JUAN Valdez

has complained about the quality and appearance of the heloin that was receiving in

prior conversations. IUAN Valdez previously received "china white" which he was

having troubie selling. Maestro told )UAN Valdez that this time, the heroin (the "dark

one") would be "stronger," meaning of better quality but that he would need some

amount of payrnent up-front. )UAN acknowledge that would be good for "business."

He agreed to take two or three kilograms.

69. On February 20, 2017, JUAN Valdez received another incoming telephone

call from The Maestro on Target Telephone III. The Maestro called from a different

telephone number but with an area code that was also assigrred to the Dominican

Republic (82g) 706-6033. During the conversation, IUAN Valdez expressed concem that

he could not reach Maestro nor his courier RoBLES the previous day. Maestro

responded, "No, no, no, it's because we switched the number'" JUAN Valdez said' "I

even called your compadre (ROBLES) ... and it was off." Maestro responded, "Yeah,

he switched it too." Later in the conversation, Maestro said he was going to have "him"
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(ROBLES) bring JUAN Valdez some "stuff for the headache" tomorrow between 12:00

p.m. and 2:00 p.m. so he can "check it." Maestro asked ]UAN Vaidez if he could "check

that out with five" and JUAN said he needed more because he had "a lot of people for

that, you understand me, so you can give them a couple so they check it with a couple

of people, you understand me?" Maestro responded, "I'm going to send you ten or so'"

Towards the end of the conversation JUAN Valdez asked Maestro "Do I delete the

other number?" Maestro responded "Yeah, you can delete it because this is the new

one."

70. Maestro and his "compadre" ROBLES (the courier who is the common

point of contact) each switched phone numbers. The Maestro planned to send ROBLES

to deliver samples of "Headache" (Percocet pills) to f UAN Valdez so he could "check

it" with his customers. The conversation about "5" which increased to "10" was a

reference to some weight or number of samples of Headache needed to provide to

JUAN Valdez's drug customers because he had "a lot of people for that'"

77. On February 21 ,2017 at approximately 11:45 a'm', JUAN Valdez received

a phone call on Target Telephone III from Maestro's courier (ROBLES) who was using a

new number, (781) 300-1459. During the conversation, ]UAN Valdez said that he had

been attempting to call him on the other phone. RoBLES told ]UAN Valdez that the

number he called him on was his new phone and that he no longer had the other one.

ROBLES told IUAN Valdez that he would be there in about an hour and the pair

agreecl to meet at the ,,same place." |UAN Valdez asked RoBLES, "Are you bringing

the headache, that he told me?" ROBLES confirmed, "Yes'" ]UAN Valdez then asked'
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"And the other stuff, when is it coming? The one that is better." ROBLES advised that '

"it" would arrive in about a week. ROBLES also confirmed that JUAN Valdez,

"needed the money for the stuff." He told JUAN Valdez he would call him when he

was about 10 minutes away.

72. Based on this conversation and others I determined that ROBLES is a

fully knowledgeable coconspirator. ROBLES was familiar with the negotiations

between JUAN Valdez and The Maestro. He knew he was expected to bring samples of

"Headache." He was aware that the shipment the "other stuff" or "the one that is

better" was arriving in a week, and that The Maestro expected JUAN Valdez to Pay uP-

front.

73. At approximately 1:03 p.m., |UAN Valdez received an incoming phone

call on Target Telephone III from The Maestro, using telephone number (829) 706-6033.

During the conversation, JUAN Valdez said, "I'm going to see your comPadre soon ".

he cal1ed me already." Maestro told |UAN Y aldez, "You check the stuff well'" fUAN

Valdez responded, "If it's original, Maestro, then there is no problem." }UAN Valdez

also asked about the "other thing" and Maestro said, "This week they will see me ...

They are gonna come down, but what they are bringing is different. It's stronger -" it's

stronger than what I gave you."

74. I believe that ]UAN Valdez confirmed for The Maestro that he had made '

contact with his courier, ROBLES. As in prior conversations, JUAN Valdez and

Maestro again discussed a pending shipment of heroin that is going to be of better
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quality than the previous shipment that Maestro provided to |UAN Valdez. I agairr:.

understood " orig:lrral" to mean uncut or unadulterated.

75. At approximately 1:15 p.m., JUAN Valdez was observed leaving his stash

house at 103/105 Woodbine Street. He was carrying a black bag that appeared to

contain a square weighted object. JUAN Valdez entered the driver's seat of a white

Nissan Altima (MA 3RV 856) and was followed by surveillance agents as he drove to

sumter st., where he parked and waited for the courier, RoBLES. At about 1:28 p.m.,

fuAN valdez received an incoming call on Target Telephone trI from RoBLES who

stated he would be there in one minute. Approximately one minute later, a gray Ford

Explorer (MA 8GN 511) was observed arriving on Sumter St. and it parked directly

behind JUAN Valdez who was still waiting in the Altima.12 The Explorer was only

occupied by the driver, RoBLES. ROBLES got out of the Explorer and entered the

front passenger seat of the Altima. Approximately two minutes later, he left the Altima

carrying the same black bag that JUAN Valdez was seen carrying out of 103/ 105

Woodbine Street. JUAN Valdez then drove away from the area. ROBLES drove away

in the Explorer and was followed to Dorchester, MA at which time surveillance was

discontinued to avoid detection and when it was clear that he was headed north

towards PeabodY.

12 The gray Explorer is registered to Franklin Arias (DOB: 04/06 /7990) at 103 Tracy Ave'' Lynn' MA-

Motor'rr'ehicle iecords show that the gray Explorer was previously registered to Delacruz.at that same

address'lnadditiorr,l03TracyAve.intheaddresslistedonROBLEScurrentMADrivel,sLicense.
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76. Later that same day, at approximately 6:44 p.m.,lUAN Valdez received an

incoming call on Target Telephone IfI from The Maestro, who was using telephone

number (829) 706-6033. During the conversation, Maestro asked JUAN Valdez, "The

things, did you see them, did you verif them?" IUAN responded, "Yes ... the ones I

had before were a little lighter, these are darker." Maestro observed, "Yes, because they

are never the same color ... they never come the same color ... check them." IUAN

Valdez reiterated, "They are not the same ones as before. Those were like a light blue ...

the ones I used the most were the lighter ones." Later in the conversation, JUAN

Valdez asked, "And the guy, did he arrive? You compadre." Maestro acknowledged,

"Yes, he arrived. I just talked to him .. . everything is good."

77. I believe that The Maestro made this follow-up phone call to IUAN

Valdez to see if he was satisfied with the quality of the "Headache" (Percocet) that his

courier ROBLES had provided a few hours earlier on Sumter Street. }UAN Valdez

observed that the Headache was a darker color than the light blue pills that he had

distributed in the past. JUAN Valdez confirmed with Maestro that ROBLES

acknowledged the payment of money. Maestro advised that he spoke to the courier

and everything was "good."

78. On March 9, 2017, JUAN Valdez participated in numerous phone

conversations over Target Telephone Itr with The Maestro on telephone number (829)

706-6033and with Maestro's courier, ROBLES, on telephone number (781) 300-1459.

The result of those conversations was to have JUAN Valdez deliver "30 pesos" to

Maestro's courier, ROBLES. Based on my experience and knowledge gained in this
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investigation, I know that, in the context of this conversation,30 pesos meant $30,000'

The delivery occurred on Sumter St. in Providence where other deliveries had occurred.

The first call from Maestro came in at approximately 12:24 p.m. Others followed:

o During the first conversation, Maestro and JUAN Valdez mutually observed

that the drug business was slow. IUAN Valdez said he has never had a week

where he has not sold "1,00 pesos" and that he had not yet sold all of

Maestro's "stuff" (heroin). The Maestro also told ]UAN Valdez that he

needed to collect a couple "pesos" and asked ]UAN Valdez if he could get

him "30"... lend him 30,000 pesos." JUAN Valdez responded, "no problem"

and asked Maestro when he needed it. Maestro told JUAN Valdez "for

today."

o At aPProxim alely 12:44 p.m., JUAN Valdez received a phone call from his

courier, ROBLES. The two men agreed to meet "there" in about an hour and

a half.

. At aPProximately 1:04 p.m., JUAN Valdez called Maestro' During the

conversation, JUAN Valdez told Maestro that he spoke to the "boy" and that

he was going to give him the "30 pesos." )UAN Valdez asked Maestro when

Maestro was going to pay him back' Maestro resPonded, "next week'"

79. |UAN Valdez was observed parking across the street from 103/105

woodbine st. in Cranston, RI, at approximalely 2:27 p.m. He got out of the driver's

door of a white Nissan Altima (MA 3RV 856) and entered 103/105 Woodbine St' As

JUAN Valdez was walking into the residence he was observed talking on his cellular

phone. That call was made to ROBLES.

. During the conversation, ROBLES asked if they could meet a little later.

|UAN Valdez asked ROBLES to come now' }UAN explained that he "just
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came for it" and had "it" with him now' ROBLES agreed and said he would

call when he was close.

. At approximately 4:09 p.m., )UAN Valdez called RoBLES and asked where

he was. He said he was at Exit 1, referring to Exit 1 on Rte' 95 south in

Attleboro, MA.

80. Approximately 10 minutes later, JUAN Valdez was observed leaving

103/105 Woodbine st. and entering the driver's seat of the white Altima. He was

followed by surveillance officers to Sumter St., where he parked on the side of the road,

just south of Broad St. at approximateiy 4:29 p.m.

81. Surveillance was maintained throughout the meeting that followed. At

approximately 4:32p.m., ROBLES arrived and parked directly across from the white

Altima on sumter st. RoBLES was the driver and only occupant of a gray Ford

Explorer. RoBLES left the gray Explorer and entered the front passengel seat of the

white Altima. Approximately one minute later, RoBLES left the white Altima carrying-

a small plastic bag that appeared to be wrapped around a square object. He returned to

the gray Explorer while JUAN Valdez left in the white Altima. ROBLES was followed

to Dorchester, MA. Physical surveillance was discontinued at approximately 9:54 p.m.

GpS data showed that ROBLES continued to travel north until he arrived at the vicinity

of his apartment on 50 Warren St' at aPProximately 10:30 p'm' with the $30'000 that

fUAN Valdez had given to him.13

13After leaming ARIAS,s new telephone number during the February 21, 2017 drug and cash exchange, I

obtained a warrant to track ARIAS's telephone'
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82. On March 77 ,2077 , thete were a number of calls concerning providing

return of the $30,000. From approximately 9:45 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. surveillance of the

gray Explorer determined that it was parked in the parking lot of 50 warren st.,

peabody, MA. The GPS data showed it remained in the vicinity of the Peabody

apartment until ROBLES left to meet JUAN Valdez

. At aPProximately 12:03 p.m., JUAN Valdez received an incoming call on

target Telephone III from the courier, ROBLES. During the conversation,

ROBLES said he would be there in about an hour and ten minutes'

r About an hour and twenty minutes later, at 1:31 p.m., surveillance officers

saw JUAN Valdez parking a gray Altima on Sumter St' near Broad St'

.AtaPproximatelyl:34p.m.,}UANValdezplacedacalltoRoBLESand

said he was "parked there." ROBLES said he was one minute away'

83. At approximat ely 7:39 p.m., the gray E'xplorer parked on Sumter St''

directly across from the gray Altima. ROBLES was the driver and only occupant. He

left the Ford Explorer carrying a small black bag and entered the front passenger seat of

the gray Altima. At approximately 1:53 p.m., ROBLES got out of the gray Altima

empty handed. ]uAN valdez drove to his stash house at 103/105 woodbine st. He

entered the stash house carrying the black bag that the courier, RoBLES, was

previously carrying.

34.Basedontheseconversationsandsuweillance,IbelievethatRoBLES,the

courier,broughtthe$30,000thattheMaestroowedto}UANValdezfromhisaPatment

in Peabody and returned it to JUAN Valdez'
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85. At approximately 10:08 p.m., JUAN Valdez received an incoming call on

Target Telephone III from Maestro on telephone number (829) 706-6033. During the

conversation, the men discussed their appreciation for each other's friendship. They

also talked about Maestro's current life and the living conditions in the Dominican

Republic. Maestro discussed the long-standing relationship he has had with his

"Compadre" there (referring to the courier, ROBLES). Maestro said his Compadre has

always been there for him and supported him. Maestro mentioned that he (ROBLES)

was arrested :r;t2072. His attorney told him to plead guilty and accept five years in

prison. However, he went to trial and won. Maestro further explained that ROBLES

(his Compadre) does not trust people around Boston and stays in his house most of the

time. Maestro said he trusts ROBLES to go to the "Apple" (New York City).

86. Based on this conversation, it appears that Maestro does in fact live in the

Dominican Republic and that RoBLES is a Dominican Male that has been arrested in

the United States. I believe that Maestro was referring to RoBLES September 2012

arrest in New Bedford, MA for possession with intent to distribute a controlled

substance.

87. On March 28,2077, at approximately 9:56 p.m., JUAN Valdez used Target

Telephone V to call Maestro on telephone number (829\ 2878-9486' During the

conversation, Maestro said his courier (RoBLES) was going to the "Apple" tomollow -

to bring some "tickets" because those people are "moving already'" IUAN Valdez then

asked, ,,Are they bringing the little brown house?" Maestro confirmed that they were,

in addition to bringing some of "the stuff from above" (cocaine)' After a discussion
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about cocaine profits, |UAN Valdez changed topics and said, "If it comes strong, the

other stuff that we spoke about, you are going to save me one and one of the little

brown house. Nothing else. You get me? Because the guy that is going to bring me

some stuff. Do you think that is going to be ready for tomorrow?" Maestro replied,

,,Not for tomorrow." Maestro predicted that it was likely this week. The pair agreed to

speak later.

88. Based on this conversation, I believe Maestro explained to JUAN Valdez

that RoBLES was bringing money (tickets) from Massachusetts to New York city (the

Apple) on Mar ch29 ,2077 because the heroin (the little brown house) was in transit

(moving already). I know that on March29,2017, a surveillance team saw ROBLES

while he delivered money to an individual in New York City. I also believe that juAN

Valdez ordered one kilogram of heroin from Maestro (one brown house) and asked if

ROBLES could provide it the next day. Maesho predicted it would be within week-

89. On April 4, 2017 at approximately 9:15 p'm', |UAN Valdez received a

phone call on Target Telephone v from Maestro using telephone number (829) 287'

g486. During the conversation, Maestro said his " friend" called him and that he has

"that" in the "apple ... the little brown house." IUAN Valdez inquired' "At how

much?" Maestro responded, "He's giving it to me at 54'" The pair further discusses

how some customers prefer the ,,Iittle brown house,, and other prefer the ,,ojitos

cerrados." JUAN Valdez asked how much "it" was going to "hold" and Maestro said

he did not know because it was from Ecuador and told JUAN Valdez he was going to

have to "check" it. |UAN Valdez asked Maestro how much he was going to give it to
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him (f UAN Valdez) for and Maestro said, "Let's leave it at the same, 56 so I can make a

profit." During a follow-up conversation, Maestro told ]UAN that he was going to

check with "him" (ROBLES) to see when he could go and get "it."

90. Based on this conversation, I believe that Maestro told JUAN Valdez that

his friend in New York City (the Apple) had received the heroin (the little brown

house). I believe that the heroin was from Ecuador and the quality of the product was

unknown. I believe that Maestro reported to fUAN Valdez that he bought the heroin

for $54,000 per kilogram and agreed to sell it to IUAN Valdez for $56,000 per kilogram.

I further believe that ROBLES was going to travel to New York City to pick up the

heroin on behalf of Maestro.

91,. On April 5,2017 al approximately 11:54 a.m., fUAN Valdez received a

phone call on Target Telephone V from Maestro using telephone number (829) 287-

9486. During the conversation, Maestro said ROBLES had car problems and was going

to head "over there" later that night. JUAN Valdez said he was not in a "rush" and

wou'ld "grab it" when it arrives.

92. Later that evening, a Richmond, RI Police Officer coincidently stopped

ROBLES while operating the gray Explorer, at aPproximately 7:37 p.m. The traffic stop

took place near Exit 3, off Interstate 95 South near the Connecticut border. ROBLES

was the driver and only occupant of the vehicle. During the traffic stop, ROBLES

provided his MA Driver's license (in the ROBLES identity) and told the officer he was

driving to New Jersey.
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93. Based on these calls and surveillance, I believe RoBLES was in route to

New York City to pick up heroin on behalf of Maestro to deliver to JUAN Valdez.

94. On April 6, 2017 between approximately 11:58 a'm' and 12:07 p'm' JUAN

valdez using Target Telephone V and Maestro usinS telePhone number (829) 287-9485

participated in two conversations. Duling the first conversation, Maestro said ROBLES

would be there between two and three. During the second conversation, Maestro said

ROBLES would be there about 1:30 p.m. IUAN Valdez also asked Maestro if Maestro

could supply him with the "Oiitos Cerrados."

95. Later that day, between approximately L:31 p'm' and 2:13 p'm', }UAN

Valdez using Target Telephone v and RoBLES using telephone number (781) 300-1459

participated in three conversations. During the first conversation, ROBLES said he was

25 minutes out. JUAN Valdez acknowledged and said that Maestro had called and told

him he (ROBLES) was coming. The pair agreed to meet at the "same place" (Sumter

st.). During the second conversation, RoBLES said that due to the rain and traffic he

was rururing late. During the third conversation, at approximately 2:13 p.m., ROBLES

advised that he was tuming onto the street. IUAN Valdez said he was in a different car

than before and he was with his brother.

96.Atapproximately2:l5p.m.,ROBLESwasobservedbysurveillance

officers parking on Sumter St., directly across from JUAN and CLAUDIO Valdez' who

were also parked and waiting in the silver BMW. Approximately two minutes later,

RoBLEsleftthegrayExplorercarryingaSquareobiectwrappedinablackplasticbag

and entered the rear seat of the silver BMW' Approximately three minutes later'
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ROBLES got out of the silver BMW empty handed and retumed to the gray Explorer.

The silver BMW and gray Explorer then departed the area'

97. A short time later, JUAN Valdez was observed arriving at 103/105

Woodbine St. in the silver BMW and carrying the item he received from ROBLES into

the stash house. RoBLES was continuously kept under surveillance until he arrived

back at 50 Warren St., Peabody, MA at approximately 6:10 p'm'

98. Based on these conversations and surveillance I believe that on April 6,

2017, ROBLES retumed from New York city and provided JUAN Valdez with a

kilogram of heroin while inside the silver BMW on Sumter St'

gg.IhaveiocatedStephanieDelacruz,sFacebookaccountandreviewed

public photos that she has posted. I have compared those Photos to surveillance photos

taken of RoBLES. I believe that the individual she Plesents as her husband is

ROBLES. Her current MA driver's license and her Nissan Altima registration lists her

residence as 50 warren st., Apt. 306, Peabody, MA. she is also the former registered

owner of the graY ExPlorer.

100. On March 4, 20u, I obtained information from Crowninshield Property

Management, the company that manages the apartment complex located at 50 Warren

St., Peabody, MA. The management company advised that Stephanie Delacruz

currentlyresidesinapartment306andthatsherecentlynotifiedmanagementthatshe

was married and her husband now resides with hel. The management comPany

informed DelaCruz that her husband had to submit a rental application. on March 30' -

2017, the property management comPany advised that they had received an application
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from DelaCruz,s husband. The applicant listed his name as "Vladimir ARIAS" (DOB:

2/g/r9t,3) and identified his wife as stephanie DelaCruz. The social security number

section was left blank, the prior address stated, "lived with family" and he declared that

he was currently unemPloYed'

101. Based on all these intercepted communications coupled with surveillance

I believe that ROBLES is an active drug runner and money courier for a maior foreiSn

drug source called The Maestro.

102. JUAN Valdez also serviced some of his own drug customers, the most

regular of which were MUNIR, DELGADO, LEONARDO, PELLOT, GUZMAN, and

JOVAN who are individually discussed in this affidavit and for whom arrest warrants -

are being sought. However, one of JUAN Valdez',s largest drug customers (another

mid-level drug dealer) he refers to as "Mello" has not been fully identified and his name

surfaces in some reported conversations. An example of a couple of interceptions calls

establish Mello's role.

o on February 17,2017,JUAN Valdez, received an incoming cal|fuom617-652-

1044 (prepaid subscriber) on Target Telephone III and spoke to a male caller

who identified himself as "Mello." During this conversation, Mello told

JUAN Valdez that he was told that the "thing" was not good' |UAN Valdez

said not to take "it" back and to ask the Unidentified Third Party (UTP) for

the money. Mello explained that he was going to ask for "40 pesos" on credit'

but it is not worth it and that he is going to take "100 pesos'" )UAN Valdez

told him to take "100" because he will give him the "same one" that he gave

him before. Mello asked JUAN Valdez if he had a "darker one'" JUAN

Valdez replied that he does not and insisted that the one he gave to Melio
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was good. Mello retorted that sometimes his customers like variety. JUAN

Valdez told Mello that he does not have "that one" because the one he has is

good and is "working out everywhere." JUAN Valdez told Mello that when

he goes he will bring him "that."

. On March 72,2077 at approximately 2:33 p.m., JUAN Valdez received an

incoming cali on Target Telephone III from Meilo, who was using telephone

number (677) 652-1044. During the conversation, Mello talked about an

Unidentified Third party (UTP) that bought "150" pesos from him and that he

has "25" left. Mello explained that he is "moving" the "other one" right now

and waiting to "take out that one." Mello lamented that business was slow

and that he has not yet made "1,000 pesos" this week. |UAN Valdez assured

Mello that things will get better once people get used to "that one." Mello

also mentioned that a second UTP called yesterday for "100." At the end of

the conversation, the pair discussed life in the Dominican Republic and

reflected, "We are not young anymore./'

103. Based on my training and experience, as well as my familiarity with the

interceptions in this wiretap investigation, I believe that, in these conversations, when

the two men discussed the "thing," "it," "that one" ot " that" they were discussing

heroin. Mello claimed that one of his drug customers said that the heroin previously

provided was not of good quality. JUAN Valdez instructed Mello not to take the heroin

back but to collect the money that was owed for ii. JUAN Valdez maintained that the

heroin that he provided was found to be acceptable ever)ryvhere else. When Mello

asked JUAN Valdez if he had "the darker one" that was also a reference to heroin, but

of a different formulation. I believe that Mello and JUAN Valdez were discussing two
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different types of heroin. Based on my investigation of the vALDEZ DTO, I know that

IUAN Valdez received a shipment of "China white," which is lighter in color when

compared to typical heroin, which is brown in color. JUAN Valdez was intercepted on

numerous occasions discussing the difficulty of selling the lighter colored heroin

because customers were leery of the lighter color, fearing that the drug is actually

fentanyl and not heroin. JUAN Valdez assured Me1lo that, when customers get used to

the different color, business would improve. The cryptic refetences to 25, 100 and 150

are indications of the weight of heroin in grams. "Peso" is a spanish form of money

and has been used interchangeably to reflect an amount in U.S. Currency or a weight of

narcotics. I therefore also believe that Mello considers business to be slow in spite of

having customers that purchase 100 and 150 grams of heroin at a time. Mello

complained that he had not yet made $1,000 in profits that week. Lastly, I believe Mello

is a Dominican Male that is close in age to JUAN Valdez (approximately 50 years of

age)'

CLAUDIO Radhammes Valdez-Nunez and The Doctor

104  CLAUDIO Valdez(DOB 05/18/1972)′ aka Car10s Giovanetti Torres(DOB

08/05/1977)′ aka Luis Hernandez(DOB 10/14/1977)He is tl■ e brother of HECTOR

and JUAN Valdez and an organizer orleader ofthe VALDEZ DTO Heis known to

immigration officials as CLAUD10 Radhammes Valdez― Ntlnez(A045745985)

CLAUDIO Valdez is a Dominican male whO is currently in the United States illegally

He、vas deported from the United States on or about November 19′
2013 and has not
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been received consent of the Attomey General of the United States to apply for

readmission into this country. CLAUDIO Valdez has fraudulently obtained at least one

RI driver,s license and one MA driver's license in assumed names. CLAUDIO Valdez

resides at 34 Bumside Ave., Apartment 3F, Woonsocket, RI. Based on the facts outlined

in this affidavit, a search warrant is being contemporaneously requested for his

residence. CLAUDIO Valdez has been intercepted on calls monitored pursuant to the

court,s wiretap orders participating in hundreds of criminal and conspiratorial

conversations. CLAUDIO Valdez' criminal history includes the following atrests and

convictions:

. May 10, 2000 - Arrested by the New York State Police (NYSP) for

Possession of a Controlled Substance - 4oz. and Resisting Arrest

(convicted, sentence unknown);

o January 75,2OOg - Arrested by the Franklin, MA Police Department for

P\MD Class B Substance (disposition unknown);

. November 19,2013 - Arrested and deported by ICE.

105. Since October of 201,6, CLAUDIO Valdez personally delivered small

amounts of heroin totaling 15 grams to CS#1 on three occasions in exchange for $750.

In March of 2017 he was involved in the delivery of 30 grams of crack cocaine to cS#2

for $2000. These drug deliveries involved the black Ranger and the silver BMW.

106.Duringthewiretapping,CLAUDIOand}UANValdezwereintercepted

numerous times discussing debts, large and small, that were Part of the business of

runningtheVALDEZDTO.Forexample,onMarch6,20lTatapproximatelyT..45p.m.,
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CLAUDIO Valdez placed a call on Target Telephone IV to }UAN Valdez on Target

Telephone [II. During the conversation, CLAUDIO Valdez said he had been doing

"calculations" and that JUAN owed him "400 pesos." CLAUDIO Valdez explained

that he had given JUAN, "Five pesos . .. 3,900 for JUAN's wife (RODRIGUEZ) and 700

for "Bor7" (slang for a Puerto Rican male) which he calculated to mean a 400 peso

overpayment. JUAN Valdez countered that he thought they were "even" and that his

wife's bill was only 2,900. The pair continued to argue about money. CLAUDIO Valdez

asked JUAN Valdez to write down "5,000 minus 3,900" (for JUAN's wife) minus "700

for Bori's two balls." CLAUDIO Valdez added that he gave "Tanya" (CROTEAU)

"150" and their dad (Ronald Tetreault) "425." IUAN Valdez disagreed with his

brother's accounting. He added that he gave CLAUDIO Valdez the money from

"Carlitos" (DELGADO). The pair agreed to determine the numbers in person.

107. In this conversation, the Valdez brothers were trying to balance their drug

ledgers. I believe ihat CLAUDIO Valdez told fUAN Valdez that JUAN owed him a

balance of $400 because he had provided $5,000 worth of narcotics (five pesos) to IUAN

and was only repaid $4,600. I further believe that by "Juan's wife" they were referring

to RODRIGUEZ and that she had been provided with $3,900 worth of narcotics'

Another $700 worth of narcotics was provided to a customer, whom they referred to as

"the Puerto Rican." I know "Carlitos" to be a name used for DELGADO.

108. Another occurred on March 9, 2077 at approximately 1:21 p.m.,

CLAUDIO Valdez received an incoming call on Target Telephone IV from JUAN

valdez on Target Telephone III. During the conversation, the pair discussed people that
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owe them money. JUAN Valdez directed CLAUDIO to write down "200" for Mello

because he (]UAN Valdez) had given Mello "200 pesos." JUAN Valdez warned

CLAUDIO that he needed to pay attention to "details" because this was not a good

time to being giving "it" on credit when "things" are slow. IUAN Valdez complained

that business used to be more profitable and that if things continue like this he may

" relire." The pair discussed how "morena" (dark-skinned woman) owed 1,000 pesos

and how other people that owe "disappeared."

109. I interpreted this conversation to concern drug debts. specifically, in this

instance, IUAN Valdez complained about a Payment owed for 200 grams of heroin

supplied to Mello that was outstanding. JUAN Valdez warned CLAUDIO against

providing drugs to customers on credit, because business was slow and some

customers have disappeared without paying for the drugs, including a woman who

owed them $1,000 ('1,000 pesos").

110. More significantly, CLAUDIO Valdez was the point of contact with a new

drug source. Although the principle source of supply during the period of monitoring

appeared to be The Maestro, there were others. JUAN Valdez genetally communicated

with The Maestro. CLAUDIO communicated with other suppliers referred to as "The

Doctor,, and ,,The Mexican." whereas, JUAN',s wire communications with The Maestlo

were monitored, CLAUDIO seemed to communicate with The Doctor on a telephone .

that was only used to speak to The Doctor and was not being monitored' \ y'hat is

known about GLAUDIO Valdez and The Doctor was learned during conspiratorial

conversations between the brothers on monitored phone lines'
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111. For example, at aPProximately 7:21 p.m., on February 78,2077, CLAUDIO

valdez used Target Telephone [v to call JUAN Valdez on Target Telephone Itr. They

discussed a source of supply that they referred to as El Doctor (The Doctor). CLAUDIO

Valdez informed his brother JUAN that The Doctor had been "released." JUAN Valdez

asked CLAUDIO for The Doctor's number but CLAUDIO cautioned him that it will be

better to call from a "clean number." They discussed problems on prior drug deals with

The Doctor and JUAN instructed CLAUDIO what to say when he spoke to him:

}UAN: But listen to me. When you talk to The Doctor, you tell him,'We

had a lot of issues with that.' Because, for real, we had a lot of issues' Do you

understand?

CLAUDIO: No, I know but ... [Voices Overlap]

|UAN: You tell him. 'Doctor, if you have been out, we would have

retumed that to you. We had a lot of issues and losses with that thing''

CLAUDIO: Yeah, don't worry that we'Il talk about that really good. What I will

tell him later, you will just confirm it to him as well'

172. The conversation continued concerning jUAN',s belief that whatever was

done to them was a "rip-off" and that he felt betrayed. In response, CLAUDIO agreed

to speak to The Doctor:

CLAUDIO: I will taik to him ... I don't know if tonight I will ... Because I want

toseeifwetakeoutanewthingiusttodothat.Forusnottobewiththathere.
You know.

IUAN: VVell
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CLAUDIO: Today, I will finish talking to him and I wili tell him,'Tomorrow I

will send you a number' to his brother for him to send it to him. That one will be

just to talk to him and that's it.

JUAN: Exactly! To negoiiate something, because how the prices are now

... And I don't know how that wiil be.

113. Based upon my training and experience as well as the knowledge I have

gained during the course of this investigation, in context, I believe that The Doctor is a 
-

drug source of supply with whom the Valdez brothers have done business in the past.

\44ren JUAN Valdez instructed his brother, to tell The Doctor that they "had a lot of

issues with that" he was reminding him to complain that the last shipment of drugs that

they received from The Doctor was not of good quality and they lost money on the deal.

I believe by "released" CLAUDIO Valdez was saying that The Doctor had been recently

released from prison because juAN said that he would have retumed the bad batch of

drugs if The Doctor would have "been out." DesPite that history, it appeared that the

valdez brothers intended to reestablish contact with The Doctor, through cLAUDIO

Valdez, and continue doing business with him.

114. On February 78,2017, at approximately 8:20 p.m., JUAN Valdez used

Target Telephone III to call CLAUDIO Valdez on Target Telephone IV' After

discussing the quality of drugs that they referred to as the "white stuff" and the "brown

stuff," the conversation turned back to The Doctor and another individual referred to as
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"Sombrerudo" (The Mexican).tr }UAN Valdez asked his brother if he had spoken to

The Doctor yet:

CLAUDIO: The brother spoke to him. It was The Mexican that wanted to talk

to me, because what's his name sent him a message because tomorrow morning

he was going to talk to the brother over there. Tomorrow I will talk to The

Doctor.

jUAN:
too?

\Arhich Mexican? The one that The Doctor got out? He came out

CLAUDIO: No, all of them are out but what happens with The Mexican is that

... you talked with the one that I always talk to, the other one. The Doctol's

brother told me that he was on his way to pick him up since he got reieased. I
asked The Doctor's brother, 'Did you talk to The Doctor?' He told me, 'No, no,

no, tomorrow he told me that he was going to talk to me.' He said that, 'The

Mexican had told him.' But the whole group was released.

}UAN: That's good.

CLAUDIO: So, The Mexican wanted to talk to me. The one that we always talk

to.

jUAN: Which one is that? Because you are the one that talks to them, not

me. I don't talk to neither one.

CLAUDIO: You talked to him once. He's The Doctor's friend. The one that is

always out, rulning errands.

jUAN: Oh, the one who runs the errands?

CLAUDIO: Yes, you spoke to him once. That's why I said, the one we talk to'

So he was the one who was on his way to go look for The Doctor, but he was

assured that he was released.

ral know that the ,,white stuff" and the "brown stuff" are commonly used in the drug trade to distinguish

between cocaine and heroin.
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JUAN: Things are good then.

CLAUDIO: I was thinking that tomorrow ... damn! Everything is going to be

closed tomorrow. I was Soing to get ... a new exclusive one just to talk to him. I
will add a card and all the things.

fUAN: Yes.

CLAUDIO: I'm going to do that, so I'm not all tangled up with this and that,

you know? It's better like that. Tomorrow or later on I know I will get in touch

with him. But he is Soing to call me; I'm going to call The Doctor's brother now

because he wanted to talk to me right away.

jUAN: Okay.

CLAUDIO: Yes, I'm going to cail The Doctor's brother again'

The conversation then tumed to other drug matters including "stuff" coming

from a supplier they called "Odali" in this conversation.ls

jUAN: No, because we have to check that to be sure. I took that to help

him, but damn! That stuff is not good' I'm not going to screw myself' I'm going

to give that back. I don't want any more problems than the ones I have'

CLAUDIO: Okay, tomorrow I'm going to do some rounds. Cabellu gives a

good verdict for Odali's stuff.

]UAN: Odali's is strong and I told him that it had to come stronger, so he

said thai it's coming stronger now. Imagine that, if it's stronger'

15 Odali is believed to be The Maestro, IUAN Valdez's source of heroin in the Dominican Republic' In

monitored telephone calls on Target Telephone III, JUAN Valdez called his source "Maestro" but in

conversations with CLAUDIO V;ldez he appeared to refer to the same source as "Odali'"
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The brothers also discussed paying a woman named "lvana" $150 to use her

house to conduct a drug transaction and then discussed the treachery of the drug trade:

JUAN: Yes, the guy is good. I like the way he thinks. He told me, 'Look for

a house and then he will go there and will do it in front of you, because I don't

want to trust my buddy 100% because you know how people are, that they

betray you and then they give you something that is not and then I will be

fucked.'

CLAUDIO: No, he is looking to be sure. What I will do is that l will call Ivana

now and I will teil her that tomorow I'm going to stop by.

fUAN: No, but that is not for now. He will come on Monday. I will give

him the papers. And he will come back on Tuesday or Wednesday' The guy they

killed, Bobo [ph] he had some stuff taken that he had given to on credit.

CLAUDIO: Now everybody is trickY.

JUAN: No, he used to pay what happened is that he got killed.

CLAUDIO: Oh

JUAN: Bobo.

CLAUDIO: Oh was it because of that that he got sent to the other side?

JUAN: No, no. He gave something on credit to him and he used to pay'

No one knows what happened to him. Enrique's son said that he would always give

him stuff and he would PaY.

CLAUDIO I heard that story' But I heard that that guy owed everybody'

115. In this conversation when the brothers discussed the strength of the

"stuff" they were discussing the potency of narcotics' "Papers" generally mean money

used to pay for drugs and their suspicion was that a Person called "Bobo" was killed
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("sent to the other side") for failure to pay his drug debts. This conversation

reconfirmed for me that CLAUDIO Valdez is the point of contact with a source of

supply called The Doctor who is a part of a larger group. The descriptive phrase "a11 of

them" suggested a cohesive group. The SrouP seems to be led by The Doctor and

includes The Mexican, or possibly two individuals referred to by that moniker, and

others. They had all been recently released from prison, "the whole SrouP was

reIeased.,, A1l of which suggested to me that CLAUDIO Valdez is dealing with a Drug

Trafficking Organization as a source of suppiy rather than an individual drug trafficker.-

116. On March 7,2077, at approximately 5:00 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez used

Target Telephone IV to place a call to JUAN Valdez on Target Telephone III. During

the conversation, CLAUDIO Valdez told )UAN that, "The Doctor wants 10 pesos to be

sent." JUAN Valdez responded, "You have 12 there. Send him the 10'" CLAUDIO

Valdez also told JUAN that The Doctor said that one can came as the "qitos Cerrados

... it will be a little bit ... it could be at first like three or four pesos ... three or four at

first." JUAN Valdez questioned, "But four, right? Four?" CLAUDIO Valdez answered'

"Yes, three or four pesos, it could be that few, do you understand me?" f UAN Valdez

inquired, " 400 or 4?" CLAUDIO Valdez clarified, "No' No, the mesita (little table)'"

]UAN Valdez then cautioned his brother, "It has to be really good. Do you understand

me? You have to tell him about the 10 pesos that are going to be sent ... discount from

there what is going to be sent."

lTT.IunderstoodthatCLAUDIOValdeztoldJUANValdezthatTheDoctor

neededa$10,000Payment.|UANValdeztoldhisbrothertomakethepaymentoutof
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$12,000 that he had on hand. This conversation related to a heroin (ojitos cerrados)

shipment coming from The Doctor. CLAUDIO Valdez estimated that the first

shipment would be three or four kilograms, which he referred to as "3 or 4 pesos." In

this case, the meaning of "peso" depends on context. It has been used as a code for

money and for weight. when ]UAN asked "400 or 4" he was seeking clarification as to

whether CLAUDIO meant 400 grams or 4 kilograms' CLAUDIO explained, "the

mesita" which means "little table." Mesita is a code for a kilogram because the typical

shape of a kilogram of narcotics is a compact rectangle, similar in appearance to a little

table. CLAUDIO Valdez apparently considered three or four kilograms to be a small

amount of heroin.

118. Three related conspiratorial conversations between CLAUDIO and JUAN

Valdez on Target Telephones III and IV occurred between March 9th and March 11th:

. On March 9 ,2017 at approximately 1:38 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez received a

call from fUAN. During the conversation, |UAN Valdez told CLAUDIO that

"this thing is not good" and that if "it" is not "100" he will return it' JUAN

Valdez warned CLAUDIO Valdez not to trust "pictures" and that if it is not '

"original" they will not "move " it.

. On March 10,2017 at approximately 9:02 p.m., they spoke again During the

conversation, CLAUDIO Valdez said he spoke to the "Sombrerudo" (The

Mexican). He reported that The Mexican contacted an unidentified Third

Party (UTP) "over there." CLAUDIO Valdez further reported that he told the

Mexican to send the UTP "over here" but the Mexican wanted to know if

JUAN or CLAUDIO Valdez could send someone "there'" JUAN Valdez

expressed concern about making a trip "there'" CLAUDIO Valdez suggested
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that they send someone they trust to 80 get "it." He suggested "Melissa"

(Perdomo) and that they could pay her "200 pesos." }UAN Valdez expressed

his opinion that "Melissa" would not make the trip for "200 pesos."

CLAUDIO Valdez said he would address the Doctor about sending someone

"up here."

. On March 1L,2077 at approximately 4:18 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez called

}UAN Valdez. During the conversation, CLAUDIO Valdez said he spoke to

the Doctor and that the Doctor said it is "oiitos cerrados." JUAN Valdez

disagreed, instructing CLAUDIO to tell him (the Doctor) that it is not and

that it is "shit." JUAN Valdez warned that he willbe "checking it." IUAN

Valdez protested that he did not want to be wasting his time.

119. I understood these three conversations to relate a shipment of heroin for

the Valdez DTO from The Doctor or The Mexican that was suPPosed to be of the oiitos

cerrados type or quality. IUAN Valdez warned CLAUDIO about the importance of

ensuring that the heroin was of high quality and that he should not trust the samples

(pictures) that he was sent. Only "original" (uncut) was acceptable. JUAN Valdez felt -

that the shipment that they had received was not good (shit). The discussion also

involved how they were going to get the heroin from "there" (likely NY) to "here."

CLAUDIO Valdez suggested paying Melissa Perdomo $200 for Picking up the narcotics

on their behalf. JUAN did not believe that she would be willing to do it for that price.16

720. On March 25,2077, at approximately 6:00 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez

received an incoming call on Target Telephone IV from JUAN Valdez on Target

16In 2014, Melissa Perdomo (Jenifer PERDOMO's sister) was arrested in Queens, N.Y. when she

atiempted to pick-up approximately 3.3 kilograms of heroin from a Mexican source of supply on behalf of

the Valdez brothers.
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Telephone III. During the conversation, IUAN Valdez asked CLAUDIO if he had sent

The Doctor -10.- CLAUDIO Valdez twice confirmed that he had. IUAN valdez then

said, "I owe him 100 pesos and I lent him 10 on the side." JUAN Valdez asked that

CLAUDIO Vaidez keep track of the numbers and write everything down so The Doctor

does not start "trouble." JUAN Valdez said that he wanted the Doctor to come 8et the

rest of the money because he does not want "problems." CLAUDIO Valdez confirmed

again, "twice he has been wired ... 10 pesos and 10 pesos." JUAN asked CLAUDIO

Valdez to call the Doctor and tell him, "They have given 20 to you. They owe you 100'"

121. Based on this conversation, I believe that ]UAN and CLAUDIO Valdez

have wired The Doctor $20,000 towards a drug debt they owe him. There have been

other intercepted conversations in which PERDOMO cautioned ]UAN Valdez against

wiring more than $10,000 at a time because that amount causes financial institutions to '

file currency transaction reports (CTR',s) with law enforcement. Therefore, when |UAN

said that he wanted The Doctor to come get the money to avoid "problems" - that is the

problem that he was trying to avoid. I believe that they still owe the Doctor $100,000

(100 Pesos) and that JUAN Valdez wanted the Doctor to come collect the remainder of

the money in person.

122. On March 31., 2017 at approximately 9:52 a'm', JUAN Valdez received an

incoming call on Target Telephone V from CLAUDIO Valdez on Target Telephone IV.

During the conversation, CLAUDIO Valdez said he was iust "talking to the Doctor "'

supposedly someone is coming to pick up the money." CLAUDIO Valdez said they

also spoke about the "ojitos cerrados" and getting "about five'" JUAN Valdez
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adamantly refused and said that he had to do the "shit" first. CLAUDIO Valdez said

that the "Doctor" first quoted him "55" but then said -53." JUAN Valdez stressed that

he would not "grab it" at "50" observing that he can get it cheaper "over here'" ]UAN

Valdez said he is going to tell The Doctor not to bring five because he does not trust

them and that that he only wants one to "check it." CLAUDIO Valdez tried to convince

JUAN to do business with The Doctor and said that The Doctor promised to retum the

"stuff" if it is not good. However, CLAUDIO agreed that they should sample the

"stuff" first. JUAN warned CLAUDIO Valdez that even if the "stuff" is good, "things

are moving slow1y" right now, suggesting that they should not be stockpiling too much

product.

123. Based on this conversation, I believe that The Doctor, who is one of the

Valdez brothers Mexican drug sources, plans to send a courier to get the $100,000 that

|UAN and CLAUDIO Valdez owe for drugs they previously received from The Doctor.

I believe that The Doctor has drugs for sale, likely heroin containing fentanyl (ojitos

cerrados), that are currently in shipment to the United states. CLAUDIO Valdez

suggested that they purchase five kilograms of the oiitos cerrados. CLAUDIO Valdez

negotiated a price of $53,000 per kilogram. JUAN Vaidez, who was not satisfied with a

previous shipment, thought that price was too high. He countered that he would not

evenbe willing to pay $50,000 for a kilo of ojitos cerrados from The Doctor. ]UAN

valdez was only willing to purchase one kilogram in order to check the quality of the

product. I also believe JUAN Valdez does not want to purchase too much heroin

becausethedemandhasbeenslowandhedoesnotwanttohavetoomuchonhand.
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Having a large stockpile would leave him more vulnerable to theft by criminals or

seizure by law enforcement.

124. In the afternoon of March 31, 2077 , at approximately 3:00 p.m., ]UAN

Valdez called CLAUDIO Valdez and they had a follow-up conversation. CLAUDIO

Valdez said "The Doctor's friend" called him to "collect the 100 pesos" and that he

wants to come on Monday. JUAN Valdez replied that they needed a find a place to do

the transaction. JUAN Valdez said they should do it at the place CLAUDIO Valdez

previously suggested and that he M′ as gohg to geta key forthat place CLAUDIO

Valdez said he would give "the woman" "something" for letting them use her place.

CLAUDIO Valdez said he would call her later today to get a copy of the key. JUAN

Valdez expressed his frustration with The Doctor and the poor prices that The Doctor is

giving them.

725. About a half hour later, at approximately 3:35 p.m., |UAN Valdez

received a phone call from RODRIGUEZ. JUAN Valdez told RODRIGUEZ he would

talk to her later because he was on his other phone with The Doctor.

126. Based on these conversations, I believe that The Doctor planned to send a

money courier to get $100,000 from JUAN and CLAUDIO Valdez on Monday, April 3, .

2077. Ir also appeared, based on the familiar use of the nickname in conversation, that

RODRIGUEZ was aware of The Doctor and his role in the VALDEZ DTO. Based on

other intercepted calls, I know that CLAUDIO Valdez suggested they do the

transaction at Judy Hernandez's (the woman's) aPartment, which is located at 14 Vinton

St., Providence, RI, and that he had received a key to that aPartment for that purpose.
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lennifer PERDOMO

727. PERDOMO (DOB: 01/05/1976) lives at 88 Barrows St., Providence, RI'

PERDOMO has actively assisted the VALDEZ DTO distribute drugs. In monitored

conversations, she has been overheard coliecting drug debts and transPorting drugs for

CLAUDIO Valdez. PERDOMO has rented vehicles in her own name for use in drug

trafficking. She has acted as a lookout for both JUAN and CLAUDIO Valdez;

accurately identifying surveillance officers in their undercover vehicles. She has had an

unidentified source run the license plates of suspected police surveillance vehicles and

has gathered information on bank reporting requirements for the valdez brothers.

PERDOMO is (or was) CLAUDIO Valdez's girlfriend. At the beginning of the

investigation, they lived together. Then CLAUDIO began staying at the aPartment

building in which his brother HECTOR Valdez and CROTEAU live (34 Burnside) but

recently he went back to PERDOMO (at 88 Barrows). \'Vhatever the current

relationship between CLAUDIO Vaidez and PERDOMO she continues to actively

assist the VALDEZ DTO.

728. On March 7 ,2077 , CLAUDIO Valdez used Target Telephone IV to place

several phone calls to PERDOMO concerning the collection of a drug debt and bank

reporting requirements.

. At approximately 12:53 p'm. he cal1ed and asked her if she had seen "Nicky"

yet, because Nicky was supposed to give her the money. PERDOMO said

she had Bone to Nicky's but Nicky was not there. CLAUDIO Valdez

explained that "Renato" said Nicky was going to provide PERDOMO with
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the money. CLAUDIO Valdez directed PERDOMO to call Renato on "the

other little phone" and "tell him to give her the 430."

At approximately 1:07 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez received an incoming phone

call from PERDOMO. During the conversation, PERDOMO told CLAUDIO

Valdez that Renato "on1y gave me 400."

At approximately 4:01 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez called PERDOMO. During

the conversation, the pair discussed bank-reporting requirements for

depositing and/or withdrawing $10,000 or more. PERDOMO said she

knows people at Bank of America who have told her about the process.

PERDOMO said if it is more than $10,000, "there is a Process ... people get

investigated." CLAUDIO Valdez said he is going to have to talk to The

Doctor about it.

129. When CLAUDIO Valdez instructed PERDOMO to get $430 from

,,Renato" he was telling her to collect a drug debt. other interceptions established that

Renato was a drug customer who communicates with CLAUDIO Valdez on telephone

number (40!) 472-4956. Telephone number (401) 472-4956 is subscribed to in the name

"Nicole Cruze" who I believe to be the "Nicky" referred to in the conversation.

PERDOMO likely has another phone on which she communicates with drug customers

("the other little phone"). CLAUDIO Valdez was apparently considering wiring or

depositing money into an account in order to pay The Doctor. |UAN Valdez instructed

his brother to pay The Doctor $10,000 (on March 7,2077). PERDOMO was not only

familiar with the name of a major drug source used in casual conversation (The Doctor)

but warned CLAUDIO Valdez about Cash Transaction RePorts (CTRs) and that any

pa).rnent over $10,000 would trigger an investigation. All of which led me to conclude
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that PERDOMO is a knowledgeable co-conspirator actively assisting the vALDEZ

DTO.

130. PERDOMO has also acted as a lookout. CLAUDIO Valdez ard

PERDOMO have collaborated in an effort to detect law enforcement surveillance.

Several calls bear that out.

. on March 10,2017, at approximately 3:55 p.m, CLAUDIO Valdez was observed

exiting vIP Styles, a barbershop located at 319 Pocasset Ave., Providence, RI and

meet with PERDoMo, who was seated in the driver's seat of the black ]eep.

After a brief meeting, PERDOMO was observed leaving the area using Prudence

Avenue, which is located adjacent to the barbershop. Law enforcement officers

had previously established a surveillance position on Prudence Ave' At

approximately 3:56 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez placed a call to PERDOMO DuTing

the conversatioru cLAUDIO Valdez asked her if she saw anything. PERDOMO

said there is a "white guy" inside the car and, when she drove past, he laid

down. she said it was not the same license plate that he had given her before.

CLAUDIO Valdez asked her if she got the license plate and she said it was

"9774." CLAUDIO Valdez asked her to drive by again to get a closer look and

told her that she has to be "smart" because "those people" are not going to use

the same license plates or cars. CLAUDIO directed PERDOMO to write down

the license plate and to check it. PERDOMO said he was skinny and in his 30's.

CLAUDIO Valdez said the previous white male he noticed was in his 40's. At

approximately 4:16 p.m., PERDOMO called CLAUDIO Valdez. During the

conversation, PERDOMO said, "My friend checked it (license plate) and said

that it's not. It's a construction company." CLAUDIO Valdez queried, "Oh, but

you called your friend to ask him?" PERDOMO said that she did and declared,

"I investigated it right away."
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On March 13,2017 at approximately 8:20 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez used Target

Telephone IV to call PERDOMO' During the conversation, CLAUDIO Valdez

told PERDOMO that he noticed a blue SUV following him throughout the day'

CLAUDIO Valdez said, "I took the number ... will your friend let you know

right away?" PERDOMO assured him, "yes." She asked for a description of

the car and where CLAUDIO Valdez had seen it. CLAUDIO told PERDOMO

to write the license plate number down and asked her what she is going to tell

him (the person that is going to run the plate). PERDOMO responded, "I'm

going to ask him to do me a favor and check that plate'" PERDOMO then

explained to CLAUDIO Valdez that, "If it's not registered -- then it's them' If it's

registered then it's not what you are thinking." )UAN Valdez again asked,

"What are you going to tell him?" to which PERDOMO replied, "That I want io

know about that license plate. That I saw something weird." cLAUDIO Valdez '

then started to give the license plate of the vehicle, "4W "'" PERDOMO was

having difficulty hearing him so CLAUDIO Valdez said he would text it'

CLAUDIO Vaidez did send PERDOMO a text messa8e but it was not captured

because the court order only authorized the interception of wire

communications.

Atapproximately8:25p'm.PERDoMocalledCLAUDIOValdez.Duringthe

conversation, CLAUDIO Valdez told her that he sent her the first "initials" and

the others are "555 ...575." He also said the plate was from where "Cabezon and

Sandra live" (Massachusetts).17 PERDOMO asked if the plate was a

"combination" plate or a "commercia1."

. At approximately 8:49 p.m., PERDOMO called CLAUDIO Valdez and said the

piate was not registered and so it is the "caballitos" (horses)' She told CLAUDIO

17 JUAN Valdez is known by ihat nickname and "sandra" is RoDRIGUEZ. They live h Massachusetts.
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Valdez, "Chill out, stay calm, take it easy, because something must be

happening. They have some information.,, CLAUDIO Valdez pressed for more

details and asked what ,,he,, told her. PERDoMo said that she told him that

she had seen some "weird" cars arourd and that she gets "nervous" because she

has "1itt1e girls." CLAUDIO Valdez specifically asked if "he" told her it was the

,,cabailitos.,, She said that he confirmed that, when it is not registered, it is.

PERDOMO said she sent the license plate information to "him" by text and

warned CLAUDIO Valdez to be carefui.

.AtapProximately8:56p'm.PERDOMOcalledCLAUDIOValdezandasked

"Whenyousawtheman,didhehide?"CLAUDIOValclezsaidthat'whenhe

went to see if he was sti1l there, he had moved. GLAUDIO Valdez stressed that

he had to "change strategies" but it is "easier said than done'" PERDOMO said'

"You have to lay low for a while ... and take it easy'" The pair continued to

discuss law enforcement surveillance. CLAUDIo Valdez stated, 
,,Damn, I don,t

know.That,swhylhavechangedphones.Ihavechangedalotofthinss.,,

131. PERDOMO accurately described the license plate and general physical

description of a surveillance vehicle and an officer that was conducting surveillance on

prudence st. on March 10,2017 . CLAUDIO Valdez also detected law enforcement

surveillance because he accurately described a vehicle and license plate being used by a

law enforcement officer that was conducting surveillance in the vicinity of 34 Burnside

Avenue. I know that "horses" (caballitos) is a term used to describe law enforcement.

This incident reaffirmed that PERDOMO is an active member of the vALDEZ DTO

and that she has a "friend" that checks license plates for them'
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132. PERDOMO was also monitored on March 20, 2017 collecting a drug debt.

At approximat ely 9:45 p.m. and again at 9:50 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez received

incoming calls on Target Telephone IV from PERDOMO who was using telephone

number (617) 586-9365. Both conversations were less than one minute long. During the

first conversation, PERDOMO asked CLAUDIO Valdez, "How much is she supposed

to give me?" CLAUDIO replied, "like seven and a half, something like that."

PERDOMO was then overheard telling an Unidentified Female (UF) to "count seven-

fifty" and the call ended. During the second conversation, PERDOMO asked

CLAUDIO Valdez if the UF owed $1,500, because she did not want to take extra money

from the UF. CLAUDIO Valdez confirmed that he "gave her more ... 750 and 750 ...

that's it."

133. I understood that CLAUDIO Valdez gave the UF drug customer $750

worth of narcotics on two occasions and the outstanding drug debt that PERDOMO

was collecting on his behalf was $1,500 ("750 and750").

134. PERDOMO aided and abetted the drug trafficking in other ways Two

calls bear that out.

. On March 25,20t7, at approximately 6:37 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez used

Target Telephone [V to cail PERDOMO. During the conversation,

CLAUDIO Valdez asked if she could give him a ride because he did not have

a car. CLAUDIO Valdez explained that he did not want to walk because he

had "something" in his pants and in a bag. PERDOMO told CLAUDIO

Valdez that she also did not have a car available and told him to leave "it"
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there. she offered to get it later. CLAUDIO Valdez said he would leave the

"tickets" there as well'

. On March 2 6,2077 , at approximately 12:50 p.m', CLAUDIO Valdez used

Target Telephone fV to call PERDOMO. During the conversation,

CLAUDIO Valdez asked PERDOMO to get the "seasoning" that was there'

He specified the "small, white, hard one." CLAUDIO Valdez clarified again,

"grab the little hard one" and again said it was "white'" He told PERDOMO

he was coming over and for her to bring it down to the door so he can grab it.

135. During the first conversation, I understood that CLAUDIO Valdez was

wary of walking because he would have to carry illegal drugs with him (in his pants

and in a bag). PERDOMO told him to leave the drugs there and she wouid retrieve

them later. CLAUDIO Valdez agreed and said that he would leave the money (tickets)

at the location for her to pick-up too. In the second conversation "seasoning" was a

drug, likely crack cocaine. CLAUDIO Valdez stressed that PERDOMO should bring

him the seasoning that is "hard" and "white." Vvhite is a common code for cocaine and

hard is a common code for crack cocaine.

136. Based on these conversations, and other evidence, I concluded that

PERDOMO was a knowledgeable coconspirator who was actively aiding and abetting

the vALDEZ DTO by collecting drug debts, running drugs, acting as a lookout and

helping the Valdez evade detection by law enforcement by renting cars, avoiding CTR's

and using a contact to check license plates of suspected surveillance vehicles.
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Alexandra Garcia Montero alias Sandra RODRIGUEZ, alias lane Doe

137. RODRIGUEZ (DOB 70 / 07 / 1978) is not a citizen of the United states and

is believed to be here illegal1y but has never been previously deported. ln intercepted

conversations, RODRIGUEZ was overheard discussing her family in the Dominican

Republic and I have determined that the identity on the license that she uses in the

name sandra Rodriquez is actually that of a Puerto Rican woman. Her true identity is

believed to be Alexandra Garcia Montero (DOB 70 /07 /1978) born in Bani, Dominican

Republic based on a Dominican Cedula. Throughout this investigation, this offender

has been known as RODRIGUEZ and has been referred to as such in many reports and

affidavits. Although it now apPears that her true identity is Garcia, for ease of

reference, I have continued to refer to her by her alias RoDRIGUEZ. RODRIGUEZ is

known to be fuAN valdez's girifriend or wife. They refer to each other as husband and'

wife but their formal legal status is not known. she lives at 24 Aberdeen Rd, Milton,

MA with JUAN Valdez. A warrant for their residence was issued by the U.S. District

Couri in the District of Massachusetts. RODRIGUEZ has been intercepted numerous

times on ca1ls monitored pursuant to the Court's wiretap orders participating in

criminal and conspiratorial conversations with f UAN Valdez concerning the subject

offenses. RODRIGUEZ has the following criminal history:

. February 2009 - Distribution of Cocaine (Disposition unknown)

o November 2010 - Distribution of Heroin (Disposition Unknown)

. December 2010 - Distribution of a Class A narcotic (Guilty' 30 months of '
home confinement/suspended sentence)
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138. |UAN Vaidez used his wife or girlfriend, RODRIGUEZ, in his drug

business. They were regularly overheard discussing the purchase, sale and qualitv of

drugs. RODRIGIJEZ had her own drug customers in Massachusetts that she supplied

with heroin obtained from the VALDEZ DTO'

739. For example, on February 13, 2017, JUAN Y aldez, received an incoming

cail on Target Telephone III from (781) 492-9060 (a prepaid cell phone with no

subscriber) and spoke to RoDRIGUEZ. During this conversation, JUAN Valdez asked

RODRIGUEZ if people had been calling her. She responded by saying, "they seem to

like it." IUAN Valdez remarked, "If they did not like it, they would have complained

abeady." RODRIGUEZ said that a UTP called to complain but she ignored the

complaint. RODRIGUEZ explained, "\^rhen there are eight to ten people and only one

complains, [she] will ignore that person ... the other people have not said anything at

a11." Later during the same conversation, RODRIGUEZ said she was going to call a

UTP and "give him a little thing." She said that she gave the UTP, "a little something of

the other stuff, not this one, the other day."

140. I beiieve that this conversation concemed the quality of a batch of drugs

which were supplied by |UAN Valdez and recently distributed by RODRIGUEZ.

JUAN Valdez asked RODRIGUEZ if the drug customers had been calling her about the

product. She confirmed for him that the quaiity of the drugs was acceptable, "They

seemed to like it." RoDRIGUEZ said that she had only received one compiaint and

reflected that if only one of eight to ten customers had complained, then the quality

must be good enough. \44:ren RODRIGUEZ said she was going to give "a little thing"
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tOa UT(perhapS the customer whO had complained)′ she meantthat she would

PrOVide a small quantity of narcotics and had Provided a sample from a previous

ShiPment′
′′
a little somethhg ofthe Other stuff′ nOt this one′ the other day′

′ Vヽhatever

the domestic relationship beth7een JUAN Valdez and RODRIGUEZ′
this conversation

and others suggested to lne that ROI)RIGUEZ isa kno、vledgeable member Ofthe

VALDEZ DTO、vho seぃ′ices her own drug customers

141   0n March 31′ 2017 a number ofcalls、 vere rnonitored concerning a herOh

del市eryto one of RODRIGUEZ′ s customers′
″
■le Coush″

.AtaPProximately10:28a.m.,)UANValdezreceivedanincomingphonecall

on Target Telephone V from RODRIGUEZ on telephone number (857) 406-

9314. During the conversation, RODRIGUEZ told ]UAN Valdez' "I need the

thing for tomorrow." |UAN Valdez replied, "For tomorrow? I could have

done it for you if you had told me yesterday " RODRIGUEZ explained'

"Because I iust have some left for tomorrow and maybe Sunday'" IUAN

Valdezsaidhewould,,doit,,andthepairagreedtospeaklaterduringthe

day. Immediately following this conversation, JUAN Valdez called

CLAUDIO Valdez on Target Telephone tV' During the conversation' JUAN

VaideztoldCLAUDIO,"I'mgoingtoleaveSandra'sthingtheresothe

'woman' can bring it later -. . but it has to be today or tomorrow' you

understand? I'm going to leave that stuff ready iust in case "

. At aPproximately L:04 p.m., JUAN Valdez was observed leaving the stash

house at 103/105 Woodbine St' and drove off in a gray Nissan Altima' The

AltimawaswatchedasittravelledtoAdelaideAve.inProvidence,Rl.}UAN

ValdezparkeditbehhdcLAUDloValdezwhowasinthewhiteVolvo.
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CLAUDIO Valdez briefly entered the front passen8er seat of the gray Altima

and then returned to the white Volvo. Both vehicles left the area'

At approximat ely 2:40 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez was observed as he arrived

back at 34 Burnside Ave. in the white volvo. He called CRoTEAU and said

he was parked outside. CRoTEAU said she was already inside and for him

to come upstairs. CLAUDIO Valdez then entered 34 Burnside Ave'

At approximately 2:52 p.m., Thomas Bonollo was observed arriving at 34

Burnside Ave. in his green GMC Yukon (MA 6365WD, registered to Bonollo).

He parked behind the residence. Approximately five minutes later,

CRoTEAU left 34 Burnside Avenue. she stopped briefly at the driver's side

window of the GMC Yukon and met with Bonollo. After the brief encounter,

Bonollo clrove away and CROTEAU continued to the white Volvo'

CRoTEAUthenenteredtheVolvoanddepartedthearea.Approximately30

minutes later, |UAN Valdez was obsewed arriving at 34 Burnside Ave' in the

gray Altima.

At approximately 4:54 p.m., CROTEAU called CLAUDIO Valdez and said

she was about 10-15 minutes away. About 15 minutes later, CLAUDIO

Valdez called CROTEAU and CROTEAU said she was "there'" At the same'

time, }UAN Valdez called RODRIGUEZ and asked her if the, "guys are

there" (referring to the location that CROTEAU had driven to)'

RODRIGUEZanswered,"Letmecallthecousin'"JUANValdezdirected

RODRIGUEZ to tell them (The Cousin) to "come down'" Approximately

two minutes later RODRIGUEZ called fUAN Valdez' She said"'Tell Tanya

(CROTEAU) not to leave so she takes the 500 pesos that the cousin is Soing to

give her." ]UAN Valdez replied, "No, leave that over there' I'm not going to

see her."
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1.42. Based on these conversations and surveillance, I believe that

RODRIGUEZ asked JUAN Valdez to provide her with heroin (stuff) because she was

about the run out. JUAN Valdez agreed to provide the heroin and said CROTEAU (the

woman) would bring it. I believe JUAN Valdez prepared the heroin for RoDRIGUEZ

in his stash house at 103/105 Woodbine st. and then provided it to CLAUDIO Valdez

on Adelaide Ave. I believe CLAUDIO Valdez then provided the heroin to CROTEAU

at 34 Bumside Ave where they live. Prior to CROTEAU departing with the heroin for

RODRIGUEZ, I believe she also provided heroin to Bonollo (a known drug customer)

in a hand-to-hand transaction at the window of his car behind 34 Burnside Ave. I

believe the heroin that was requested by RODRIGUEZ was delivered to "The Cousin."

RoDRIGUEZwasgoingtoinstructTheCousingiveCRoTEAU$500butJUAN

valdez asked that the money not be delivered to CROTEAU because he did not plan to

see her.

1,43. During the delivery, officers maintained surveillance at 24 Aberdeen Rd.,

Milton, MA. RODRIGUEZ's gray Highlander remained parked there the entire

afternoon. CRoTEAU did not go there. Rather, I believe that CROTEAU made this

delivery to RODRIGUEZ's drug customer, "The Cousin" at 13 Ma)'wood Street'

RODRIGUEZ appears to supervise the drug business that is conducted at that location

because 10 days earlier, on Mar ch21,2077 , CROTEAU was watched by a surveillance

team making a another heroin delivery to 13 Mayrvood St', Boston' MA' During the

time-period surrounding that delivery, JUAN Valdez was repeatedly communicating

with RoDRIGUEZ just as he did here. Nevertheless, whether the heroin ordered by
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RODRIGUEZ for The Cousin wentt。 13 Maywood St Orsomewhere else′ these

communications exemplify RODRIGUEZ′ s role in heron distrゎutions by the VALDEZ

DTO_
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I′ αb COMPADRE

144  COMPADRE(Approximately 50 years of age′ DOB:tlnknoぃm)is a

Dominican born inale Monitored Calls have established that he、
7as recently released

from a prison ln Bani′ Dominican Republic and was broughttO this countγ  by JUAN

Valdez after、vhich he、へ/as set up in an apartinentto run a drug distribution Pointin

Hartford′ CT C()MPAI)RE has been intercepted PartiCipating in hundreds of crimhal

and consPiratOrial conversations concen■ing the business of selling herOin and cocaine

base forJUAN Valdez Vヽ hen COMPADRE needed more heroin to Supply to VALDEZ

DTO customersin HartfOrd he ordered itfrom JUAN Valdez He was obServed and

PhOtOgraphed by suⅣ eillance oficers when JUAN and/or CLAUD10 Valdez and/or

CROTEAU drove to lneet hiln to deliverthe drugs or c01lect money at 67 Standish

Street′ Apt 3E′ Hartford′ ConnectiCut The U S District Courtin ConnecticutisSued a

search M′arrant for that aPartment

145 0n February 26′ 2017 at approximately l:05P m′ JUAN Valdez received

an incOn、ing call On Target Telephone ln from the person he referred to as

cOMPADRE During the conversatiOn′ COMPADRE toldJUAN Valdeztl■ at he

brought an″old man′
′″

One″ yesterday from the″ bro、へ7nest″ and that he liked it

cOMPADRE said the old man wanted him to bring him 10 and tO give hirn 10 on

credit The old rnan″ iS going to get me a couple more people …eVen people of 200 _
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300.' JUAN Valdez agreed that they like the "darker" one "there" (referring to

Hartford). CoMPADRE expounded, "they don't like the white because they are afraid

... because there is white killing people." CoMPADRE explained that people there

ask him if that is the "one" that is killing people and he told them "no'" ]UAN Valdez

responded, "it's because they are afraid ... because they ihink it is that one and it is not

that one." COMPADRE continued, "It's slmthetic. The one that is killing many People

here." JUAN Valdez agreed, "Exactly, but this one don't ... this one is not like that'"

Later in the conversation, COMPADRE told JUAN Valdez that he gave a UTP "the

three samples" to try. JUAN Valdez inquire d, "Did the other man like that color also?

The one for the 400 pesos." COMPADRE reported that the UTP did like the color and '

that the UTP said, "I'm going to buy everything you have." COMPADRE then asked

JUAN Valdez to bring him "100" and IUAN Valdez said he would brirq"200" or "300"

tomorrow aftemoon. The pair discussed ]uAN valdez providing a vehicle for

COMPADRE to enable COMPADRE to pick "it" up. The pair also agreed that

business will pick-up and ihat COMPADRE wanted to "make money"' COMPADRE

proclaimed, "I have always had to fight to move forward. I don't like to get it the easy

way!'

1'46.Basedonthisconversation,IbelieveCOMPADREwasexplainingto

|UAN Valdez that his potential customers liked brown heroin and that they are scared '

of the "white" or "slmthetic one" that is killing people' I believe the substance they

were discussing was fentanyl' ]UAN Valdez assured COMPADRE that the white one

hepreviouslyprovidedCOMPADREwasnotfentanyl.Ifurtherbeiievethatthepair
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discussed a potentialcustomerthat would be buying 400 grams of herom and that

JUAN Valdez agreed to brhg between 200 and 400 grams ofheron tO coMPADRE the

fo1lowhg aftemoon

147  The follo、vhg afternoon′ On February 27′ 2017 at approxiinately 12:46

Pm′ JUAN Valdez Placed an Outgoing phone call on Target Telephone IIIto

coMPADRE Durhg the contrersation′ JUAN Valdez said′
′′

I′m gomgtO be On my

way in a little、 vhile …I am going to start gohg there in a little while″  C()MPADRE

responded′
″
Alright′ callrne when you are close″ JUAN Valdez asked′

′′And the guy_

fOr the 400 pesos _did you call him?″ COMPAI)RE resPonded′
′′
No′ I have not called

him l was waithgfor you I WillCallhim now I Wtt hit hm up noW″ JUAN Valdez

directed′
′′
Tell him the work is ready′

′

148 Durhg this COnversation′ IbelieveJUAN Valdeztold COMPADRE he

was preparlng to brhg him a sl■iPmentOfheroin and asked if COMPADRE had.sPoken

tO the customerthat wanted 400 grams′ Which he referred to as″ 400 pesos_″ In this

investigation′
′′
Pesos″ has been used interchangeably to refer to drugs in grams and

kilograms aSヽ Vell as to lnoney in dollars and thousands of dollars The context ofthe

conversation determhed the meaning Vヽ henJUAN Valdeztold COMPADRE to  _

inform the customer that″ the work is ready″ he uSed the、 vord″ VヽOrk″ tO rnean heroin

、vhich is a comrnon COde or term used in drug traffiCking

149   Fron■ approximately l:30 p rn t0 3:03p.rn′ la、v enfOrcement Surveillance

Ottcers watChed a white Nissan Altima(ⅣL｀ 3RV 856)dr市 e frOm Pro宙 dence′ RI to 67

StandiSh St in Hartford′ CT Accordhg to rentalrecordS′ the Nissan Altima、Vas rented
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by CROTEAU from Hertz Rental Car on or about February 16′ 2017 ‐ e white Altima

was dr市 en by CROTEAU JUAN Valdez wasthefrontseatpassenger and CLAUDIO

Valdez、vasthe rear seat Passenger At aboutthe time they arriVed on Standish St h

Hartford′ JUAN Valdez used Target TelephoneIH tO Place a callto COMPADRE

JUAN Valdez said′
′′

I′m here nowヽⅣhatisthe number COMPADRE?〃 Compadre

answered′
″67_go in the back lsaw you″ JUAN Valdez′ CLAUD10 Valdez and  _

CROTEAU were then seen leaVing the Altima and entering apartlnent 3E at 67 Standish

Street lbelieve JUAN Valdez′ CLAUDIO Valdezand CROTEAU del市 ered the agreed

upon 400 grams ofheroin tO COMPAI)RE at his residence loCated at 67 Standish Ave′

APt 3E′ Hartford′ CT

150 0n Februav 28′ 2017′ JUAN Valdez used Target Telephone 
ⅡItO Speak

with COMPADRE severaltimes During the firstconVersation′ JUAN Valdez directed

COMPADRE to buy some furniture for his new apartmentSO COMPADRE could settle

in and feel comfortable He also directed(30MPAI)RE to buy some blinds forthe

whdOws During a second cOnversation′ COMPADREtoldJUAN Valdez he was

g市ing″ it″ toa UT at′
′
40″ and thatthe UTP was going to take″ 50′

′rightnoW JUAN

Valdez resPOnded′
″He、/ants it Cheap…  damn  40 is very low″  C()MPADRE

eXPlained′
′′
Itold him thatl was going to call him and if he pays 45-yes″ JUAN

Valdez obServed′
″
45 is also low″  He encouraged COMPADRE to get″ 50″ During a

third conversation′ the pair continued to diSCuss selling′
′
it′

′at45or50 COMPADRE

cOnirmed thatthe UTP that Was getting the 400 agreed to do it at50 JUAN Valdez

tOld COMPADRE′
′′
That price is more reasonable″
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151. I believe that JUAN Valdez was helping CoMPADRE get established at

his new apartment in Hartford to assist in the distribution of heroin.la During this

conversation, I believe JUAN Valdez and GoMPADRE were discussing the price per

gram of heroin. I believe JUAN Valdez expressed to CoMPADRE that M0 or even $45 
.

per gram of heroin was too low and that CoMPADRE should attempt to get $50 per

gram of heroin. CoMPADRE reported that the customer who was buying 400 grams

agreed to do it at $50 Per gram ($20,000). JUAN Valdez agreed that was more

reasonable.

752.OnMarch7,2077atapproximately5:50p'm',JUANVaidezusedTarget

Telephone III to call COMPADRE. During the conversation, CoMPADRE told JUAN

valdez that he iust gave atJTP "20" and that another UTP is coming tomorrow for "50."

I believe the two men were discussing heroin sales. As a way of tracking inventory,

CoMPADRE informed fuAN valdez that he sold 20 grams of heroin to one UTP and

that another UTP was buying 50 grams.

153.onMarch2,2017atapproximately2.24p.m.,||JLNValdezusedTaISet

Telephone III to call COMPADRE. During the conversation, they discussed potential

sale prices for,,it.,, JUAN Valdez advised CoMPADRE, "The thing is we need to have

lsElectricservicerecordsobtainedfromEYERSoURCEestablishedthatanewelectri.calaccountwas

".oitirn"a 
u, oz standish St., Apt. 3E, Hartford, CT on or about February 14' 2017 The account was

establishedinthenameofRenel{amos(DOB:05/1'O/1965)'AccordingtoCTDMVrecords'Ramoslives

"iiii"-pr" o-re., East HartfoJ Ci.'eur"d on his license information and photo, Ramos is not the

individual that met with JUAN Vaidez, CLAUDIo Valdez and CRoTE LIJ onEebruary 27 
'2077 '

However,basedonintelceptedPhonecallslbelievethiselectricaccorrntwasestablishedonoraboutthe
day COMPADRE moved into the referenced aPartment'
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patience ... because damn ... 40 is bad." CoMPADRE agreed and said he wanted to

start "little by little" and then they will "increase the volume." IUAN Valdez told

coMpADRE that if ,,he is going to buy 400 pesos together he could get it at that ... it

cannot be given at 40, because 40 is not enough, you understand?" COMPADRE

agreed, "At 45, minimum."

154. I believe that the two men were again discussing heroin sales' |UAN

Valdez stressed patience to COMPADRE counselling him not to sell at $40 per SIam

because that price was too low. Based on this conversaiion, I believe )UAN Valdez and

CoMPADRE agreed that if a customer agreed to buy in a bulk weight of 400 grams of

heroin at a time then M5 Per gram was an acceptable Price ($18,000)'

155. On March 4, 2077 at apptoximately 5:43 p.m., )UAN Valdez used Target

Telephone III to call COMPADRE. During the conversation, the pair spoke about theil

family members that are currently living in the Dominican Republic. CoMPADRE also

expressed his appreciation for }UAN Valdez always being there to help him'

CoMPADRE thanked IUAN valdez for helping him when he (coMPADRE) was in

jail in Bani. COMPADRE said that when he first came to the United States he came to

Boston, MA but his nieces and nephews did not give him any help' During the

conversation, IUAN Valdez addressed CoMPADRE as "Manuel" and mentioned that

he (JUAN Valdez) sent Manuel money so he could come to the United states. I

concluded that CoMPADRE is a Dominican male that JUAN Valdez brought to the

United States sPecifically to assist him in the heroin trafficking operation of the

VALDEZDTO.
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156 0n MarCh 8′ 2017′ at apprOximately 9:33a m′ JUAN Valdez used Target 
‐

Telephone Ⅲ tO Speak to COMPADRE on telephone number(978)208-9664 During

the conversatiOn′ JUAN Valdez asked COMPADRE ifanythlng″
moved″

c()MPADRE resPonded′
′′
Things are rnoving slo、Vly′

′
He exPlahed thatl■ e rece市 ed

COmPlaints aboutthe″ product′
′behg″ weak″ COMPAI)RE exPlained that peoPle

wanted it″brown″ and″ stronger″ COMPADRE said a UTP bought′
′
30′

′the day

before yesterday and now wants′
′
50′

′
JUAN Valdez said nexttime he will″

make it

darker″ and asked COMPADRE how much he hadleft COMPADRE said he had

about″ 115′
′left JUAN Valdez said″ they′

′
willfhiSh that one and the next batch will

be darker

157 Later that same day′ JUAN Valdez used Target Telephone IⅡ
 tO Speak

about COMPADRE with Pedro Lugo Ayala aka″ IndiO″ On telephone number(203)

214-7346 At approxilnately 7:07 PIn.he Called Ayala and′
during the conversation′

asked Ayala(WhO he referred to as lndio)ifhe had beento see COMPADRE Indio

said that he had′ th70 days ago lndiO also said that he planned to go there again on

Saturday for″30″ JUAN Valdez said the stuff COMPADRE had was″
good″ and

′′
strong′

′
 He rated it an″ 85″ Indio agreed He said the′

′
stuff′

′
M′as good and that he

gave″ it″ tO be″tested″ by a couPle peOPle and they confirmed thatitヽ Vas good lndio

t。ld IUAN Valdez that during the summerthings will get goOd When everyOne iS Outln

the streets JUAN hformed lndio tl■ at he planned tO bring some″ whte″ tomOrroW′

、vhich he described as″ cooked″ Indio resPonded thatthe′
′、vhite″ moveS a lot around

his place The pair then discussed the difficulties of″
moving″ product、vithout a
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vehicle (referring to one with a hide). JUAN valdez explained that GoMPADRE was

trying to find someone to register a black truck for him right now. JUAN Valdez

described COMPADRE as his "right-hand" man.

158. In these two conversations "brown" was understood to be heroin and

drugs are often referred to as "product." The cryptic references to the numbers 30,50

and 115 were references to the weight of heroin in grams. The complaints that the

product was not strong enough and that customers wanted it "browner" led JUAN

Valdez to offer to make the next batch "darker" meaning containing more heroin'

"1 /hite" is cocaine, which when "cooked," is crack cocaine. COMPADRE explained to

JUAN Valdez that business was slow, meaning he was not selling as much heroin as he

would like. But, he had a customer buy 30 grams and wanted 50 more. COMPADRE

informed JUAN Valdez that he had 115 grams left in inventory. juAN Valdez also

spoke to Ayala about the heroin JUAN Valdez delivered to COMPADRE presumably

as a way to check up on his employee COMPADRE. Ayala confirmed that he had it

tested and vouched for the quality. JUAN Valdez told Ayala that in addition to

bringing heroin to COMPADRE, he was also going to bring the "white "' cooked"

stuff, which I know to be slang for crack cocaine. JUAN Valdez wanted to deliver more'

to COMPADRE as soon as possible so he would not Iun out ("things might finish").

159.OnMarch9,2017,atapproximately5:26p'm',JUANValdezusedTarget

Telephone III to speak to CoMPADRE. During the conversation, JUAN Valdez told

CoMPADREhewasgoingtotrytogo,,there,,tomorrow(referringtoCoMPADRE,s
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apartmentln Hartford)JUAN explained that he wanted tO go there soon because

″
things might finish″ all of a sudden

160  Sno、V On March 10′ 2017 delayed the proposed delivery (Dn March ll′

2017 a number oftelephone calls placed on both Target Telephone III and Target

Telephone IV were intercePted COncernhg this transaction M/hile physical suAreillance

was maintained on CROTEAU′ JUAN Valdez and CLAUDIO Valdez:

● Prior to the drug run′ at approximately ll:1la m′ JUAN Valdez was

obseⅣed arriving at his stash house′ located at 103/105 Woodblne St′

Cranston′ RIin a white Nissan Altima 19 A shorttime later′ JUAN Valdez left

103/105 VVoodbhe St and、 /as obSen′ ed by suⅣeillance oficers rneeting

with CLAUDIO Valdez and CROTEAU on Antl■ ony St in Providence near

lnner City Auto Sales(CLAUDIO Valdez and CROTEAU had arr市 ed on

Anthony St a shOrttime earlierin CROTEAU′ s silver BMVV Wagon)At

approximately ll:40a m′ CROTEAU、アas obseぃ′ed getting intO the white

Altima JUAN and CLAUDIO Valdez were obseⅣ ed entering the silver

BⅣⅣV、ァagon Both Vehiclesleftthe area From apprOximately ll:40a m to

l:20P m′ suⅣeillance oficers followed CROTEAU in the white Altima frOm

Providence′ RI to 67 Standish St′ Hartford′ CT                       ・

About 9 minutes later′ at ll:49a m′ CROTEAU called CLAUDIO Valdez on

Target Telephone lll tO inforin hiln that she should be arrl■
7ing at about l:15

PIn Orl:20 Pin

19Rented by Tonya CROTEAU on Fё bruary 16′ 2017 from Hertz Rental Car′ 4ヽassachusettS plate,3RV

856
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At approximat ely 12'.57 p.m., CROTEAU called CLAUDIO Valdez on Target

Telephone tv and told him that she was 20 minutes away. CLAUDIO Valdez

acknowledged her information and said he was going to call his friend'

Immediately after receiving the call from CROTEAU, CLAUDIO Valdez

(Target Telephone IV) called JUAN Valdez (Target Telephone trI)' During

the conversation, the pair discussed the arrival of the "old lady" (CROTEAU)

in 20 minutes. JUAN Valdez said he would call COMPADRE and 1et him

know. CLAUDIO Valdez reminded JUAN Valdez to teil COMPADRE that

there would be "two things" (referring to heroin and the crack cocaine)'

\iVhile still subject to surveillance, CROTEAU arrived at 67 Standish St',

Hartford, CT at approximately 1:20 p.m and parked to the rear of the

residence. she immediately called CLAUDIO Valdez (Target Telephone [v).

During the conversation, CRoTEAU confirmed that she had just arrived.

CLAUDIO Valdez said he would call his friend but CROTEAU said, "He is

right here." COMPADRE then used CROTEAU's phone to speak with

CLAUDIO. COMPADRE told CLAUDIO, "I came down with everything' '
We are already doing that." CLAUDIO told COMPADRE to cail JUAN

Valdez later when everything was "good."

CRoTEAU left 67 Standish St. at 1:47 P.m in the white Altima while under

surveillance. Approximately two minutes later, she placed a call to

CLAUDIoValdez(TargetTeiephonelV)informinghimthatshehadiustleft'

At approximat ely 3:24p.m., CROTEAU placed a cail to CLAUDIO Valdez

(Target Telephone IV) to tell him that she had iust been in a traffic accident'

Surveillance officers observed CROTEAU and the white Altima on the side of

Rte. 6 in Johnston, RI, along with poiice and fire personnel' The Altima had

minor damage to the rear of the vehicle' Following the accident' CROTEAU
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was brought to Rhode Island Hospital for evaluation. At aPProximately 4:55

p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez picked CROTEAU up at Rhode Island Hospital and

then briefly met with JUAN Valdez in south Providence.

At approximately 5:00 p.m., }UAN Valdez received an incoming call on

Target Telephone III from RODRIGUEZ. JUAN Valdez observed that if

CLAUDIO had been in the car with CROTEAU then maybe the accident

would not have happened. |UAN Valdez reflected that COMPADRE sent "9

pesos" and "they are lucky it didn't get lost."

. At approximately 5:20 p.m., )UAN Valdez used Target Telephone III to call

COMPADRE. During the conversation, JUAN Valdez told COMPADRE

that "the glr1," (referring to CROTEAU) was in a car accident but the money

was safe. JUAN explained that the girl gets "nervous" when she is alone and

that she drives well when he (|UAN Valdez) is with her. |UAN Valdez told

COMPADRE that CROTEAU was a good "worker." COMPADRE reflected'

that he (f uAN valdez) must trust her because she came alone to collect the

money. JUAN Vaidez confirmed her loyalty, "She doesn't take one single

dollar." He explained that the car involved in the accident was a rental and

that it had fuIl insurance. He predicted that CROTEAU was Soing to get

some money as a result. Later in the conversation, }UAN Valdez asked

COMPADRE if he noticed that what CROTEAU brought was "darker'"

COMPADRE confirmed that he had noticed the darker color' COMPADRE

said he already Eave some to a "guy to check" and the UTP said it was much

better than the last. The men also discussed "the papers'" COMPADRE said

the papers were in an envelope that he gave CROTEAU'

161. Based on my training and experience, as well as my Participation in this -

investigation I believe that on March 11,2017, JUAN Valdez went to his stash house at
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103/105 Woodbine st. to retrieve the drugs from where they were stored. He left with '

the drugs in the rental car to meet CLAUDIO Valdez and CRoTEAU. They switched

vehicles so that GRoTEAU would not have to use her own car to make the drug

delivery. CRoTEAU drove the rental, with the drugs, to 57 Standish st. in Hartford,

CT for delivery to CoMPADRE. Based on the accident and the conversations that

followed, I also believe that CoMPADRE gave CRoTEAU $9,000 to bring back to

]UAN Valdez, which he referred to as "nine pesos." The $9,000 represented drug

proceeds from the previous heroin shipment that JAUN Valdez provided CoMPADRE

on February 27,2077. Although " papers" could have referred to the drug money, based

on previous intercepted conversations between COMPADRE and JUAN Valdez, this

was likely a reference to documents to be used to fraudulently obtain a driver's license

for COMPADRE.

762. on March 1'8,2017 there was a series of telephone ca1ls related to the

quality of the drugs that had been previously delivered to COMPADRE'

. At approxim ately 1.:47 p.m.,|UAN Valdez received an incoming phone call

on Target Telephone III from COMPADRE. During the conversation,

COMPADRE informed |UAN Valdez that customers were complaining

about the quality of the ,,product" saying that the last one was better than the

current one. JUAN Valdez explained that customers cannot expect to buy

"it"socheapandstillexpecttoput"workonit'"COMPADREsaidheis

selling it at "50" and that he recently sold some product to "Indio" (AYALA)

so JUAN Valdez can call Indio and verify the quality of the product' |UAN

Valdez suggested that COMPADRE seli the product at "40" and not make a

profit. However, he (JUAN Valdez) had been selling the same product here
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(Providence) and customers were not complaining. JUAN Valdez told

COMPADRE that "they" need to get rid of this product because there is new

product coming in soon. JUAN Valdez informed COMPADRE that he was

going to send "Radhame" (CLAUDIO Valdez) and "the girl" (CROTEAU) to

get the product from COMPADRE so he (IUAN Valdez) can make it

"harder." JUAN Valdez assured COMPADRE that once he makes it harder

it will seli. COMPADRE told JUAN Valdez that he now has prospective

customers in Springfield, MA. IUAN Valdez warned COMPADRE about

trusting too manY PeoPle.

At approxiama tely 2:07 p.m.,IUAN Valdez used Target Telephone III to call

CLAUDIO Valdez on Target Telephone IV. During the conversation, JUAN

Valdez told CLAUDIO Valdez that they have to 8o get the "shit" from

COMPADREto"fix"it.IUANValdezsaidhehasto"move"thatshitevenif

he "loses." CLAUDIO Valdez said he would call "Tanya" (CROTEAU) and

see if she can go pick it up. JUAN Valdez said he will fix it and then she can

bring it back to COMPADRE on Monday.

Immediately following this conversation, CLAUDIO Valdez called

CROTEAU and asked her to make the trip to Connecticut' CLAUDIO

Valdez explained that the "stuff" is not good and that "Canita" ()UAN

Valdez) needed to fix it. Afterwards they will bring it back' CLAUDIO

Valdez told CRoTEAU to use the ,,white car,,. referring to a white Volvo that

JUAN and CLAUDIO Valdez recently purchased' CLAUDIO Valdez and

CROTEAU spoke several more times over the course of the next couple

hours. During the conversations, CLAUDIO Valdez said he was getting the

brakes fixed on the vehicie at "Juancito's" (60 Elmwood Ave'' Providence' RI)

ancl directed CROTEAU to drive there to pick up the vehicle' At

approximately 2:59 p.n.,CROTEAU and an Unidentified Female (UF) were
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observed leaving 34 Burnside Ave. in CROTEAU's silver BMW wagon (RI

451 613). At approximately 3:45 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez and CROTEAU

again spoke. During the conversation, CROTEAU said she was at the garage

and CLAUDIO Valdez said the brakes were nearly finished.

At approximately 4:29 p.m., JUAN Valdez used Target Telephone III to call

CLAUDIO Valdez to inquire if CROTEAU had left yet. CLAUDIO Valdez

confirmed that she was just about to ieave but f UAN Valdez complained that

she would be returning too iate for him to get "it" from her. JUAN Valdez

instructed his brother CLAUDIO, "You keep it then. Keep it secured. I

won't go. Keep it and put it away." CLAUDIO Valdez assured him, "I will

keep it safe."

At approximat ely 5:27 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez (Target Telephone IV) calied

JUAN Valdez on Target Telephone III. CLAUDIO advised that CROTEAU

was in route to Connecticut with her cousin, who he described as a lesbian

woman that "Bolivar" (HECTOR Valdez) knows well.

Immediately after this phone cali, |UAN Valdez used Target Telephone III to

call COMPADRE. During the conversation, |UAN Valdez informed

COMPADRE that the "American girl" (CROTEAU) was going over there

and to "give her the first thing I gave you ... the white stuff, all of that' Hold

on to the last thing ... the good stuff." COMPADRE acknowledged the

instructions and then asked, "When can you send it, in case someone comes

.. . Monday, Tuesday ..." Juan Valdez replied, "Monday" assuring

COMPADRE that he will "fix" it and make it "stronger" in order to "get rid

of it."
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.Atapproximately6:52p.m.,CROTEAUcalledCLAUDIOValdeztotellhim

that she had arrived. In tum, CLAUDIO Valdez called JUAN Valdez on

Target Telephone III to inform him of CROTEAU's arrival' At that same

time, surveillance officers observed CROTEAU arrive at 67 Standish St',

Hartford, CT in the white Volvo. CROTEAU was ihe clriver of the veiicle

and an unidentified female accompanied her. The white volvo parked to the

rear of the residence.

o About nine minutes later, at approximately 7:01 p.m., fUAN Valdez received

an incoming call from COMPADRE. During the conversation, COMPADRE

confirmedthathewasmeetinSwithCRoTEAU.AtapproximatelyT:08p.m',

CRoTEAU and the llF were observed leaving the driveway of 67 Standish St.

in the white Volvo.

. At approximately 9:16 p.m., juAN Valdez used Target Telephone III to place

an outgoing call to COMPADRE. During the conversation, JUAN Valdez

said he would bring the product back to COMPADRE on Monday'

CoMPADREalsotoldJUANValdezthathespoketolndioandthatlndio

saidtheproductwas"verygood'"JUANValdeztoldCOMPADREthat

lndio knows many people and that CoMPADRE can connect with those

people this summer.

T63.Basedonthesecallsandsurveillance,coupledwithmytrainingand

experience,IbelievethatCoMPADREclaimedthathewasgettingcomplaintsabout

thequalityofthelightercoloredherointhatJUANValdezpreviouslydeliveredand

theyhadpreviouslydiscussed.JUANValdezdecidedtoretrievetheherointhatpeople

were complaining about in order to re-cut it, to make it stronger ("harder") so

COMPADRE would be able to sell it. I believe that ]UAN Valdez wants to get rid of
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the ,,white,, heroin because of the issues he has had selling it and that he exPects a new

shipment of brown heroin. CLAUDIO Valdez arranged for CRoTEAU to make the

trip to Hartford in the white volvo that he a JUAN recently purchased because the

vehicle has had a secret compartment (hide) installed in it at the auto body shop.

764. On March 26,2077, at approximately 1:28 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez

received an incoming phone call on Target Telephone IV from JUAN Valdez on Target

Telephone III. During the conversation, ]UAN Valdez expressed his concems about

CoMPADRE in Hartford, cT. CoMPADRE was continuing to teli JUAN Valdez that

the "stuff is not good." )UAN told CLAUDIO Valdez that he suspected that

COMPADRE was seliing " it" at "5O" while reporting that he was forced to se1l "it" at

,,40,, dleto its Poor quality. |UAN Valdez said that CoMPADRE could be profiting

"10 points." JUAN Valdez said that he wanted to 8o to Hartford to watch

CoMPADRE to see what kind of business he is doing because JUAN Valdez knew that

"the stuff" he had provided to COMPADRE is good'

165. In this conversation, I understood that fUAN Valdez suspected that

COMPADRE was lying to him about the quality of the heroin in order to steal the

profits. JUAN Valdez calculated that CoMPADRE was selling the heroin at $50 per

grambutcompiainingaboutthequalitytofalselyclaimthathewassellingat$40per

gram and pocketing the difference'

766. On March 30, 2017 , atapproximately 11:45 a m'' a uniformed officer from

theHartford,CTPoliceDepartmentknockedonthedoorof6TStandishSt.,Apt.3E,

Hartford,CTinanefforttomakecontactwithCoMPADRE.Despitehearingsounds
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of someone inside the apartment, no one opened the door. The officer then went

outside the apartment building. A short time later, the officer observed COMPADRE

towards the rear of building and approached him. COMPADRE told the officer his

name was "Hiram" and that he resided in "Apartment 3E" with his girlfriend. He

produced a Puerto Rican birth certificate in the name of "Hiram Modesto" as a form of

identification. COMPADRE told the officer he had additional forms of identification in

his apartment and indicated that he would go inside in order to obtain the documents.

COMPADRE then entered the apartment building and did not come back out' After

waiting for a brief period of time, the police officer cleared the area. This police contact

confirmed that CoMPADRE lives and works out of Apartment 3E and resulted in

several pertinent interceptions:

. At approxim ately 72'.36 p.m., COMPADRE called JUAN Valdez and told him

that a police officer had just knocked on his door and that the police officer

asked for his "ID." COMPADRE said he told the officer that he left his ID at

his girlfriend's and then "left there as fast as I could." }UAN Valdez asked

COMPADRE if he had his ID from "El Patio" (Dominican Republic) and

COMPADRE said, "I have that somewhere else. I would not have given him

that either because that is just to come here ... if they ask me for that and they

put it in the comPuter ... that is not 1ega1." The pair then discussed how they

need to get COMPADRE an ID as soon as possible. ]UAN said, "We have to

get you one for 45 or something like that." COMPADRE said he was going

to stay with someone else for a week.

. At aPProxim ately 72:4\ p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez called JUAN Valdez'

During the conversation, }UAN relayed what had )ust happened to
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COMPADRE and exPressed the urgenry with which they have to get

COMPADRE an ID. JUAN Valdez toid CLAUDIO Valdez to "tell her that

even if it is 40, 45, it doesn't matter...tell her to get it...the age doesn't

matter." CLAUDIO Valdez agreed to "call the woman to see what's up."

At approximat ely 12:Mp.m., CLAUDIO Valdez called an Unidentified

Female (UF) on teiephone number (857) 372-7453. During the conversation,

CLAUDIO Valdez asked, "What happened with the newspaper?" The UF

replied, "I told you that I sent three of those things and the three went out "'
now they are checking two more." CLAUDIO told the UF that this one has

tobe "45" and that they guy is "desperate." The UF laughed and said that

she has three desperate people right now. JUAN Valdez Persisted, "He is

half a century, but he'll take whatever." The UF agreed to do what she could'

At approximately 1:06 p.m., JUAN Valdez called COMPADRE and

continued to talk about how important it is to get CoMPADRE an ID as soon

as possible. JUAN Valdez told COMPADRE to ask if he can "change an ID

from there ... from the Island." COMPADRE asked, "At Motor Vehicles?"

]UAN Valdez affirmed and said if COMPADRE can change that, "the

woman can Bet you one ... and you change that and they give you one right

away." |UAN Valdez switched the conversation to heroin and asked

COMPADRE how much he had left. He reminded COMPADRE, "You had

like 190." COMPADRE said he sold 40 to "Gordo" and some to "Indio" and

that he had it written down on a PaPer in the apartment' The pair then

discussed expenses and coMPADRE said the electric bill this past month

was $300 and that the bill was in the name of the guy that rented the

apartment.
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1.67. Based on these conversations, I believe that GoMPADRE is using an alias

of "Hiram Modesto." I also believe that JUAN and CLAUDIO Valdez are searching for

an ID (newspaper) for COMPADRE. They will accept an ID that does not perfectly

match COMPADRE's age, which is approximately 50 (half a century). I believe that

during the accounting, COMPADRE had 190 grams of heroin left before he sold 40

grams to "Gordo" and an unknown amount to "Indio" (Pedro Lugo Ayala). I also

believe that Aptartment 3E was rented in the name Rene Ramos; the same name in

which the electric is billed.

Tanya CROTEAU

168. CROTEAU (DOB 05/15/1979). CROTEAU is a U'S. Citizen. CROTEAU

resides in the same apartment building as HECTOR Valdez at 34 Burnside Avenue.

However, she lives in the basement apartment of that building. Based on the facts

outlined in this affidavit, a search warrant is being requested for her apartment.

CROTEAU has been a drug runner and money courier for HECTOR Valdez for at least'

three years. Investigation has shown that CRoTEAU is the primary courier for the

VALDEZ DTO. She has been intercepted on calls monitored pursuant to the Court's

wiretap orders participating in hundreds of criminal and conspiratorial conversations

with members of the vALDEZ DTO. CROTEAU has no known criminal history.

1,69. In addition to participating in numerous criminal and conspiratorial

conversations monitored in this wiretap investigation, CROTEAU personaily
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participated in 1.1 of the 26 controlled transactions summarized in the buy/payment

chart between HECTOR Valdez and CS #1. She used the Silver BMW and white Volvo

to make those drug deliveries or drug debt collections. Those transactions were all

video and/or audio recorded. As previously described in this affidavit, CROTEAU

also ran drugs to COMPADRE in Hartford for the VAI-DEZ DTO and was a money

courier bringing drug profits back to Providence. CROTEAU was determined to be a

long time and trusted drug courier and member of the VALDEZ DTO. Investigation

established that, on a daily basis, she was tasked with dropping off drugs and collecting

money.

170. In addition to the other incidents in which CROTEAU was heard and

observed running drugs and cash for the VALDEZ DTO there was an occasion in which

she acquired a large amount of the cutting agent, lactose powder, for the organization.

on January 17 ,2017 ,law enforcement investigators working on this case were notified 
-

by a Chicago-based company that CROTEAU had inquired about placing an order for

300 pounds of lactose powder. The Company reported the order to law enforcement

because personal consulners of their product for dietary purposes would not typically

order more than a few pounds of lactose powder in a single order' The company

suspected that this order was placed for an illicit purpose' I know, based on my

training and experience, that lactose powder is frequently used to cut heroin in order to

increaseitsvoiumeandtherebyprovidegreaterprofitstoheroindealers.Usedforthat

purpose, the lactose powder ordered by CROTEAU would be incorporated into an
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equal or larger weight of heroin, again suggesting to me that the VALDEZ DTO is a

large-scale, multi-kilogram, heroin trafficking operation.

177. On January 78,2017, the Chicago-based company notified me that they

had agreed to sell CROTEAU 100 pounds of powdered lactose. She directed the order

to be shipped to her sister, Crystal Croteau, at 165 2nd Ave., Woonsocket, RI. The order

was placed the over the phone using a telephone number known to be used by

CROTEAU.

172. On |anuary 23, 2017, the SSTF and I participated in a controlled delivery

of the 100 pounds of lactose powder to 165 2"d Ave., Woonsocket, RI. The iactose

powder was delivered in two S0-pound boxes by an undercover postal inspector.

Crystal Croteau signed for the two packages. Surveillance agents then watched

CROTEAU's father, Ronald Tetrault, pick-up the boxes and drive to 34 Bumside Ave.

HECTOR Valdez and CROTEAU both live at that address. HECTOR Valdez entered

Tetreault's vehicle and drove with him to a stash house (referred to variously as the

nest, the hut and other code names) at 87 Dulude Ave', Woonoscket, RI. The building

located at that address is a multi-family residence that the Valdez brothers and

CROTEAU have been seen going to with great frequency. The surveillance team saw

HECTOR Valdez and Tetreault carrying the two boxes inside 87 Dulude Avenue and

then leaving the residence empty-handed. This incident reinJorced my belief that this

site is a stash house and a location at which heroin is processed for distribution.

179. On February 8, 2077, ftom approximately 9:15 a'm' to 11:23 a'm',

CROTEAU and CLAUDIO Valdez were observed at 87 Dulude Avenue in
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woonsocket. At approximately 11:23 a.m., CRoTEAU and CLAUDIO valdez were

seen by surveillance agents that day as they left gz Dulude Ave. carrying a somewhat

distinguishable cardboard box and a large black trash bag with a red tie. The pair

placed the items in the rear of CROTEAU's silver BMW. cRorEAU was then watched

by surveillance agents as she drove to the rcar of 46 / 4g Burnside Ave. CROTEAU

drove to the back of the multi-car parking lot behind the apartments and parked

adjacent to a dumpster. Although it was not possible to see her put the trash bag and

box into the dumpster there was no other apparent reason for parking next to it. she

was then observed parking her silver BMW behind 34 Burnside Ave., where she and

HECTOR Valdez live, and entering that apartment building.

174. Later that evening, law enforcement officers conducted a trash pull and

recovered the cardboard box and trash bag that CRoTEAU and GLAUDIo valdez

removed from 87 Dulude Ave. earlier that day. A cardboard produce box labeled ,,Big

Ivan Tree" and "Great Aloe Vera Leaves, premium Best Top euality,, along with a

black plastic garbage bag with a red tie were seized from on top of the trash in the

dumpster. I have since learned that Big Ivan Tree is a company headquartered in

McAllen, Texas that imports produce from Mexico. The items located inside the trash

bag included four empty 24 ounce bottles of lactose powder, two empty 16 ounce cans

of lactose powder, on empty one-pound bag of lactose powder, a digitai scale box,

rubber gloves, sandwich baggies, vacuum seal bags and cellophane wrapping. Based

on my experience, I know that these items are used to cut, process and distribute

heroin. The approximately nine pounds of empty powdered lactose containers are
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equivalent to about four kilograms of " cut." That amount of cut is indicative of a multi-

kilogram drug distribution operation. In addition, the size and shape of the cellophone

wrapping was consistent with having been removed ftom two kilograms of narcotics. I

also recognized the empty one-pound bag of lactose to be the same type of lactose that

was ordered by cRorEAU, delivered by undercover officers, and brought to g7

Dulude Ave. by Tetreault and HECTOR VALDEZ.

Jの「 r iJ口NIR

175 MUNIR(DOB:07/15/1956)is a U S Citizen He resides at 3 DinarO

Drive′ Smithfield′ RI MuNIR isa proliic drug customer ofJUAN and CLAUD10

Valdez and is hilnself a drug dealer MuNIR hasthe f01lo、 ving criinhal histOry:

. october 1977 - Possession of a Firearm, Armed Robbery (Gu ty, sentence
unknown)

. March 1979 - Armed Robbery (Guilty, Sentence unknown)
o October 1979 - Trespassing (Guilty, Sentence unknown)
. February 1980 - Armed Robbery (Guilty, Sentence unknovfn)
. September 1980 - Armed Robbery (Dismissed)
. May 1981 - Assault and Battery (Dismissed)
. May 1981 - Disturbing the Peace (Guilty, Sentence unknown)
o luly 1983 - Disturbing the Peace (Guilty, Sentence unknown)
o December1984 - Breaking and Entering (Disposition unknown)
r February 1988 - Assault and Battery, Rape (Disposition unknown)
e March 1988 - Breaking and Entering, Assault with a Dangerous Weapon

(Disposition Unknown)

176. During this wiretap investigation, MUNIR was one of JUAN and

CLAUDIO's most regular drug customers. MUNIR, a drug dealer himself, used the
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v ALDEZ DTO as his source of supply' MUNIR ordered heroin and cocaine from the
vardez brothers on an armost daily basis throughout the course of this investigation.
He ordered relatively small quantities of controred substances but in amounts greater
than would be consistent with personar use and he discussed his customers in recorded
conversations' MUNIR has been intercepted daily engaged in criminar conversations
concerning the subject offenses. surveillance teams observed and photographed
MUNIR on numerous occasions meeting briefly with CLAUDIo valdez, JUAN valdez
and / or cRorEAU after being intercepted ordering heroin and cocaine. I will describe
a few of the many drug deals representative of his da,y trafficking activity that
occurred over the entire period of investigation.

777. On February 10, 2012 IUAN Valdez using, Target Telephone trI, had a
series of conversations with MUNIR who was ut,izing telephone number 50g_g44_10gg

(a prepaid telephone with no subscriber). During the conversations, MUNIR told
JUAN Valdez he wanted "four white" at 12 0'c10ck. |UAN valdez asked MUNIR if he
only wanted ',white,,and the MUNIR said yes and that he (MUNIR) called ,,the 

guy,,
(ur") for the "brown'" A short time rater, |uAN vALDEZ received an incoming call
from MUNIR' During the conversation, MUNIR tord JUAN that,,the guy wants six.,,

]UAN Valdez asked MUNIR,,the brown,, and MUNIR told JUAN, ,,no the white.,,

MUNIR told ]uAN valdez that the UTp asked if he (IUAN valdez) could make it one

bu8.

178. In this conversation, "white" was a reference to cocaine and ,,brown,, 
was

a reference to heroin. It was clear that MUNIR was a rower revel drug dealer ordering
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cocaine from his supplier, JUAN Valdez. I^rhen he said he called ,,the 
guy,, for ,,the

brown" he was saying that he ordered heroin through someone erse. MUNIR first
arranged for the purchase or "4" of cocaine at noontime and then cared back to increase

the order to "6" for " the guy" (customer) who was requesting that it be packaged in one

bag rather than murtiple bags. I know that "6" refe*edto the quantity of cocaine but
could not be sure, in context, weather that meant six grams or 60. Based on the nature

and frequency of MUNIR,s orders, I believe that it was six grams.

779. Because MUNIR reguiarly ordered both heroin and cocaine, some of his

calls were ilrustrative of the division of responsibilities between |UAN vardez and

.LUADIO Vardez' on February 24, 2012IUAN vardez spoke on Target Terephone III
numerous times to MUNIR who was using cellular terephone number (508) g44-7ogg.

During the first conversation, MUNIR told fUAN valdez that, ,,My man is driving up
right now, coming from Fall River for four ... he is on the highway coming to

Providence'" JUAN vardez said, "okay, give me 25 minutes.,, Following this initial

conversation, MUNIR called JUAN Vardez back on Target relephone III and clarified

that he wanted ,,white.,, 
]UAN Valdez acknowledged ,,,white,yeah, white.,, During a

later call, JUAN Valdez told MUNIR he thought MUNIR wanted ,,brown.,, MUNIR

repeated, "No, I told you white, my papa. I said white. I even told your brother

yesterday ... I'm gonna need four white tomorrow." ]uAN vardez said he would calr

his brother to clarify. JUAN valdez then used rarget Telephone III to call his brother,

CLAUDIO valdez on terephone number (617) sl6-6gs4. During the conversation,
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|UAN vardez said, "Ei Gringo,, wanted ,,four of that.,,z, .LAUDI. vardez asked, ,,of
yours?" fuAN valdez clarified, "from yours." .LAUDI. valdez agreed to bring ,,it,,
to him' MUNIR ca,ed back again to telr |UAN valdez that he now wanted ,,six white.,,
IUAN Valdez agreed, ,,Okay.,, 

|UAN Valdez then immediately called CLAUDIO
Vaidez and informed him that he now wanted ,,six.,, 

Ashort time later, MUNIR was
observed by surveilrance officers parked on ontario st. in providence, RI. He was in his
Toyota Tundra with RI Combination plate 7Ig799 (theTundra).zr CLAUDIO Valdez
was observed as he warked to the vehicre and briefly met with MUNIR through the
driver's side window of the Tundra. .LAUDI. valdez then walked out of the area
and the Tundra drove away.

i80. I believe that when MUNIR initially ordered ,,white,, 
from JUAN yaldez,

MUNIR was using the drug code ,,white,, 
to signiSu cocaine rather than heroin. ;UAN

valdez misunderstood him to be ordering a variety of his heroin (e.g. ,,china 
white,,).

He explained to MUNIR that although he said ,,white,, 
(cocaine) he thought MUNIR

meant "brown,, (heroin). MUNIR reminded ]UAN Valdez that he said ,,white,, 
and

further offered that he had even tord his brother (.LAUDI. vardez) the previous day
that he needed "four white-" The conversation between fUAN and CLAUDIo valdez
that followed in which they referred to supplying the white ,,from 

yours,, distinguished

サ罵:雪:曇:1::篭二           ||:i1lil:||:iIII」 FIII革恐ざII[:il:I与昇iir
lll:11,g RI Dル

Rら the Tundrais registered tO MuNIR and it has been Observed tO be parked at his
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between the "white" that was in ]UAN's possession (heroin) versus the "white" that

was immediately available to CLAUDIO (cocaine). That suggested to me that there is a

division of responsibility between the brothers based on the t)?e of drug. I believe that

although CLAUDIO Valdez is involved in all aspects of the VALDEZ DTO (for

example he has delivered heroin ordered from }UAN Valdez), CLAUDIO is more

responsible for the cocaine trade and |UAN Valdez primarily handles the heroin. That

opinion was verified by the next call, in which MUNIR increased his order to "six," and

JUAN Valdez immediately relayed the change to his brother CLAUDIO Valdez. When

CLAUDIO Valdez briefly met with MUNIR ("El Gringo") on Ontario Street he

supplied MUNIR with "it" which I understood to be six grams of cocaine.

181. On March 3, 2016, JUAN Valdez used Target Telephone III to

communicate with MUNIR on telephone number (508) 944-1089 on numerous

occasions. During the first conversation at approximately 9:27 a.m., MUNIR asked

JUAN Valdez for "six white" and said he was going to bring them to a UTP and then

retum with the money. MUNIR said he was about three minutes away. Immediately

after this conversation, JUAN Valdez called CLAUDIO Valdez on Target Telephone

IV. During the conversation, JUAN told CLAUDIO that MUNIR was on his way and

that he will be paying later. CLAUDIO indicated that he understood and said he

would go meet MUNIR now.

782. At approximately 9:32 a.m., surveillance officers observed MUNIR park

his Tundra on Ontario St. facing Niagara St. Approximately five minutes later,

CLAUDIO Valdez parked the silver BMW wagon in the parking lot located at 861A
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Broad St. CLAUDIO Valdez got out of the silver BMW and entered the Tundra. The

Tundra drove around the block, making a left turn onto Niagara St., a left tum onto

Lexington Ave. and pulled over to the side of the road. CLAUDIO Valdez got out of

the Tundra and returned to the silver BMW. Both vehicles then departed the area.

183. Over the course of the next three hours, MUNIR and ]UAN Valdez spoke

multiple times to arrange payment for the narcotics he received earlier in the day from

CLAUDIO Valdez. The two men agreed to meet at the "same place."

184. At approximately 1:12 p.m., surveillance officers saw MUNIR waiting in

the Tundra on Ontario St. About one minute later, JUAN Valdez walked up to the

passenger-side window of the Tundra and met with MUNIR for about 15

seconds. Following the brief transaction, MLINIR departed in the Tundra and ]UAN

Valdez was observed walking to the parking lot of 861,4, Broad St., entering the gray

Infiniti, and departing the area.

185. Based on these convetsations, I believe that MUNIR ordered six grams of

cocaine that he was providing to a UTP drug customer. I believe that JUAN Valdez

called CLAUDIO Valdez because investigation to date has shown that CLAUDIO

Valdez is primarily responsible for distributing cocaine for the VALDEZ DTO. I also

know that CLAUDIO Valdez and/or ]UAN Valdez have reguiarly met with MUNIR

multiple times per week in the vicinity of Ontario and Niagara St. in Providence, RI

("the same place") and I believe that CLAUDIO Valdez delivered the cocaine to him

there again. I know based on my training that the men drove around the block as a

counter-surveillance measure to see if anyone was trying to watch them. Finally, I
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believe that IUAN Valdez gave MUNIR the drugs on consignment because MUNIR is

a regular and trusted customer. MUNIR sold the drugs, kept his profit and met with

|UAN Valdez later at the "same spot" to Pay the money he owed for the drugs'

186.OnMarch6,2077atapptoxiLrnately11:09a'm',)UANValdezreceivedan

incoming call from MUNIR on Target Telephone III' MUNIR said, "Five white

tomorrow." MUNIR also said he was Eoing to call a UTP to see if he wanted

"brown." The pair arranged to meet at 11:00 a.m.

lB7.onMarch7,2077atapproximately9:08a.m.,JUANValdezreceivedan

incoming call on Target Telephone III from MUNIR. During the conversation, MUNIR

said, "I've got a guy who wants three brown ... he wants six white and another guy

wants three brown." IUAN Valdez responded, "Okay, I call my brother'" Following

this conversation, JUAN Valdez immediately called CLAUDIO Valdez on Target

Telephone III. During the conversation, JUAN Valdez told him to see the "American"

at 11:00 and "don't forget the six and he wants three from the brown one"'

1BB. At approximately 11:04 a.m., surveillance officers saw CLAUDIO Valdez

arrive at 861A Broad St. in the silver BMW. Approximately two minutes later, MUNIR

drove the Tundra pass the silver BMW. The BMW pulled out of 861A Broad St. and

followed the Tundra on Ontario St. and then to Niagara St., at which time surveillance

was discontinued.

189. On March B, 2017 at approximately 1:11 p.m., JUAN Valdez received an

incoming phone call from MUNIR. During the conversation, MUNIR said a UTP
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wanted six "white" in one bag so the UTP can "put some on it and make some

money." The pair agreed to meet the following day at approximately 10:00 a m'

190.OnMarch9,2017atapproximately9:57am',|UANValdezreceivedan

incoming phone call from MUNIR. During the conversation' MUNIR said he was on

his way over there. JUAN Valdez resPonded, "I'll cali my brother'" JUAN Valdez then

immediatelycalledCLAUDIoValdezonTargetTelephoneIIIandsaid,,,Heis

there."CLAUDIOValdezresponded,"Iwillgothereinliketwominutes'"

191. At approximately 10:17 a m', JUAN Valdez received another incoming

phone call from MUNIR. During the conversation, MUNIR asked JUAN Y aldez'

"what's your problem with gringo ... your brother called me a gringo ' ' gringo

seven." ]UAN Valdez responded, "one for you'" MUNIR said"'I know "' but who the

fuck is gringo . .. tell your brother I said, 
,miricon,.,, The conversation ended witlr

JUAN Valdez laughing.

1g2. In this instance, MUNIR was supplying a lower level drug dealer' He

order for a UTP that wanted six ,,white,, in one bag so the UTP could ,,put some on it

and make sorne money'" That meant MUNIR's customer was buying a bulk amount to

which he would add cut to increase his own profit. Although no surveillance was

conclucted, the content of the calls suggested to me that CLAUDIO Valdez did meet

and supply the cocaine to MUNIR because MUNIR related his conversation with

CLAUDIO toJUAN.

7g3. On March 72,2077 atapproximately 2:52 p'm'' |UAN Valdez used Talget

TeiephoneIIItocallCALUDIoValdezonTargetTelephoneIV.Duringthecall,JUAN
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Valdez told CLAUDIO Y aldez, "The gringo ... of the same ... six ... and you give hirn

one . .. for tomorrow at 10:00 . . . six a1l together and one for him, you understand?"

794. On March 13,2017 at approximately 9:09 a.m., JUAN Valdez used Target

Telephone III to call CLAUDIO Valdez on Target Telephone IV. During the

conversation,, JUAN Valdez reminded CLAUDIO Valdez about the "stuff" for the

" gringo" (referring to MUNIR). CLAUDIO Valdez advised that he had remembered

and said he was already in the area. At approximately 9:45 a.m., PERDOMO and

CLAUDIO Valdez were observed walking from 88 Barrows St., Providence, RI and

entering a black jeep SUV (RI MV 571, Enterprise Rental Car, rented by PERDOMO).

The Jeep was drove off with PERDOMO as the driver. At approximately 9:52 a.m.,

CLAUDIO Valdez used Target Telephone IV to call MUNIR on telephone number

(508) 944-1089. During the conversation, they discussed a meeting location but had

difficulty due to the language barrier as MUNIR only speaks English and CLAUDIO

Valdez primarily speaks Spanish. PERDOMO got on the phone and interceded. She

asked MUNIR where he was and if he knew how to get to the "fruit stand." MUNIR

explained that he was still waiting for his guybut could get there in about 10 minutes.

PERDOMO relayed the information to CLAUDIO Valdez and they all agreed to meet

at the fruit stand.

195. Based on these conversations, I believe MUNIR ordered seven grams of

cocaine frorn }UAN Valdez (six and one for him) on March 72,2077 that CLAUDIO

Valdez and PERDOMO delivered to MUNIR on March 73,2017 at the fruit stand. I
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believe it was cocaine because MUNIR purchased six of the "white" from }UAN Valdez

on March 9,2017 and on this occasion he ordered the "same."

796. On March 16,2077 at approximately 11:05 a.m., )UAN Valdez received an

incoming cali of Target Telephone III from MUNIR. During the conversation, MUNIR

ordered "four brown and one white." The men agreed to meet at approximately 72:30

p.m. Immediately after this call, ]UAN Valdez used Target Telephone III to call

CLAUDIO Valdez on Target Telephone IV. During the conversation, JUAN Valdez

said "the gringo" called and wants four of his (Juan's) and one of Claudio's (4g heroin

and 1g cocaine). At approxim ately 72:20 p.m., MUNIR called JUAN Valdez and said,

"I got his money, I'm all set ... I'm ready." JUAN Valdez responded, "Okay, I'll call my

brother." At approximately 72:45 p.m., law enforcemerlt observed JUAN Valdez and

CLAUDIO Valdez arrive at the parking lot of America's Food Basket, 863 Broad St. in a

gray Nissan Altima (RI KE-239, Enterprise Rental Car). After he parked in the lot,

CLAUDIO Valdez was observed getting out of the front passenger's seat of the Altima

and waiking towards Ontario St. JUAN Valdez then drove the Aitima out of the Iot. At

that same time, MUNIR was observed arriving on Niagara St. in his Tundra. He

parked on the side of the road near Congress Ave. At approxim ately , 12:46 a.m.,

MUNIR called JUAN Vaidez and said, "I'm at |uan Pablo." JUAN Valdez replied, "My

brother is over there." At approximately 72:48 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez was observed

walking up to the Tundra and entering the front passenger seat of the vehicle. The

Tundra then departed the area.
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797. Based on these conversations and surveillance, I believe that MUNIR

ordered four grams of heroin and one gram of cocaine from JUAN Valdez. I believe

that CLAUDIO Valdez provided the narcotics to MUNIR and that the complex way

tl-rey met was a further effort to defeat law enforcement surveillance.

198. On the same day, at approximately 1:05 p.m., JUAN Valdez received an

incoming phone call on Target Telephone III from MUNIR- MUNIR said he needed

"six white for tomorrow" and "one for me." The pair agreed to meet at 10:30 a.m.

]UAN Valdez then immediately called MUNIR back and asked, "In one baggy?"

MUNIR replied, "Yeah, it's the same guy."

199. On March 17,2077 at approximately 10:03 a.m., MUNIR called JUAN

Valdez on Target Telephone III. During the conversation, MUNIR said he would be

ready for 10:30 a.m. JUAN Valdez told MUNIR to 8o see his brother now and he can

pay 1ater. Approximately one-minute later, surveillance officers saw MUNIR drive in

his Tundra from the parking lot of the Lockwood Plaza Apartments, 50 Prairie Ave.,

Providence, RI to the vicinity o{ Niagara St. and Ontario St. Surveillance officers also

observed CLAUDIO Valdez arrive on Niagara St., operating the white Volvo. The

Tundla followed the Volvo to Emerson St., where both vehicles parked on the right side

of Emerson Street. CLAUDIO Valdez got out of the Volvo and briefly met with

MUNIR at the driver's side window of the Tundra after which CLAUDIO Valdez

returned to the Volvo and both vehicles departed the area.
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200  Based On these conversations and the surveillance′
I believe that MUNIR

Ordered seven grams ofcocaine from JUAN Valdez and that CLAUD10 Valdez

del市ered the cocaine to MUNIR

201 0n March 22′ 2017′ at approximately 10:13a m′ JUAN Valdez Placed an

outgoing callfrom Target Telephone IIIto CLAUDIO Valdez on Target Telephone IV

Durhg the conversation′ JUAN Valdez hformed CLAUDIO Valdezthatthe″
white

gtly″ called(referring to MUNIR)CLAUDIO Valdez said he would callJUAN Valdez

on′
′
the otl■er″ CLAUDIO Valdez then immediately called Target Telephone V from

Target Telephone IV During that converSation′ JUAN Valdeztold CLAUD10 Valdez

that MUNIR needed″ six″ and″ one for himself″  I believe that durlng this

conversation′ JUAN Valdezinformed CLAUDIO Valdezthat MUNIR needed seven

grams Of COCaine

lohn Doe, alias lesus DELGADO-Siera, aka Carlito ' aka Carlos

202. DELGADO (DOB: 05 /20/ 1980) is known tobe a large-scale drug

customer ofJUAN Valdez ltis unknown if DELGADO is a U S Citizen but

DELGADO islikely an alias DELGADO resides atl19 Glendower Rd′
Apartment lB′

Roslindale′ 卜/1A The U S District Courtinトンlassachusetts issued a searchヽ ′arrant fOr

DELGADo,sresidence.DELGADowasphotographedandidentifiedthrouglr

surveillarlce and a MA driver's license that was issued on May 7, 2013 bearing his

PhOtOgraph′
and that name′ with that date of birth HOWeVer,I believe DELCADO is

actually a Donlinican lnale that fraudulently obtained his NIA driver′
s license using the

alias of a Puerto Rican born male named JesuS Delgado―
Sierra l have obtained what
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appearstobeavalidPuertoRicandriver,slicenseforanindividualwitlrtlresame

name, date of birth and social security number' However' the license photograph

depicts a different person. The individual on the Puerto Rican driver's license has a

drivingrecorddatingbacktoatleast2004andlrismostcurrentPuertoRicanlicense

was issued on October 5, 2015. For ease of reference I will simply refer to this talget as

DELGADo.DELGADohasbeeninterceptednumeroustimesengagingincriminal

conversations concerning the subject offenses. JUAN Valdez refers to DELGADO as

"Carlos"or"Hombre"duringtheinterceptedphonecallsDELGADOhasthe

following crim inal historY:

o March 2015 - Distribution of Heroin (Arrested by the Boston PD'

DisPositior-r Unknown)

203. On March 1,,2017, at approximately 5:37 p'm'' fUAN Valdez received a

phone call on Target Telephone III from DELGADO' During the conversation'

DELGADO said he was getting "dry" and needed the "brown'" |UAN Valdez

responded, "I will bring it tomorrow. What do you want me to bring tomorrow?"

DELGADO answered that he need the brown and to bring the "3'' )UAN Valdez said'

Iwillbringyou"300."HeaskedDELGADO,"Andhowmuchdoyouwantfrornthe

hard one?" DELGADO responded, "30." Following this conversation' IUAN Valdez

usedTargetTelephoneIIItocallCLAUDIoValdezonTargetTelephoneIV.During

the conversation, JUAN Vaidez told CLAUDIO Valdez that "Carlitos" needs "30 hard"

for tomorrow. CLAUDIo Valdez said 1-re would lrave ,,it,, ready for tomolrow.
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204. Based on the above conversations, I believe DELGADO called JUAN

Valdez and ordered 300 grams of heroin (brown) and 30 grams of crack cocaine (hard).

I believe that }UAN Valdez then called CLAUDIO Valdez so that CLAUDIO Valdez

could prepare the 30 grarns of crack cocaine for DELGADO. Based on what I have

learned from the ongoing investigation, I believe that CLAUDIO Valdez is primarily

responsible for the distribution of cocaine and crack cocaine for the Valdez DTO.

205. On March 2,2077,at approximately 3:25 p.m., JUAN Valdez placed a call

on Target Telephone III to DELGADO. During the conversation, DELGADO spoke to

JUAN Valdez about an Unidentified Female (UF) that he supplies with narcotics.

DELGADO said, "She paid me yesterday,2500 ... she took a ton from this one ... she

paid me 2,500 for material." Later during the conversation, JUAN Valdez said, "I'm

going to bring you the 300." Following this conversation, JUAN Valdez received an

incoming phone call on Target Telephone III from CLAUDIO Valdez on Target

Telephone IV. During the conversation, CLAUDIO asked JAUN Vaidez if it was "30

pesos" that Carlitos wanted and JUAN Valdez confirmed that it was.

206. Based on my training and experience as well as my familiarity with this

investigation, I understood that DELGADO has a UF customer that just paid him

$2,500 for narcotics and that }UAN Valdez confirmed he was going to bring

DELGADO 300 grams of heroin. I also believe that CLAUDIO Valdez confirmed with

JUAN Valdez that he was to prepare 30 grams of crack cocaine for DELGADO.

207. From approxim ately 6:46 p.m. to 7:46 p.m., JUAN Valdez was subject to

surveillance while operating the white Altima from Providence, RI to his former
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residence at 28 Zeller St′ Roslindale′ MA Vヽhile driving′ at approximately 7:30 PIn′

JUAN Valdez used Target Telephone IIItO call DELGADO During the conversation′

JUAN Valdez asked DELGADO where he was DELGADO advised he would″
be

around″ in about 20 xninutes At approxllnately 7:46p m′ suい′eillance officers saw

DELCADO arriving atl19 Glendower Rd′ Roslindale′ MA in a black Acura RDX(MA

2LE 322)and entering that residence According to MA DⅣ lV records′ the vehicle vvith

that hcense plate is registered to DELGADO at l19 GlendOwer Road in Roslindale

208 At aPPrOXimately 8:27p m′ JUAN Valdez used Target Telephone IIItO

call DELGADO During the conversation′ JUAN Valdezasked DELCADO′
″Are you

there″ ?DELCADO confirmed that he wasthere and directed JUAN Valdez to′
′head

Over here″ Immediately after this conversation′ surVeillance officers observed JUAN

Valdez leave Zeller St in the、 ァhite Altima At approximately 8135 Pin′ they saヽv

JUAN Valdez Park the white Altima on the street acrosSfrom l19 Glendower Rd′
leave

the driver′s seat ofthe vehicle′ and enter l19 Glendower Rd ApprOxi,nately 15

minutes later′ JUAN Valdez leftthe l19 Glendower Rd residence′
entered the driver′ s

seat of the white Altima and departed the area.

209 Based On these phone conversations between JUAN Valdez and

DELGADO and the corresponding su″ eillance′ I believe JUAN Valdez del市 ered 300

grams of heroin and 30 grams ofCrack cocaine to DELGADO in his home at l19

Glendower Rd on March 2′ 2017

210 0nヽ 4arch 16′ 2017 at approximately 4:08P m′ JUAN Valdez used Target

Telephone IIIto place an outgoing calltO DELGADO on telephone number(501)422
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1808. JUAN Valdez asked DELGADO if he wanted anything. DELGADO said,

"People got scared of that shit." DELGADO clarified that the "1ast one" was good but

"the one before" that was not and people stopped calling him. DELGADO complained

that "Preito" left with 600 pesos and turned off his phone. He now owes DELGADo

money. JUAN Valdez said the "white" one that he had brought to DELGADO is the

one that people did not like. DELGADO said people care more about the quality not

the color. ]UAN Valdez assured DELGADO thai the "next one" is going to be very

good. The men discussecl the Sreater level of "competition" in Boston' JUAN Valdez

said he has more customers in Boston than anywhere else.

217. In this conversation, I understood that DELGADO and f UAN Valdez

were discussing how appearance and quality affected their heroin sales. DELGADO is

JUAN Vaidez's drug customer but he is also a drug dealer himself' DELGADO

observed that his customers were frightened when the heroin is white and it effects

sales. Heroin users are wary of heroln that is light in appearance because the heroin is

t1-rought to contain fentanyl (something that JUAN Valdez has assured others that he

does not use in his heroin). JUAN valdez told DELGADO that ihe next shipmeni of

heroin will be of good quality. when DELGADO complained that, "Preito" left with

600 pesos and turned off his phone, I believe that he meant one of his customers took

600 grams of the heroin and has not paid for it.

272. on March 17, 2017 IUAN Valdez was intercepted in a number of calls

about a drug deal with DELGADO:
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.AtaPproximately6:4Tp.m.,JUANValdezreceivedanincomingphone

callonTargetTelephonelllfromDELGADoontelephonenumber(617)

21.6-2792. During the conversation, DELGADO asked JUAN Valdez if he

was "active" and JUAN Valdez answered affirmatively' DELGADO

asserted,"Let'sdoit."IUANValdezaskedDELGADOwhathewanted

and DELGADO said, "Two of the same and the other'" JUAN Valdez

clarified, "You want 200 then? And how much of the other "' 30?"

DELGADoConfirmedthatorder.HesaidhewouldcallJUANValdez

from"theotherPhonerightnow"becausehedidnotliketalking"with

this phone."zz

. At aPproximately 7:03 p.m,, DELGADo called |UAN Valdez on Target

Telephone III from telephone number (617) 216-2792' During the

conversation,DELGADoconfirmedthathewanted,,twoofthesameand

the other."

.AtaPproximate|y7|06p.m.,}UANValdezusedTargetTelephoneIIIto

place an outgoing call to CLAUDIO Valdez on Target Telephone IV'

Duringtheconversation,]UANValdeztoldCLAUDIOValdezthat

"Carlitos"(DELGADO)wants"30ofthehardstuff"ThePairagreedto

meet later so that CLAUDIO could bring "it" down'

213. At approximat ely 7:74p.m., ]UAN Valdez was observed arriving at the

stash house at 103/105 Woodbine St., in the gray Nissan Altirna and enteling the

residence. At approximately 7:31 p.m', IUAN Valdez received an incoming call frorn

鴛 Tぽ躙:罵乳徹Ъ驚なi蠅lf認輩懲摺凛I蹴£ζ鰭(lm綿譜詣′ |
Apt lB′ Roslindale,MA
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RODRIGUEZ. During the conversation, IUAN Valdez told RODRIGUEZ that he was

"working on something for Carlitos" and would call her later.

214. At approxirnately 9:10 p.m., |UAN Valdez placed an outgoing phone call

to CLAUDIO Valdez. During the conversation, JUAN Valdez directed CLAUDIO

Valdez to meet him al "Beatriz's." Approximately two minutes later,IUAN Valdez was

observed leaving 103/105 Woodbine St. and entering the gray Altima' At

approximately 9:23 p.m., JUAN Vaidez was observed meeting wlth CLAUDIO Valdez

in the parking lot of 861 Broad St., Providence, RI. CLAUDIO Valdez was oPerating

the white volvo. JUAN Valdez was then followed by surveillance to Glendower Rd. in

Roslindale, Massachusetts. Before he arrived there, however, at approximately 70:26

p.m., DELGADO was observed leaving the side entrance of 119 Glendower Rd' He

entered a black Acura registered to him that was parked in the driveway and drove off.

About two minutes later, JUAN Valdez parked the gray Altima in front of 119

Glendower Rd.

2I5. At approximately 10:31 p.m., ]UAN Valdez placed an outgoing call to

DELGADO on telephone number (617)21,6-2792. He asked DELGADO where he was.

DELGADO said he left there five minutes ago. fuAN valdez said he was there and

asked DELGADO to come back. At approximately lO:49 p'm', the black Acura RDX

parked in the driveway of 119 Glendower Rd. DELGADO, got out of the black Acura

ancl entered the side door of 119 Glendower Rd. JUAN Valdez then left the gray Altima

and entered the front door of 119 Glendower Rd. At approximately 11:13 p'm,JUAN
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Valdez left 119 Glendower Rd., entered the Sray Altima and departed the area. The

black RDX remained in the driveway of 119 Glendower Rd.

21.6. Based on these conversations and surveillance, I believe that DELGADO

ordered 200 gr.ams of heroin and 30 grams of crack cocaine from JUAN Valdez. JUAN

valdez prepared the heroin inside 103/105 woodbine st. where it was stored. I-{e

arranged to get the crack cocaine from his brother CLAUDIO who is more directly

responsible for cocaine. They met at 861 Broad st., where CLAUDIO Valdez provided

JUAN Valdez with the 30 grams of crack cocaine and ]UAN Valdez then delivered the

heroin and crack cocaine to DELGADO at 119 Glendower Rd. on March77,2077 '

277. On Aprll 1,2077, at approximately 12:08 p.m., JUAN Valdez used Target

Telephone V to call DELGADO on telephone number (677) 216-2792. During the

conversation, ]UAN Valdez asked "Do you want anything for today?" DELGADO

said if it was from the "same one" then yes because he "gave stuff to a man and he

called back and told me the stuff was good." JUAN Valdez assured DELGADO that it

was the same stuff and that it would be "decorated" the same way. The pair discussed

how people in the "street" that use the "stuff" know if it is different or has been

changed. DELGADO warned that if the stuff arrives "weak ... people run away "

DELGADO said "this one from now was done good" and that he gave some of it to t]-re

guy that comes from New Hampshire' DELGADO said he still had "one left" but he

wanted "two pesos." DELGADO clarified, "If it is from the same one then bring the

two." JUAN Valdez agreed to bring DEGLADO two Pesos later that day'
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21,8. Over the course of the afternoon, JUAN Vaidez and DELGADO spoke

severai more times.

. At approximately 3:17 p.m., JUAN Valdez called DELGADO and asked him

if he was home. JUAN Valdez said he was about 30 minutes away.

DELGADO said he was in Revere, MA.

. At aPproximately 4:13 p.m., JUAN Valdez called DELGADO and said he had

been waiting at DELGADO's house for about 15 minutes. DELGADO

expiained that he was there, inside his house. |UAN Valdez jokingly said he

must have fallen asleep and said he was he would see DELGADO now.

. At that time. the GPS signal from Target Telephone V was in close proximity

to 119 Glendower Rd., Roslindale, MA.

. At approximately 5:37 p.m., JUAN Valdez called DELGADO and said they

are on "9400 ... 9400 is what I have here." DELGADO confirmed and said

"94 is what we are on."

279. Based on these conversations and my experience, I believe that

DELGADO was satisfied with the quality of heroin that )uAN Valdez last provided

him. When DELGADO said he had "1" or "1. peso" left he was saying that he had 100

grams of the last delivery left but that if the quality was the same he would take "2

pesos" meaning 200 grams. I understood that when fUAN Valdez prornised

DELGADO that he would supply him with heroin that was "decorated" the same way

he meant that the heroin would be of the same quality, strength cut and coior. I believe

JUAN Valdez called DELGADO later that evening to confirm that DELAGADO now

owed him $9,400 for heroin that JUAN Valdez has provided him' Based on the

conversations coupled with the GPS data that juAN valdez delivered the heroin to
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DELGADO at 119 Glendower Rd., Roslindale, MA at aPProximately 4:13 p m on April

7,2017.

220. DELGADO is currently on state probation stemming from his 2015 arrest

for heroin distribution. He listed his address with the probation office at 119

Glendower Rd., Apt. 18, Rosiindale, MA. He listed his contact number as (617) 276-

2792. Thatis the same number subscribed to Janelle Anderson at the same address and

the phone that he told JUAN Valdez he does not like to use for their drug related

conversations.

Agustin LEONARDO Jr.

227.LEONARDO(DOB:09/14/1992)listshisaddressas92CrescentSt',Apt'

1, Providence, RI on his RI Driver's License. However, physical surveillance and phone

records has established that he resides at 139 Atlantic Ave., Providence, RI, for which a

warrant is being sottght.z: LEONARDO is most likely from the Dominican Republic.

His citizenship is not known. LEoNARDO has been intercepted nttmerous times

engaged in criminal conversations concerning the subject offenses and, in that way, is

known to be a drug customer of JUAN Valdez. LEoNARDO has no known criminal

history.

23 On March 22, 2016, at approximately 5:16 p.m., Iaw enforcernent established surveillance on 139

Atlantic Ave., providence, iu. At the onset of surveillance, LEONARDo's green Acura MDX (RI 464-278)

wasobservedparkedhthedrivewayofl3gAtlanticAve'AtaPProximately5:22pm'I-EONARDowas
observed leaving 139 Atlantic Ave., entering the driver's seat of the gleen MDX and departirrg- the area

At approxirnateiy 5:50 p.m., LEONARDO i'as observed returning to 139 Atlantic Ave' in-the MDX and

enteing the froni door of 139 Atlantic Ave. using a key. LEoNARDo is known to use cellular telephone

number (401) 660-7457. Cellular telephone numier (40t1 ooo-z+52 is s"bscribed to Junior Leonardo, 139

Atlantic Ave., Providence, RI.
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222  0n February 18′ 2017′ JUAN Valdez′ using Target TelePhone IH′ had

several conversations with LEC)NARDO using 401-660-7457 During the conversations′

JUAN Valdez asked LEONARDO ifhe had″ anything″ yet LEONARDO said that

″
he′

″an Unknown Third Party(UTP)′ has nOtcalled yet LEONARDO said he called

the UTP but he did not pick up the phone During a later conversatiOn′
LE()NARI)0

t。ld JUAN Valdez thatthe U¶Pjust called him and told him to hold on until next week

The UTP reportedly said that he has″ 25′000 there″ and that he is″ collecting money′
′

JUAN Valdez told LEONARDO thatthe UTP was getting′
′
it″ frOm somebody else

LEONARD()countered thatthe UTP is not getting it from anybody else′
and on other

Occasions″ that″ haslasted the UTP for″ a month and change′
′

223   1 believe that′ h this conversation′
′′
anything′

′
/ヽas a reference to a drug

debtbeing collected forJUAN Valdez by LEONARDO from a UTP LEONARDO said

thatthe UTP drug customer/dealer reported that he had collected$25′
000′ was still

collecting money, and would not need additional narcotics ("it" or "that") until next

week. fUAN Valdez suspected that the UTP was Setting his drugs from another

supplier because it had been so long since the last time he supplied the UTP with

narcotics.Inresponse,LEONARDocautionedJUANVaidezthatsometimesittakes

the UTP a month or more to sell-off his customary drug order'

224.onMarchls,2olTtlrerewereaseriesoftelephonecallsirrvolvingadrug

sale to LEONARDO:
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At approximately B:58 a.m., |UAN Valdez received a phone cail on Target

Telephone III from LEONARDO on telephone number (401) 660-7457.24

During the conversation, LEONARDO told JUAN Valdez that an

Unidentified Third Party (UTP) was "ready," so JUAN Valdez could bring

"that" whenever he wanted. JUAN Valdez said it was better today than

tomorrow because of a pending snowstorm. JUAN Valdez warned, "I'm not

ready right now ... I'm going to call you because I have to prepare it."

LEONARDO asked JUAN Valdez if he was still going to be able to bring

"that" today and ]UAN Valdez confirmed he could. LEONARDO asked if

the "shit" was going to come the same why as the one that iust "moved" and

said that " it" was gone in about 20 days. LEONARDO also told JUAN

Valdez that the UTP said "it" was good. JUAN Valdez assured LEONARDO

that "it" was going to be the same.

At approximat ely 9:34 a.m., JUAN Valdez received another incoming call on

Target Telephone III from LEONARDO. During the conversation,

LEONARDO said he was calling to tell him to add "5 little things to the 15 ...

instead of 15 ...20." JUAN Valdez asked why, and LEONARDO assured

him that he was going to pay for the extra "5." JUAN Valdez responded,

"Alright... okay."

o At approximately 10:10 a.m., JUAN Valdez was observed arriving on

Woodbine St. in Cranston, RI in a gray Nissan Altima (RI KE 239, Enterprise

Rental Car). He parked across the street from 103/105 Woodbine St. JUAN

Valdez entered the stash house at 103/105 Woodbine St. He spent a little

2aThat telephone number is subscribed to in the name Junior Leonardo, at 139 Atlantic Ave-, Providence,

RI. A green Acura MDX (RI 464 278) has been observed h the driveway of 139 Atlantic Ave. on an ahnost

daily iasis since the onset of this ir.rvestigation. According to police records, Leonardo was given a

citaiion by the Cranston police Departm-ent on February 25, 2017 while operating the Acura MDX. The

citation was for Operation of Unregistered Motor Vehicle.
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over three hours there and left at aPproximately 2:20 p'rn' carrying two

plastic bags. He drove away in the gray Altima in the direction of Atlantic

Ave. Nine minutes later, at approximately 2:29 p'rn', the gray Altima was

observed parked directly in front of 139 Atlantic Ave The green Acura MDX

remainedparkedinthedrivewayofl3gAtianticAve.JUANValdezonly

stayedbrieflyand,at2:31p.m.,teft139AtlanticAve'inthegrayAltima'The

Acura MDX remained in the driveway of 139 Atlantic Ave'

22S.OnMarch15,20lTJUANValdezagainparticipatedinseveralphone

conversations on Target Telephone III with LEONARDO' During the first

conversation, LEONARDO asked IUAN Valdez if he was "there" and |UAN valdez

said he was not. The pair agreed to talk later.

.Atapproximately10:48a.m.,JUANValdezplacedacalltoLEONARDO'

During the conversation, LEONARDO said, "Don't come now "' this girl is

here and I don't want her to see you. When you come this way' you call me'"

JUAN Valdez resPonded, "It is you who needs to call me'" The pair again

agreed to talk 1ater.

.Atapproximatelyll:3la.m.,LEONARDOcalledJUANValdezandsaidthe

girlwasabouttoleaveinherblackcar.JUANValdezassuredhim,,,okay,if

I see a black car I will not stoP."

.AtaPProximatelyll:38a.m.,LEoNARDocalledJUANValdezandtoldl-tim

that the girl left and directed him to come in through the back' At

approximately 11:43 a.m., a surveillance unit observed the gray Nissan

Altimaparkeddirectlyinfroniofl3gAtlarrticAve.Itwasunoccupied.Tlre

Acura MDX was parked in the driveway of 739 Atlantic Ave' At
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approximately 12:13 p.m., }UAN Valdez was observed walking from the rear

of 139 Atlantic Ave., entering the gray Altlma and departing the area'

. Almost immediately, LEONARDO called IUAN Valdez. During the

conversation, LEONARDO asked JUAN Valdez "Did you see the black SUV

stopped there ... on the other street?" JUAN Valdez said he did not see it'

LEONARDO said it "was right there when you got out .. ' when you moved

... got in ... the SUV moved ... when you gotout I started looking around --'

and I saw it when you got out."

226. A 1aw enforcement officer was conducting surveillance on 139 Atlantic

Ave. in a dark-colored SUV at the time LEONARDO ca11ed JUAN Valdez and warned

him of the suspicious vehicle. Therefore, LEoNARDO was conductinS counter-

surveillance out of a window as fUAN Valdez departed his residence on March 75,2017

and noticed law enforcement follow JUAN Valdez out of the area'

227. On April 5, 2017 at approximately i2:56 p.m., )UAN Valdez used Target

Telephone v to call LEoNARDO on (401) 7 44-3573. During the conversation, JUAN

Valdez said he was just calling LEONARDO and he was not answering. JUAN Valdez

has just called LEONARDO's number ending in 7457. LEONARDO said his "other

phone" was tumed off ancl in his pocket. LEONARDO then told JUAN Valdez that he

called the UTP yesterday and that "the thing" is "supposedly good" but "things are

slow", however, the UTP is "finishing."

228. On April 9,2017 atapproximately 6:20 p.m., LEONARDO, used

telephone number (401) 660-7457 to call JUAN Vaidez on Target Telephone V'

LEONARDO brokered a drug deal for an Unidentified Third Party (UTP)'
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LEONARDO informed JUAN Valdez thatthe UTP called him to request″
that″ for

tomorro、′ LEC)NARI)O exPlall■ed that tyPically′ 、vhen the UTP called′ it was because

he was″ finished″ or had′
′
very little left″ JUAN Valdez asked LEONARDO to tellthe

UTP to give mOre notice nexttime because he(JUAN Valdez)doeS nOt hke to″
rush his

wOrk″ LEONARDO askedJUAN Valdezto″ make ittomorroW at your place because

he told me that he is going tO Call me tomorrow″ JUAN Valdez complained about hOW

bad business had been He blamed the current President ofthe United States fOr the

decline LEC)NARI)O speculated that things、 vill eventually get more″ relaxed″ and

PeOPleンvill be″ crossing faster″  The conversatiOn turned to life in the Dominican

Republic JUAN said that he wantsto″ retire″ there LEONARDO agreed and

suggested′
′
they″ can hang outtOgether in the″ CaPital″ (SantO Don、 ingo) Atthe end

Ofthe conversation LEONARD()said″ Eduardo′ Eduardo′ ofthe 15′ add five rnore _

bring me 20″ JUAN Valdez acknowledged the Change in order

229  Based on these conVersatiOns′ I believe that that LEC)NARDO was

brokerhg a drug dealfor a UTP drug dealerthat he supPlies l believe LEONARDO

called JUAN Valdez and told him to Prepare the narcotics fOrtomorrow l also believe

that LEC)NARI)O ordered an additiona1 20 gramS Of heroin to be delivered on APril 10′

2017 1 also believe LEONARDO isfrom the Dominican Republic

230  Based On the results ofthis investigation′ these conVersatiOns and other

intercepted conversations asヽアe■ as the surveillance conducted on these dellveries to

LEONARDO at hisresidence′ I believe that LEONARDO act市 ely conducts heroin
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trafficking activity at hls residence located at 139 Atlantic Ave., Providence RI, where

evidence of these crimes will be found.

lohn Doe, alias JOVAN

231,. JOVAN is a name used by one of the larger drug customers of the

VALDEZ DTO. His true identity is not known. officers conducting surveillance at

JOVAN's residence, which is located at 195 Hamilton St. in Dorchester Massachusetts,

have observed and photographed him 11'r".s.zs f oVAN is a drug dealer who uses the

VALDEZ DTO as a source of supply. The U.S. District court in Massachusetts issued a

search warrant for JOVAN's residence.

232.OnFebruary25,20lT,JUANValdezhadaseriesofconversationson

Target Telephone III about a drug delivery to f oVAN. At approximately 11:51 a.m.,

|UAN Valdez received an incoming call on Target Telephone III from a UM on

telephone number (857\ 544-3947 . JUAN Valdez referred to the UM as "JOVAN'"

During the conversation, JOVAN asked ]UAN Valdez what was the earliest he could

see him because he was "rcady." JUAN Valdez asked JOVAN what he wanted'

JOVAN responded, "Bring me the same, bring me one and you Put in haif "' the

sooner you can the better." IUAN confirmed the order. He cautioned, "Alright, no

more talking." The call ended.

2s JOVAN was physically identified on March 21, 2017. while conducting surveillance on 195 Hamilton

St., Dorchester,MA, at approximately 10:49 a.m., officers observed a middle-aged Hispanic male with

btack l.rair, black glasses and a black iacket, Ieave 195 Hamilton Street'
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233  At aPPrOXimately ll:59a m′ JUAN Valdez Placed an outgoing cal1 0n

Target Telephone ln to thetelephone number used by JOVAN During the

conversation′ JUAN ValdeztoldJOVAN that′ in order to be quicker′
′′

I′ m going to send

you the woman later″ JOVAN agreed′
″No problem″ He also said′

″Look_lowe

you 87 and a half_I′ m gohg tO Send you eight stiCks″ JUAN Valdeztold JOVAN not

to send 
,,that,, with ,,her.,, 

JUAN Valdez indicated that he would personally get that

from him later JUAN Valdez said that he would instruct″ her″ that′
″
You don′ t need

to send anything′
′

234 At approximately 2:06P m′ JUAN Valdez rece市 ed an incoming call On

Target Telephone ⅡIfrom CLAUD10 Valdez During the conversatiOn′ CLAUDIO

Valdez asked JUAN Valdez to have″him″ (referring to JOVAN)send hiS address so

that″ she can take it right there″

235 1mmediately after thiS phone call′ JUAN Valdez used Target TelePhone HI

to callJOVAN During the briefconversatiOn′ JUAN Valdez askedJOVAN to″ send

me the address there″ Shortly after hanghg uP′ JUAN Valdez received an incoming

text message on Target Telephone HIfrom the number used by JOVAN The content of

the text message was nOt captured′ because the cOurt order was limited to the

interception Of wire colnmunications

236 0ver the course ofthe next cOuple of hOurs′ JUAN and CLAUDIO Valdez

SPOke multiPle times aboutthe logisticS surrounding CROTEAU′
s(the woman)

delivery to JOVAN At approximately 4:30P m′ JUAN Valdez called CLAUDIO

valdez During the conversation′ JUAN Valdez asked if″ she″ arr市ed yet CLAUDIO
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Valdez told JUAN Valdez that "she" had called and that "she" was about six minutes

away. JUAN Valdez told CLAUDIO to tel1 him when "she" (CROTEAU) gets there so

"he" (|OVAN) "comes down to look for her." CLAUDIO Valdez said he would call

JUAN Valdez when she was there.

237 . Immediately after that call, JUAN Valdez used Target Telephone III to cali

JOVAN. During the conversation, fUAN Valdez told JOVAN, "The woman is almost

there .. . she is in a white car that has plates from there."26

238. At approximately 4:33 p.m., JUAN Valdez received an incoming call from

CLAUDIO Valdez. During the conversation, CLAUDIO Valdez said, "she is there ...

call him." JUAN Valdez affirmed, "Airight, I am going to call him." JUAN Valdez then

immediately called ]OVAN and said "she" was there. |UAN Vaidez further described

her as "one woman in a white car" and said that she had her hair up and was "the same

one that went before." |UAN Valdez further described the car as a Nissan. The call

ended with JOVAN saying that he saw her.

239. Over the course of the next couple of hours, JUAN Valdez used Target

Telephone III to speak to CLAUDIO Valdez and RODRIGUEZ on rnultiple occasions.

During the conversations, IUAN Valdez spoke about waiting for "the gir1" to return

with the car. Sulveillance officers had observed JUAN Valdez arrive in Cranston

during tlre morning of February 25,2017 drivrne the white Altima that CROTEAU used

26 The car, a white Nissan Altima, that was being driven (and rented) by CROTEAU, has

Massachusetts license plates. JOVAN lives in Massachusetts ("Plates from there")'
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to deliver heroin to JOVAN. |UAN Valdez needed the white Altima returned so he

could drive home to RODRIGUEZ in Roslindale, Massachusetts (where they live).

240. At approximately 6:45 p.m., JUAN Valdez received an incoming call on

Target Telephone III from RODRIGUEZ. During the conversation, JUAN Valdez said

he planned to go to JOVAN's house to get some money before coming home but now it

was too 1ate. JUAN Valdez explained that he did not want "Tanya" to bring "that"

because she is "too nervous" and that she appeared to be "high." CROTEAU's first

name i.s Tanya.

247. Based on these conversations, my training, and my experience in this

investigation, I believe that JUAN and CLAUDIO Valdez sent CROTEAU to deliver

150 grams of heroin ("one and a half") to IOVAN. CROTEAU is CLAUDIO's principle

drug runner and delivery to JOVAN is consistent with her role. CROTEAU was renting

(from Hertz) a white Nissan Altima with Massachusetts license plates (MA 3RV 856)

that JUAN Valdez has also been seen driving on many occasions. Therefore, I also

believe that CROTEAU made a previous delivery to the same customer, IOVAN ("the

same one that went before"). Finally, it was clear from the conversati.on with

RODRIGUEZ that JUAN fully intended to bring the drug money back to their home

that evening. Only the lateness of the hour prevented him from doing it that day.

242. On February 26, 2017 JUAN Valdez used Target Telephone III to

communicate with ]OVAN rnultiple times about receiving the money he was owed.
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243. At approximately 7:2L p.m., }UAN Valdez placed an outgoing phone call

to ]OVAN. During the conversation, IUAN asked JOVAN if he "was there." IOVAN

said he was "not there" but asked |UAN Valdez to go there and speak with his wife.

244. At approximately 1,:27 p.m.,JUAN Valdez received an incoming phone

call on Target Telephone III from ]OVAN. During the conversation, JOVAN told

JUAN Valdez that the address he previously sent was incorrect. IOVAN said the

colrect address was "195." JUAN Valdez said he knew what the address was and that

he would see the JOVAN shortly. JUAN Valdez informed JOVAN that he "erases"

information and prefers to ask instead of keeping it on his phone.

245. At approximately 1:40 p.m., JUAN Valdez placed another outgoing call to

JOVAN. During tire conversation, ]UAN Valdez said he was "outside." According to

GPS data, at the time of this phone conversation, Target Telephone III was located near

195 Hamilton St., Dorchester, MA.

246. At approximately 2:23 p.m., JUAN Valdez placed another outgoing call to

IOVAN. During the conversation, JUAN Valdez asked how much it was that JOVAN

left there. JOVAN replied, "8." JUAN Valdez asked how much of that was part of the

"olddebt"andJOVAN said,"7.5." IOVANaskedif thecurrentbalanceisnow at"7.5"

and JUAN Valdez confirmed that it was.

247. Based on these conversations coupled with the GPS data, I believe tl-rat

JUAN Valdez went to 195 Hamilton St. to collect money from IOVAN for drugs

delivered in the past and a partial payment towards the drugs delivered by CROTEAU
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the previous day. ]UAN Valdez received $8,000 ("8") from JOVAN's wife at their

home and that JOVAN currently owes fUAN Y aldez $7,500 ("7 .5").

248. On March 7,2017 at approximately 10:02 a.m., JUAN Valdez used Target

Telephone III to place an outgoing call to JOVAN. During the conversation, |OVAN

asked |UAN Valdez if he gets "five ... how much can I do?" ]UAN Valdez explained

that he had given him "stuff" at an "eight" and that JOVAN said it was good. }OVAN

asked JUAN Valdez how much he (}OVAN) can add and still leave it at a "four or

five." JUAN told ]OVAN he could add "one and a half" however, everyone adds

different amounts based on their people (customers). IOVAN then asked !UAN Valdez

to bring him "ten" when he stops by to collect his money. IOVAN said he will tlse that

10 to "test it" and give out "samples." JOVAN said he wants to see if he can add

"three" to those ten. IOVAN said he was going to put it out on the "streets" and see if

it works with a "three." JOVAN explained that if it works he would grab, "ha1f a

chicken." IOVAN said he has two Unidentified Third Parties (UTPs) that want to "grab

stuff" and JOVAN wants to see if he can get them to take "100 or 200." JOVAN again

requested that )UAN Valdez come get his "papers" and bring 10. JOVAN later

clarified that JUAN Vaidez can bring the "100" and add "50," like he "always" requests/

in addition to bringing the sample of "1.0." |UAN Valdez said he would bring it

tomorrow because he was busy. JOVAN agreed, explaining that he still had about "30"

left. The pair then discussed prices. JUAN Valdez said "I have people that I give it to at
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B0 ... some people at 75 ... I give it to Mello at75,l only lowered it to yor;-"27 JOVAN

said he was talking to a UTP who gets it at "65." JUAN Valdez retorted, "They grab it

at 65 but they give him trash ... I have some people in Providence that I know .. do you

know what happens? I give it to a guy and the guy puts it at 60 and they say, 'No, yott

have the stuff at a very expensive price, I grab it from a g:uy at 60."' JUAN Valdez

explained that they do not know they are "Grabbing my stuff ... and, since it's their

people, I can't te1l them that it's me who Sives it to him. I just remain quiet'" JOVAN

said that no one considers "quality."

249. In this conversation, I believe JUAN Valdez and JOVAN discussed

quantities of heroin in hundreds of grams (e.g. "700," "200," etc.) and the quality of

heroin at various prices per gram (e.g. "80," "75," "65," "60," etc.) During the first part

of the conversation, I believe f OVAN was asking )UAN Valdez how much he (IOVAN)

can cut or ac{d to the heroin that JUAN Valdez is providing him. JUAN Valdez said he

provides ]OVAN with high quality heroin, that he rated at being an "8" on a ten-point

scale. JOVAN wanted fUAN Valdez to provide him with high quality heroin to which

he can "add three." For example, JOVAN wanted a 1o-gram heroin sample that he can

add three grams of cut to and still have the quality of the heroin that would be rated at

about a five on a ten-point scale. JOVAN requested 100 grams of high quality heroil

that IUAN Valdez adds 50 grams of cut to, thus making 150 grams of heroin. However,

if JovAN,s customers like the samples he provided, he is going to get "half a chicken."

27 ,,Mello,, is another larger drug dealer like }oVAN who uses the VALDEZ DTO as a source of supply.

Mello, however, has r.rot yet been identified'
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Based on my experience, I know that a "bird" or "chicken" is commoniy Llsed in the

drug trade to mean a kilogram of narcotics. Therefore half a chicken would be 500

grams. The pair then cliscussed the price per gram of heroin. JUAN Valclez explained

that he sells heroin to some people at $80 per gram, others at $75 per gram and that he

only lowered ihe price for JOVAN.

250. On March 8, 2017, JUAN Valdez used Target Telephone III, to arrange the

delivery of the sample to JOVAN that they discussed a day earlier.

257. At approximat ely 72:34p.tn.,JUAN Valdez placed a call to IOVAN'

During the conversation, ]OVAN asked for the "10 to test" and JUAN Valdez asked if

JOVAN wanted the "other" as well. IOVAN said he does want "it" but not right now

because if the "new one" works he is going to ask for "half." The conversation ended

with |UAN Valdez telling JOVAN that he will call }OVAN prior to arriving'

252. Later that afternoon, at approximately 5:15 p.m., }UAN Valdez was

observed ieaving 103/105 woodbine st. where he stores drugs and cash and entering

the Chevy Silverado (RI 115201). He was followed by surveillance onto Intelstate 95

North.

253. At approximately 6:10 p.m., )uAN Valdez used tarSet Telephone III to call

JOVAN. During the conversation, }UAN Valdez asked )OVAN if he was home

because he was "on his way." JOVAN said he was, however, there was a "Justice of the

Peace" at his hottse that was doing the "ceremony." IOVAN explained, "It's r-rot good

for her to see ... that we'll be talking about other things. Maybe they don't care. But it

doesn,t look good.,, JovAN said )UAN Valdez could come inside and iust wait until
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the Justice of the Peace is done and then they can "do it." IUAN Valdez said he would

call JOVAN when he was outside.

254. At approximately 6:32 p.m., }UAN Valdez received a phone call from

JOVAN. During tire conversation, JOVAN said the Justice of the Peace had aiready

,,signed,, and had left. )UAN valdez said he was in rortte and that he was stuck in

traffic.

255. At approximat ely 7:04p.m., JUAN Valdez called JOVAN and told him he

was outside. Approximately four minutes iater, law enforcement surveillance arrived

at 195 Hamilton St., Dorchester, MA and observed the Chevy silverado parked in front

of that address. It was unoccupied. At approximately 7:24 p.m., JUAN Valdez was

seen leaving 195 Hamilton St., entering the chevy siiverado and departing the area. At

approximately, B:14 p.m., the Chevy Silverado was observed parked, unoccuPied in

front of JUAN Valdez's home at 24 Aberdeen Rd', Milton, MA'

256. I believe that in these conversations JOVAN asked JUAN Valdez to

deiiver a sample of the better quality heroin ("10 to test"). He declined to take more of

the ,,other,, but confir:med that if he (JovAN) was satisfied with the quality of the

sample (,,new one,,) he would order a half a kilogram of heroin. while I do not know

whytherewasa,,JuStiCeofthePeace,,at}oVAN,sresidence,thetwomenappearedto

be wary of conducting a drug deal in front of that official'

257. On March 29,2077 at aPProximately 1:16 p'm'' JUAN Valdez received an

incoming call on Target Telephone V from JOVAN' During the conversatior-r' JOVAN

said to JUAN Yaldez "Iwant you to come by here today' but try to bring me something
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go.od buddy, because the last two rounds have not been good for me." JUAN Valdez

expressed dismay and asked "How is that possible ... how can that be?" JOVAN

explained "I am just adding two but sometimes I have to bring it down to one ... one

and a half ... lately they have complained. The guy who I give to ...20 that I bring him

three times per week, I've had to lower to 50 pesos." JUAN Valdez responded by

saying that nobody else has complained about that "stuff" and then asked JOVAN how

much he wanted. JOVAN replied, "one stick and add half." JUAN Valdez confirmed

"100" and JOVAN replied "yes." JUAN Valdez then said he would call JOVAN back

shortly.

258. At approximately 1:23 p.m., JUAN Valdez called JOVAN and the pair

continued to discuss the quality of the "stuff." IOVAN further explained that he has

two different people that like different "things." "One I give five for 400 adding one ...

and iately he was telling me to check it because it was weaker." JUAN Valdez replied,

"I always do "it" the same way and that doesn't go down or anything ... I have another

one there, I'm going to try and give you another one." JOVAN agreed that he wanted a

different one and JUAN Valdez assured him not to worry because, "I always have

different ones and I'll give you somethinS different to see." |OVAN asked if JUAN

Valdez could do it later today and suggested that he just send "the girl." JUAN Valdez

told JOVAN not to worry and said he would "send her over there."

259. At approximately 1:45 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez used Target Telephone IV

to call CROTEAU. During the conversation, he asked CROTEAU if she would go to
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Boston that afternoon to visit his " friend." CROTEAU agreed to make the trip and the

pair agreed to meet at 34 Burnside Ave.

260. At approximately 2:20 p.m., surveillance observed CLAUDIO Valdez

arrlve at 34 Burnside in the white Voivo. At approximately 3:02 p.m., CROTEAU

arrived at 34 Burnside Ave. in the silver BMW. At about 4:13 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez

and CROTEAU left 34 Burnside Ave. together in the white Volvo. They were

continuously watched to Noyes Ave. in Providence, RI, were they parked next to JUAN

Valdez who was in a gray Nissan Altima rental (RI NF-582). JUAN Valdez was

observed departing 103/105 Woodbine Ave. moments earlier and was watched as he

went to Noyes Ave. JUAN Valdez, CLAUDIO Valdez and CROTEAU all met

alongside the vehicle and then CRoTEAU departed the area alone in the white volvo.

267. Surveillance followed CROTEAU to 195 Hamilton St. in Dorchester, MA.

VVhile in route, CROTEAU called CLAUDIO Valdez and kept him updated on her

estimated time of arrival. JUAN Valdez would then call JOVAN and relay the

messages. For example, at aPProximately 6:02 p.m., JUAN Valdez called }OVAN and

said, "She will be there in about 10 minutes so don't go out ... the girl will be there in

about 10 minutes ... when she is there I will call you."

262. At approximat ely 6:21p.m',law enforcement officers observed

CRoTEAU as she arrived on Hamilton St. and stopped in front of 195 Hamilton si- She

was observed talking on the phone with CLAUDIO Valdez, informing him that she had

arrivecl. Moments later, JOVAN walked out of 195 Hamilton st. while still on the

phone with luAN valdez. During the on-going conversation, JOVAN confirmed sl-re
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was in the "white Volvo" and directed ]UAN Valdez to tell her to drive further up the

street. JUAN Valdez expressed his frustration and said, "Damn, this American is a

mess." Commiserating that she makes things more "complicated" and it is not "safe."

)UAN Valdez then said he was going to "te1l her to get out of the car and head over to

ihe house." CLAUDIO Valdez, who remained on the phone with CROTEAU, relayed

the message. CROTEAU parked in front of 205 Hamilton St. and walked to the porch

of 195 Hamilton St., where she was greeted by f OVAN. IOVAN and CROTEAU

entered 195 Hamilton St. After approximately 10 minutes, CROTEAU left 195

Hamilton St., returned to the Volvo and departed the area. Shortly after departing the

area, CROTEAU ca1led CLAUDIO Valdez and said the guy gave her "3,500" and that

slre would be home in 45 minutes to an hour. At approximately 7:44p.m., CROTEAU

again called CALUDIO Valdez. During the conversation, she asked "do you want me

to bring up the money ... you want me to bring it to my house, upstairs?" CLAUDIO

Valdez said "yes." CROTEAU said she would be home in about one minute. Moments

1ater, law enforcement observed CROTEAU arrive at 34 Burnside Ave. in the white

Volvo.

263. Based on these conversations and surveillance, I believe that fOVAN

ordered 100 grams of heroin and asked JUAN Valdez to make sure the heroin was of

good quality because he (IOVAN) had received some complaints. JUAN Valdez was

surprised peopl.e were complaining but nevertheless, told JOVAN he would provide

him with different heroin (stuff) this time. juAN Valdez told JovAN he would have

CROTEAU (the girl) make the delivery. CLAUDIO Valdez and CROTEAU met at
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their residence (34 Burnside Ave.) and then drove to meet JUAN together in the white

Volvo to get the heroin. I believe JUAN Valdez prepared the heroin for f OVAN at

103/105 Woodbine Ave. and then provided it to CROTEAU on Noyes Ave.

CROTEAU drove to Dorchester MA and delivered the heroin to |OVAN inside his

residence at 195 Hamilton Street. I believe IOVAN provided CROTEAU with $3,500

towards the purchase of narcotics and then CROTEAU (who lives in the basement

apartment) brought the money "upstairs" to apartment 3F at 34 Bumside Ave., where

CLAUDIO Valdez resides.

264. Based on all of these intercepted communications and surveillance I

believe that JOVAN actively conducts heroin tra{ficking activity at his residence located

at 195 Hamilton Street, Dorchester, MA.

M′″′ιI′b″ Dο″
″CASTILL0

265  Manuel aka′ ′
Don′

′CASTILLO(DOB:12/28/1978)and Esther aka

″
Estella″ Franco(DOB:02/21/1982)are bOth Citizens ofthe Dominican Republic who

have children together. They are Legal Permanent Residents of the United States. They

reside together at 223 Massachusetts Ave., Providence, RI for which a search warrant is

requested.

266. Around March 8, 2077, they moved from 171 Massachusetts Avenue to

223 Massachusetts Avenue, both in Providence. On that day, surveillance officers saw

JUAN and CLAUDIO Valdez helping them to move to their new residence. CLAUDIO

Valdez even recruited two of his drug customers, Melvin Colon and PELLOT, to help

with the move. The electric service account for 171 Massachusetts Ave. was in Franco's
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name. The new electric service for 223 Massachusetts Ave. is in CASTILLO's name.

Investigation has shown that Franco uses cellular telephone number (347) 691-8755,

which is subscribed to her son and CASTILLO uses cellular telephone number (929)

403-7795, which is a prepaid phone with no subscriber information.

267. In addition to helping with the move on March 8,2017, al approximately

9:46 a.m., CASTILLO cailed CLAUDIO Valdez on Target Telephone IV and asked him

to stop by his house so they can talk about the "stuff from up there/above." CLAUDIO

Valdez said he would stop by later.

268. At approximately 11:03 a.m., CLAUDIO Valdez called CASTILLO and

said he was arriving. CASTILLO specified that he was at his new house. At

approximately 72:49 p.m., surveillance observed CLAUDIO Valdez as he left 223

Massachusetts Ave. and left the area in the silver BMW.

269. CASTILLO again called CLAUDIO Valdez at approximately 1:57 p.m.

and informed him, "The people visiting are already here." He asked if CLAUDIO

Vaidez wanted to talk to the "Negra" referring to Franco by that name to determine if

she or CLAUDIO Valdez wanted to go. CLAUDIO said it would be easier for Franco

because he does not have "it" "complete" yet. CLAUDIO explained that Franco did not

want to tell him what to do because she was talking on the "other one" (phone). The

pair agreed to talk later. After hanging up the phone with CASTILLO, CLAUDIO

immediateiy called Franco. During the conversation, CLAUDIO Valdez asked Franco

to meet him so he could give her some "tickets." Franco replied, "So come rny love ...

that way we can talk." Franco added that this time it was Soing to be something
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″
different″ and thatshe preferstO talk in persOn She added′ ″Do you rememberthat

the Othertime was 32 5? No、 v lcannot dO more than 32 _butitis goOd″  Franco said

she was going tO put cASTILLO On the phOne butshe preferred tO talk tO cLAUDIO

Valdezin persOn cASTILLO then gOt On the phOne and t。 ld CLAUDIO Valdez that

they′ an unidentified third Party(UTP)′ brOught″ one extra″ cLAUD10 Valdez

eXPlained that he was in the prOcess of c。 llecting lnOney′ like″ lo pesos″ and that he

would ProvidethattO cASTILLO CASTILLO then asked cLAUDIO ifhe wanted″
1′
′

or″ 15″ and CLAUDIO Valdez replied′ ′′
JuSt l″ CLAUD10 Valdez then asked

CASTILLO tO call him frOm the other number CLAUDIO Valdezimmediately

received an incomlng callfrOm Franco′ using CASTILLO′s phone CLAUDIO Valdez

told her thatif″ it″ shOM′s up tomorrow then he wil1 8iVe her″ lo pesos″ before the

week is Over Franco then exPlained tO CLAUDI()Valdez that this is nOt cOnling from

her usual″ friend _thisis sOme people that weルvere introduced tO and that′s why we

are flghting _flghting to see iflater On they can give ittO us a bit better Butitis

something good that you willlike′ I OPened it rnyself and l checked it rnyself″

270 Based on my training and experience, in these conversations I believe that

CLAUDIO valdez ar,anged to purchase cocaine (stuff from up there/above) frorn

CASTILLO with Franco's assistance. I berieve that the cocaine was from a new supprier

and that the p,ice per kilogram will be approximatery $32,000. Franco vouched for the

quality of the cocaine, claiming that she personally checked a sample of it. I believe that

CLAUDIO valdez is going to pay CASTILLo $10,000 towards the cocaine purchase. I
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believe CASTILLO asked CLAUDIO Valdez if he wanted one kilogram ("1") or 1.5

kilograms ("1.5") and CLAUDIO Valdez said he only wanted one.

27L. On March 9, 2017, CLAUDIO Valdez and CROTEAU went 223

Massachusetts Ave. in the silver BMW. CLAUDIO Valdez went inside the residence

for approximately 14 minutes while CROTEAU waited outside. CLAUDIO Valdez

then returned to the vehicle and they left the area.

272. On March 77,2017, at approximately 70:52 a.m., CLAUDIO Valdez called

CASTILLO and asked if he was home and CASTILLO confirmed that he was.

CLAUDIO Valdez said he had some "money" to give to CASTILLO. CASTILLO said

he was about to leave and they agreed to meet later. At approximately 11:45 a.m.,

CLAUDIO Valdez again called CASTILLO and asked if he was at his "little house."

CASTILLO said he would be home in about 10 minutes and told CLAUDIo Valdez the

door was unlocked, offering that he could go in when he gets there. CLAUDIO Valdez

asked CASTILLO whom he is giving the money to and said he is going to drop of "four

pesos." CASTILLO said he has some of "that" 1eft, that he has "two" left. CLAUDIO

Valdez said he was coming with his brother (JUAN Valdez) and that they woulcl talk

more in Person.

273. At approximately 2:51 p.m., CASTILLO called CLAUDIO Valdez and

asked if he could send the "Bori" (Melvin Colon) over to help clean and move. I know

that Colon is a heroin addict that orders heroin on almost a daily basis from CLAUDIO

Valdez. CLAUDIO Valdez said he will tell Colon to go over but Colon is going to ask
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for "a little thing." CLAUDIO Valdez asked CASTILLO if he had "a little thing" over

there (223 Massachusetts Ave.) for COLON and CASTILLO confirmed that he did.

274. Based on these conversations, I believe that CLAUDIO Valdez dropped

off $4,000 to CASTILLO at 223 Massachusetts Ave. to put towards the cocaine

purchase. I also believe that CASTILLO had narcotics, most likely heroin (a little thing)

at 223 Massachusetts Ave. that he was going to give Colon (a heroin addict) as a form of

payment for helping him clean and move.

275. On March L6,2077 at approximately 10:37 a.m., CLAUDIO Valdez called

CASTILLO and asked what time they were going to meet "ovet there" (223

Massachusetts Ave.) because he (CLAUDIO Valdez) was going to give CASTILLO

"that money." CASTILLO directed CLAUDIO Valdez to come over at 1:30 p.rn. At

approximately 1:32 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez cailed CASTILLO and said, "I'm coming

to give you the tickets ... this girl (CROTEAU) needs to Bo to the bathroom."

CASTILLO told CLAUDIO that he left the door open and to come in. Approximately

one minute 1ater, CLAUDIO Valdez, ]UAN Valdez and CROTEAU were observed

arriving at 223 Massachusetts Ave. and entering the residence. They left about 20

minutes later.

276. I know that "tickets" mean money. Based on these conversations and

surveillance, I believe that CLAUDIO Y aldez, }UAN Valdez and CROTEAU went to

223 Massachusetts Ave. to provide CASTILLO with money towards drugs that

CASTILLO provided them or was about to provide them.
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277. On March 20,2017 at approximately 2:40p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez called

CASTILLO and asked if he could stop by so they could talk' Approxinately seven

minutes later, the silver BMW was observed parked, unoccupied, outside of 223

Massachusetts Ave., Providence, RI. At approximately 3:10 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez

called JUAN Valdez. During the conversation, ]UAN Valdez asked if CLAUDIO

Valdez spoke to "Esther's husband" (CASTILLO) and CLAUDIO Valdez replied, "I

was talking to him just now. I already told him what I had in mind . ' .. and then he told

me to stop by later with your brother so we can finish talking." CLAUDIO Valdez said,

"He sent the money" and it would be a "few more days." JUAN Valdez asked, "But he

already sent it? He said that it is arriving?" CLAUDIO Valdez replied, "He said that he

sent the money and that was going to arrive. That the man was Soing to send different

things."

278. Based on this conversation and surveillance, I believe that CLAUDIO

Valdez went to 223 Massachusetts Ave., to meet with CASTILLO and discuss a

pending drug transaction. I believe that CASTILLO sent money to his source of supply

and that he is waiting for the narcotics to be delivered.

279. On March 24,2017 CLAUDIO Valdez had two conversations on Target

Telephone IV about a drug order:

. At approximately 5:53 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez received an incomirrg cali on

fi'om CASTILLO who used telephone number (929) 403-7195 ' During the

conversation, CASTILLO asked CLAUDIO Valdez to tell him about the

"stuff" he received and asked how much was "missing " CLAUDIO Valdez
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said "three" were missing and that "it" had been taken "off the top."

CASTILLO sought clarification. He asked specifically if it was missing from

the "middle" or the "side" and CLAUDIO Valdez repeated that it was

missing from the top. CASTILLO said he was going to talk to "his friend,, (a

UTP) about what was missing but since CLAUDIO got it about a week ago

and did not tell CASTILLO that something was missing until yesterday, he is

not sure what can be done. CASTILLO told CLAUDIO Valdez that "you

should have told me sooner." CLAUDIO Valdez explained to CASTILLO

that he did not check right away because he trusted him. The pair agreed to

speak later.

. At approximately 7:36 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez called CASTILLO.

CLAUDIO asked if the UTP believed that some was missing. CASTILLO

said there was no problem and asked if it was "good." CLAUDIO Valdez

said everything was good but that if it was "bad" he would have told

CASTILLO. CASTILLO said he planned to call CLAUDIO Valdez

tomorrow afternoon because "they" already called me. CLAUDIO Valdez

replied, "...are you going to have to go to the Apple?" CASTILLO

responded, "I think so but they will let me know tonight if they will corne

here or if I have to go over there." The pair agreed to speak the following

dry.

280. On March 25,2077 at approximately 12:41p.m., }UAN Valdez used Target

Telephone III to cali CLAUDIO Valdez on Target Telephone IV. JUAN Valdez asked,

"I{as Esther's husband said anything?" CLAUDIO Valdez said he had not but he

would call and check. JUAN Valdez then said "But if he is going over there . .. tell him

to bring come cut for the "ojitos cerrados," that white stuff, the cut. Tell him that it's the
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bitter one. Tell him, get me a bitter one that they sell for that. Ask over there for the

bitter one and for him to bring enough. I'll pay him here."

281. Again, at approximately 1:11 p.rn., CLAUDIO Valdez used Target

Telephone IV to call CASTILLO. During the conversation CLAUDIO Valdez said, ',My

brother was telling me that if you go to the apple and the pear . .. you know where ... he

was telling me about the cut for the ojitos cerrados ... to see if you can get him that over

there ... did you talk about that with him?" CASTILLO replied, "No, it was about

something else, not about that, but I will ask and see." CLAUDIO Valdez then

clarified, "there is a special cut for the ojitos cerrados" and again asked about "the

apple." CASTILLO told CLAUDIO Valdez he would call him later.

282. From these conversations, I understood that CASTILLO brokered a deal

with a UTP that supplied CLAUDIO Valdez with narcotics, about one week ago. (Eight

days earlier, on March 1,6,2077, CLAUDIO Valdez was seen by surveillance officers at

223 Massachusetts Ave. in Providence. I believe that drug was most likely cocaine

because that is CLAUDIO Valdez's area of responsibility and they had earlier discussed

a kilogram of "the stuff from above" for "32" ($32,000). Prior to arriving, CLAUDIO

Valdez called CASTILLO and said he was coming over to give CASTILLO some

"tickets." "Tickets" meant money to pay for the drug shipment. When CASTILLO

asked about the "stuff" he was asking about that drug shipment. CLAUDIO Valdez

told him that 3 were missing frorn the top. That meant that either 30 or 300 grams were

missing from the shipment. While the reference to weight was not very clear in context,

only 3 grarns missing from a large shipment of drugs would not be of that much
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concern. CASTILLO complained that CLAUDIO Valdez only brought it to his

attention "yesterday." (Surveillance officers had noted that CLAUDIO and JUAN

valdez met with CASTILLO the previous day at his residence on Massachusetts Ave.)

Other than the amount that was missinS, CLAUDIO Valdez was satisfied with the

quality of the drugs. Finally, CASTILLO's drug suppliers have another shipment that

has arrived and CASTILLO may have to go the New York City (the Apple) to get it.

283. On April 7,2017 atapproximately 12:35 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez called

franco. She said that CASTILLO "switched" phones and got a new one. She then put

CASTILLO on the phone. CASTILLO told CLAUDIO Valdez that things were "not

good." CASTILLO explained that he had not called CLAUDIO Valdez because, "They

supposedly arrested the man on that side." CASTILLO explained that he was calling

and calling "the man" and then he found out. CASTILLO said he was Soin8 to wait a

couple days to see if someone calls. CASTILLO suggested that they get together in

person to talk about the situation. CLAUDIO Valdez said he was going to cali his

brother and then they would meet later. CLAUDIO Valdez then immediately called

JUAN Valdez and said he had just spoke to CASTILLO and CASTILLO thinks the guy

there, the Mexican, was in jail. CLAUDIO Valdez said he was going to get more

information from CASTILLO in petson.

284. Based on these conversations coupled with the physical surveillance I

believe that CASTILLO actively conducts drug trafficking activities at 223

Massachusetts Ave., Providence, RI and that evidence of those crimes will be found

there.
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Louis A. PELLOT, aka Watchie

285. PELLoT (DoB: 12/19 / 7974) |ives at 251 Randall St., 2"d Floor, Pawtucket,

RI. According to RI DMV records, Luis Pellot, residing at 251 Randall st., 2"d Floor,

pawtucket, RI was issued RI Driver's License number 2493155 on01./24/2077.

Surveillance has confirmed that the person utilizing telephone number (401) 428-0879 is

the person depicted in the RI Driver's License.

2S6.PELLoTisadrugcourierforCLAUDIoValdezwhomakessmall

deliveries to a few customers. In monitored convelsations PELLOT spoke of an

employment relationship with CLAUDIO Valdez. He has been intercepted numerous

times. PELLOT has been watched and photographed by surveillance teams meeting

with CLAUDIO Valdez after ordering drugs for his own customels or while makinS

deliveries for CLAUDIO Valdez.

287. On March 6,2017, at approximately 4:10 p'm', CLAUDIO Valdez used

Target Telephone IV to place an outgoing call to telephone number (401) 428-0879. That

telephone number is subscribed to Luis Pellot. During the conversation, PELLOT asked

CLAUDIo Valdez if he had some 
,,stuff,, ready and CLAUDIo said he did rrot.

PELLoTthenaskedCLAUDIoValdeztobringdownwhathehadaskedfor.

CLAUDIO Valdez said he was going somewhere to pick-up money first but would call

PELLOT later to figure out a place to meet. At approximately 5:03 p'm'' CLAUDIO

Valdez called PELLOT and directed him to meet at the Stop and Shop Pharmacy on

Mineral Spring Ave. At approximately 5:17 p'm', CLAUDIO Valdez received an

incomingcallfromPELLoT.Duringtheconversation,themendiscussedmeetingat
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the pharmacy. CLAUDIO Valdez stated that he did not like "parking in lots" and that

he would follow PELLOT to a side street. The conversation continued as the pair

followed each other to a side street and eventually met' At approximately 6:33 p.m.,

CLAUDIO Valdez received an incoming call from PELLOT. During the conversation,

PELLOT told CLAUDIO Valdez that a UTP "only took seven." PELLOT explained that

he expressed his dissatisfaction with the UTP because the UTP had asked for "74."

CLAUDIO Valdez was upset with PELLOT and said PELLOT should have verified

what the UTP wanted. CLAUDIO Valdez said he wanted to talk about the situation

further in person. PELLOT said he was at his house, by exit 26 (Interstate 95 in

Pawtucket, RI) and that "Jennifer" (PERDOMO) knows where it is because she had

been there before. CLAUDIO Vaidez cor-rfirmed that he was currently driving with her.

288. In the transaction with PELLOT I believe that CLAUDIO Valdez gave

him 14 grams of narcotics for PELLOT for resale to a UTP drug customer. That is,

PELLOT is a lower level drug dealer who used CLAUDIO Valdez as his source of

supply. The UTP only took seven of the 14 grams and therefore CALUDIO Valdez was

not pleased. PELLOT gave CLAUDIO Valdez directions to his residence on Randall St.

in Pawtucket, RI so that they could discuss the matter in PeISon. Exit 26 on Interstate 95

is located in close proximity to Randall Street. The person identified as "Jenrrifer" who

knew her way to PELLOT's apartment was PERDOMO.

2Bg. CLAUDIO Valdez was also monitored in other drug related

conversations with PELLOT. For example, on March 10,2017 at approximately 11:15

a.m., CLAUDIO Valdez received an incoming call on Target Telephone IV from
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PELLOT During the conversatiOn′ PELLOT said l■ e needed seven″ hard″ and a half of

the″ grease″ CLAUD10 Valdez sald a half wastoo Smalland PELLOT told him to

bring″ one″ and said itヽvas for a UTP(drug CustOmer)The pair agreed tO meetlater

At approximately 12:00 pin′ CLAUDIO Valdez received a callfrom PELLOT During

the conversatiOn′ CLAUD10 Valdez directed PELLOT tO COme to VVOOnsoCket

CLAUDIO Valdez asked PELLOT if he remelnbered the″ Bori″ from Valley St in

Providence(a reference tO COlon)PELLOT confirmed that he did CLAUDIO said the

″
Bori″ wanted″ something″ and he(CLAUD10)Will g市 eitto PELLOT for PELLOT to

bring to the″ Bori″  At approximately 12:28 Pin′ CLAUD10 Valdez Placed an

outgoing callto PELLOT During the conversation′ PELLOT said he、vas five rninutes

away At approximately 12:32P m′ CLAUDIO Valdez and CROTEAU were observed

leaving the stash house at 87 1)ulude Ave′ Woonsocket′ RI and entering the silVer

Bヽ4ヽへ/ The BMVV M′ asヽ/atChed as itヽ′ent tO Elrn St PizZa′ located at 596 Elm St′

VVoonsoCket′ RI CLAUD10 Valdez waSthe dr市 er PELLOT was seen arriving atthe

pizza restaurantin a black Mitsubishi sedan(R1365396)PELLOT Parked the black

MitsubiShi next the silver BⅣ lヤV He briefly entered the rear seat Ofthe BⅣ lル ″`and then

returned to his car Both vehicles then left the area At aPproxiinately 12:39 PIn′
the

silver BlνlW M′ as obServed arrivlng at 34 Burnside Avenue and Parking behind the

residence.CLAUD10 Valdez and CROTEAU were obServed walking from ll■
e silver

Bヽ4ヤV toヽへ′ards the entrance to 34 Burnside Avenue

290  1 interpreted this conversatiOn to involve the delivery of seven gramS Of

crack cocaine(hard)and One gran■ of heroin(grease)by PELLOT to Co10n(the 3ori on
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Valley Street)for CLAUDIO Valdez Tl■e drugs were broughtfrom the stash house

(Dulude)CLAUD10 Valdez and CROTEAU retired to theirresidence(Burnside)after

the drug deal

291  0n March 22′ 2017′ at approximately 6:08P m′ CLAUD10 Valdez

received an incoming phone call(401-726-1621)on Target Telephone IV fron、
PELLOT

who used the name″ VVatchie″ During the conversatiOn′ PELLOT told CLAUDIO

Valdez that he had″ yours put aヽvay″ and that he has a UTP(drug Customer)that、 vas

going to need″ 14′
′fortomorrow orthe following day CLAUD10 Valdez pressed

PELLOT to find out exactly、 vhen the UTP needed′
′
that′

′
because he does notlike to

rush PELLO「 r assured that he、 /ould get an exacttime from the UTP and′ if anything′

the UTP will have to wait PELLOT said the UTP Will waitforthe″ good stuff …he

■′111、vaitfor your stuff Do you remember when l broughtthatto Luigi′ s buddy′ thc

other day?Tl■ at kid told rne′
′
damn crazy′ VVhere did you find a thing like that? Thc

clientis satisfled They have never given ine a complaint″

292  1 believethat when PELLOT told CLAUDIO Valdez that he had′
′
yours

put aM/ay″ he M′ asinforlning CLAUDIO that he had c011ected drug money from his

customers and was ready to pay him. PELLOT had also arranged for another drug

customerto buy 14 grams of drugs M′ ithin the next tヽ vo days PELLOT reported his

satisfaction vvith the quality of narcotics that CLAUDIO Valdez supplied PELLOT

boasted that the customers areヽ v■ling toヽvait for the″ good stuff′
′
supplied by

CLAUD10 Valdez(″yOur stuff″ )PELLOT′ s custOmers were very SatiSfied with the

quality (damn crazy) and never complained'
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293. On March 23,20L7 at approximately 1,:27 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez used

Target Telephone IV to call Melvin Colon (DOB: 7l/20/1974) aka "Bori" on telephone

number (401) 77L-2585. Colon resides at1781h Valley St., Providence, RI. Colon has

been identified as a heroin and cocaine customer of CLAUDIO Valdez who orders

heroin and/or cocaine on an almost daily basis. Colon also barters prescription pain

medications for his drugs. During this conversation, Colon offered to give CLAUDIO

Valdez 30 pil1s tomorrow to pay towards his drug debt. CLAUDIO Valdez reminded

Colon that he owed him money for a "hard one" and "one of the other.,, CLAUDIO

Valdez said he would take all of the pills and asked if they were "ls's." He also asked if

Colon's wife kept some of them for herself. Colon confirmed that the pi1ls were 15's.

He further explained that his wife uses morphine and does not take the pills. Colon

then informed CLAUDIO Valdez that his wife starts therapy next month and the pills

will be "30's."

294. Surveillance officers have observed PELLOT deliver drugs to Colon on

behalf of CLAUDIo valdez. Previously intercepted conversations between Colon and

CLAUDIO Valdez also involved the sale of his wife's prescription pain medicine to

CLAUDIO Valdez. During this conversation, I understood CLAUDIO Valdez io

remind Colon that he owed him for one gram of crack cocaine (hard one) and one gram

of heroin (the other one). Colon intended to barter his wife's 15 milligram pain pilts ro

satisfy his drug debt and for future drug deliveries.

295. On the morning of March 24,2017, CLAUDIO Valdez used Target

Telephone IV to have a number of drug related conversations with PELLOT and Colon:
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At apprOximately 10:28a m′ PELLOT called CLAUDIO Valdez During the

conversation′ PELLOT said he、 ′as arOund M′ here the UTP lives and

CLAUDIO Valdez asked whatthe UTP wanted PELLOT replied′
a″pelit。

″

(litlle hair)。 fthe′
′
resba10sa″ (SliPPery)CLAUDIO valdez said they wOuld

dO′
′
that′

′
later and asked PELLOT if he had the money flom the Other one

PELLOT cOnfirmed that he had the mOney at hOme

At approximately lo:38a m′ CLAUDIO Valdez called PELLOT′ s telePhOne

number The call、vas answered by ⅣIartha Guzman lnvestigation tO date

hasidentified Guzman as PELLOT's girlfriend Or wife The pair reside

together at 17 Hendricks st′ Central Falls′ RI Guzmaninformed CLAUDIO
Valdez that PELLOT wastaking a shO、 ver

At approximately 10:51a m′ PELLOT called CLAUDIO Valdez During the

conversation, PELLOT said he will be driving Guzman,s vehicle until his new
vehicle is registered PELLOT assured CLAUDIO Valdez that he will be a

800d WOrker and、vili nOtstealfronl hiln PELLOT said that he knows hOM′

to″wOrk on the streets″ and that he will nOt dO anything tO go back tOlail

CLAUDIO Valdez emphasized that′ if PELLOT lies′ ′′
things′

′
wili nOt wOrk

out

・  At aPPrOXimately ll:08a m′ Pellotcalled cLAUDIO Valdez During the

COnversation′ the pair agreed to ineet On Valley st un a shOrt M′
hile

CLAUDIO Valdez said he wanted tO intrOduce PELLOT tO sOmeone

afterwards PELLOT agreed that person can become another one of his

″
customers _like the PuertO Rican custOmer thatlives On Valley Street _

that buys every day′′
(a reference tO C010n)cLAUDIO valdez asked

PELLOT where his customer hved and PELLOT said by the HartfOrd

PrOleCtS

296  That aftern00n the tw。 lnen planned t。 lneet and cOnductthe business at

hand.
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・  At approximately 12:08P m′ PELLOT called CLAUD10 Valdez and asked if

he was almOstthere CLAUD10 Valdez said he wOuld be arriving shortly

PELLOT said he wasthere′ parked by the bakery

O At aPPrOXiinately 12,14 P in′ CLAUDIO Valdez called C。 10n During the

conversation′ CLAUDIO Valdez asked CO10n if he had gOtten the pills yet

C。10n said he、′as sick and did nOt wanttO walk tO the pharmacy                l

CLAUDIO valdez rePlied′ ′′
I Willtake you tO getthem l wil1 8。 With a

friend Of mine VVe wil1 80 tOgether″ CLAUDIO Valdez then asked CO10n if

he had the″prescriptiOn″ and CO10n cOnfirmed that he did

e At approximately 12:29p m′ PELLOT called CLAUDIO Valdez During the

conversation′ PELLOT clarified that he wasin an SUV and still waiting by the

bakery PELLOT tOld cLAUDIO Valdez thatthe PuertO Rican(C01on)was

meethg them there PELLOT alsO Offered to drive cLAUDIO Valdez tO

meetthe new drug custOmer in the HartfOrd PrOleCtS

297 At approximately 12:30p m′ sulweillance Officers saw CLAUDIO Valdez    l

arrive on GrOve St in the white V。 lvO He parked nexttO a g01d HOnda cRV(RIJO―

936′ registered tO Martlla Cuzman)The vehicles were near the Maya Bakery located at     
・

113 Valley st in ProvidenCe Survelllance officers alsO saw cO10n standing nextto the

white v01vO and gold HOnda After the ineeting he returned t0 118 1/2 Valley st After

Co10n、valked away′ the g。ld HOnda M′ as f。 110、ved by suⅣeillance tO the HartfOrd

PrOleCtS PELLOT wasthe dr市 er and cLAUD10 valdez wasthe frOntseat passenger

Tlne、ァlute v。 lvo remained Parked On crOve st

298  At approxittnately l:29 Pin′ CLAUDIO Valdez used Target TelePhOne IV

to call C。 10n On telephOne number(401)771-2585 Co10n shares that PhOne with his
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wife. During the conversation, Colon's wife told CLAUDIO that Colon had gone to the

pharrracy.

299. Based on these conversations and surveillance, I determined that PELLOT

works for CLAUDIO Valdez and that Coion is both a heroin customer and a pain

medication supplier. PELLOT asked CLAUDIO Valdez to supply him wiih a quantity

(Pellito) of heroin (Resbalosa) to sell to a new customer that resides in the Hartford

projects. They also further discussed the plan to get prescription medications. PELLOT

appeared to be activeiy running drugs and recruiting customers for CLAUDIO Valdez.

PELLOT promised to be a good worker who would not steal any of the money or drugs

with which he was entrusted. PELLOT boasted that he knows how avoid detection and

apprehension ("work on the streets") and that he would not do anything that would

send him back to jail. CLAUDIO Valdez acknowledged that he was willing to employ

PELLOT as a drug runner as long as PELLOT was trustworthy. I believe that

CLAUDIO Valdez and PELLOT supplied Colon with drugs on Grove St. before

PELLOT drove CLAUDIO Valdez to the Hartford project to meet the new custolner.

RAMON Antonio GUZMAN Reynoso alias Mariano Gusman

300. GUZMAN (DOB 5 /1/1980) also uses the name "Mariano Gusman." A

Facebook search identified GUZMAN's Facebook account under the name "Mariano

Gusman." Phone intercepts and surveillance later confirmed that the Mariano Gusman

depicted in the Facebook account was GUZMAN. GUZMAN uses telephone number

(401) 396-6517 (GUZMAN's number). GUZMAN's number is a prepaid phone.
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GUZMAN lives at 35 DeSoto St., Apartment 2, Providence, RI for which I am requesting

a search warrant.

301. On March 24,2077 at approximately 8:42 p.m., CLAUDIO Valdez

received an incoming cail on Target Teiephone IV from GUZMAN on his own

telephone number (401) 396-6577 (GUZMAN's number). GUZMAN asked what his

" tab" was. CLAUDIO said he did not know for sure but estirnated it was ',500.,,

GUZMAN then told CLAUDIO Valdez that tomorrow he wanted "20" andwas going

to give him "1,000 pesos." GUZMAN then clarified that he wanted "20 of the brown.,,

CLAUDIO Valdez told GUZMAN "20 pesos is 1,500." The pair agreed io meet the

following day at about noontime. I believe that this represented a negotiated sale of 20

grams of heroin for 91,500.

302. Following the conversation with GUZMAN, CLAUDIO Valdez

immediately called JUAN valdez on Target Telephone v. CLAUDIo tolci his brother

that "Papiline's brother" (GUZMAN) wanrs ,,20 pesos.,, JUAN Valdez said that he

gave "30 pesos" to "Papiline" last time a,d that CLAUDIO said that he still owed

money. JUAN Valdez suggested that CLAUDIO Valdez ,,put it at7l,, for GUZMAN.

CLAUDIO Valdez replied rhat he put it at,.7,500.,,

303. On March 25,2017, at approximately 9:07 a.m.,|IJAN Valdez called

CLAUDIO valdez and directed him to go see "Bori" because Bori had ca11ed him like

"50,000 times." CLAUDIO vardez reminded JUAN Valdez that the ,,guy on Manton . ..

wants 20 pesos too ... the one on Manton that we went to ... and remember about

Papiline, the 20 pesos." At approximately 10:25 a.m., CLAUDIo valdez called JUAN
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Valdez. During that conversation, |UAN said he was driving ,,there,, and that he

would give CLAUDIO "two ... 20 for papiline and 20 for the guy for the ojitos

cerrados." |UAN valdez said he wourd calr CLAUDIo when he was ready to meet. I

know that in this case ojitos cerrados means heroin and that |UAN valdez supplies that

drug.

304. At approximately 11:13 a.m., IUAN Valdez was observed arriving ,,there,,

i03/105 woodbine st., Cranston, RI in a gray Nissan Altima (RI KE-239). He entered

the stash house. I believe that JUAN valdez went there to fill the drug orders.

305. At approximately 11:14 a.m., GUZMAN called CLAUDIO Valdez in

order to remind him about the deal they arranged the day before. GUZMAN said he

would be " there" in less than an hour. CLAUDIO valdez reminded GUZMAN that it

is "1,500 for 20 pesos ... it's at 25 . .. and GUZMAN can add whatever he wants.,, The

pair agreed to meet a short time later.

306 At aPprOXimately 12,02p m′
JUAN Valdez was Observed leaving 103/105

Woodbhe St′ entering the gray Altima and departing the area Approxilnately 15

minutes iater′ JuAN Valdez was ObseA7ed by surveillance meeting with CLAUDIO

Valdez atthe autO rePair ShOp located at 60 Resen′
oir Ave′ Providence′ RI I believe

thatJUAN Valdez filled the drug orders atthe stash hOuse and nlet his brother at the

auto body shOp thattl■ e visit daily in OrdertO dehverthe drugs tO CLAUI)Io

307  surveillance nOted that at approximately 12:17 P in′ CLAUD10 Valdez

leftthe car shOp in the white VOlvO At approximately 12:19p m′ cLAUDIO Valdez

PlaCed a calltO GUZMAN and t01d him he wasin rOute CUZMAN said thathe was
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home and directed CLAUDIO Valdez to go to the back. At approximat ely 12:32 p.m.,

CLAUDIO Valdez was observed parking on Harris Ave. and walking to the rear of 35

DeSoto St. While walking to the rear of the residence CLAUDIO Valdez called

GUZMAN and told him, he was there. At approximately 12:5g p.m., CLAUDIO

Valdez left 35 DeSoto St. and departed the area in the white Volvo.

308. Based on these conversations and surveillance, I believe that GUZMAN is

a deaier who uses CLAUDIO and JUAN valdez as a source of supply. I believe that

CLAUDIO Valdez delivered 20 grams of heroin (the brown) to GUZMAN for g75 per

gram ($1,500) at his home on March25,2017.

309 0n Apri12′ 2017 CLAUDIO Valdez and GUZMAN sPoke OntwO

occasions Durl■ ■g the calls′ they arranged to do′ ′
that′

′
tomorrow because sometimes he

makes Sunday″ fanlily day′
′
On Apri13′ 2017′ at apprOxiinately 9:31a m′ GUZMAN

called CLAUDIO Valdez During the conversation′ CLAUD10 asked GUZ～ IAN what

was″movhg′′and GUZMAN asked for′′
15″ CLAUDIO Valdez said he wOuld call his

brother and thenlet GUZMAN know whattimethey wOuld meet

310 At approximately 9:35a m′ CLAUDIO Valdez called JUAN Valdez and     l

told him that GUZMAN wanted″ 15″ JUAN Valdez said he had just gotthere

(PrOVidence)and the pair agreed t。 lneetin abOut an hour

31l At aPProXimately 9:53a m′
JUAN Valdez was observed arriving atthe

stash hOuse at lo3/105ヽハ√oOdbine St in the gray Nissan Altima After abOut a half

hour′ at approximately lo:28a m′ JUAN Valdez left 103/105ツ VoOdbine St and drove         l

Offin the gray Altima ■le Altima was f011。 wed by surveillance tO Noyes Ave in
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Providence, RI. At approximately 10:58 a.m., pERDOMO dropped-off CLAUDIO

Valdez on Noyes Ave.

312. GUZMAN was observed arriving at 35 DeSoto st. at approximately 11:09

a.rn., in a silver Pontiac Grand Am (R[967-Z55) and entering the residence. At

approximately 11:20 a.m. JUAN valdez and CLAUDIO Valdez left Noyes Avenue in

the gray Altima and they were followed by surveillance to GUZMAN,s residence at 35

Desoto street. when they arrived, CLAUDIO valdez left the gray Altima while on the

phone with cuzMAN. CLAUDIO Valdez said he was outsicle. CLAUDIo valdez

then enteled 35 DeSoto st. and spent about five minutes there. CLAUDIo valdez left

the residence and departed the area in the gray Altima with JUAN Valdez.

313. At approximately 12:20 p.m., GUZMAN left 35 Desoto St. in the silver

Pontiac. He drove to 220 Pearl st., Providence, RI and went inside. At approximately

72:46 p.m., GUZMAN left 220 Pearl st. and briefly entered the front passenger seat of a

maroorl utility van (RI 63628). An Unidentified Male (uM) that had been waiting for

several minutes occupied the driver,s seat of the va^. After spe.ding about two

minutes with the uM, GUZMAN returned io the silver pontiac. The pontiac was next

followed by surveillance to westminster st. where a traffic stop was conducted by a

marked P'ovidence Police cruiser. The driver and only occupant of the vehicle was

positively identified as GUZMAN. GUZMAN presented the officer with a driver,s

license from the Dominican Republic in the narne of Ramon Guzma., residing in Bani,

Dominican Republic. GUZMAN did not have any driver's license that was issued i,
the United states. when asked by the officer where he lived, GUZMAN pr.ovided an
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Providence, RI. At approximately 10:58 a.m., PERDOMO dropped-off CLAUDIO

Valdez on Noyes Ave.

372. GUZMAN was observed arriving at 35 DeSoto St. at approximately 11:09

a.m., in a silver Pontiac Grand Am (R1967-755) and entering the residence. At

approximately 11:20 a.m. JUAN Valdez and CLAUDIO Valdez left Noyes Avenue in

the gray Altima and they were followed by surveillance to GUZMAN's residence at 35

DeSoto Street. \Arhen they arrived, CLAUDIO Valdez left the gray Altima while on ihe

phone with GUZMAN. CLAUDIO Valdez said he was outside. CLAUDIO Valdez

then entered 35 DeSoto St. and spent about five minutes there. CLAUDIO Valdez left

the residence and departed the area in the gray Altima with JUAN Valdez.

313. At approximately 72:20 p.m., GUZMAN left 35 DeSoto St. in the silver

Pontiac. He drove to 220 Pearl St., Providence, RI and went inside. At approximately

72:46 p.m., GUZMAN left 220 Pearl St. and briefly entered the front passenger seat of a

maroon utility van (RI 63628). An Unidentified Male (UM) that had been waiting for

several minutes occupied the driver's seat of the van. After spending about two

minutes with the UM, GUZMAN returned to the silver Pontiac. The Pontiac was next

followed by surveillance to Westminster St. where a traffic stop was conducted by a

marked Providence Police cruiser. The driver and only occupant of the vehicle was

positively identified as GUZMAN. GUZMAN presented the officer with a driver's

license from the Dominican Republic in the name of Ramon Guzman, residing in Bani,

Dominican Republic. GUZMAN did not have any driver's license that was issued in

the United States. When asked by the officer where he lived, GUZMAN provided an
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address of 35 Desoto St., Apartment 2, Providence, RI. I have checked with

Immigration and Customs Enforcement officers and ICE has no record of GUZMAN

being lawfully present in the country.

314. Based on these conversations and surveillance, I believe that GUZMAN

ordered 15 grams of heroin from CLAUDIO Valdez. I believe }UAN Valdez prepared

the 15 grams of heroin for GUZMAN at 103/105 Woodbine St. and then met CLAUDIO

Valdez on Noyes Ave. so they could deliver the heroin to GUZMAN. I believe

CLAUDIO Valdez provided GUZMAN with the heroin inside of 35 Desoto St. I

believe GUZMAN then departed his residence and met with one or two of his drug

customers on Pearl St. I also believe that GUZMAN is currently residing in the United

States illegally.

315. I believe that these calls and surveiliance establish that GUZMAN is

actively conducting drug trafficking activity from his residence at 35 Desoto St.

Apartment 2, Providence RI and that evidence of those crimes will be found there.

Wandy DIAZ, alias lose Delesus-Escbales, aka Canelo

316. DIAZ (DOB 02/27 /1986) is not a citizen of the United States. He is

believed to be here illegally but has never been previously deported. His true identity is

believed to be Wandy Aicibiades DIAZ born in Peralta, Dominican Republic based on a

Dominican Cedula. DIAZ was issued a MA Driver's License on August 8, 2016 in the

name of Jose L. DeJesus-Escbales (DOB: 04/22/1980). The address listed on the license

for Delesus-Escbales is 146 Winthrop Ave., Apt. 3, Revere, MA. I believe Dejusus-
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Escbales is the true identity of a Puerto Rican born male that is being used by DIAZ.

Based on surveillance, DIAZ may reside at 171 Reservior Ave., Providence, RI with his

girlfriend, "jasmin Hernandez-Torres."28 DIAZ has been intercepted numerous times

on calls monitored pursuant to the Court's wiretap orders participating in criminal and

conspiratorial conversations with JUAN Valdez concerning the subject offenses.

During those conversations, |UAN Valdez referred to DIAZ as "Canelo". DIAZ has the

following criminal history:

o July 2011 - Possession with Intent to Distribute Heroin, Possession with

Intent to Distribute Cocaine, Conspiracy to Distribute a Controlled

Substance (Arrested by the Franklin, MA PD, Disposition Unknown)

. November 2011 - Possession with Intent to Distribute Schedule I/II and

Conspiracy to Distribute a Controlled Substance (Arrested by the

Providence PD, Disposition unknown)

. August 2014 - Possession with lntent to Distribute Schedule I/II and

Possession with Intent to Distribute 1oz. - 1kilo of Heroin. (Arrested by

the Providence PD, Guilty, 15 year sentence, 4 yearc to serve)

317 . On February 10, 2017, IUAN Valdez used Target Telephone III to

participate in several conversations with DIAZ using telephone number (978) 795-7414.

During the conversations, the men discussed an Unidentified Third Party (UTP) that

has previously been a drug customer of both JUAN Valdez and DIAZ. For example:

28 Hemandez-Torres was issued a PA Driver's License (on 72 / 30 /2014). The address listed on the license
for Hernandez-Torres is 18 W. Lauren St., Shenandoah, PA. I believe Hernandez-Torres is the true
identity of a Puerto Rican bom female and that DIAZ's girlfriend is also in this country illegally.
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At approximately 11:51 a.m., JUAN Valdez called DIAZ. During the

conversation, JUAN Valdez asked DIAZ if he dealt with the UTP that goes to

"Fermin's." JUAN Valdez complained that whenever he gave "it" to the UTP

"however it comes" the UTP always saaid it is "not good." DIAZ agreed that

the UTP was a bother and said he saw the UTP a couple days ago. DIAZ

related, "I showed him yours, I showed him what I grabbed, I showed him

something else." JUAN Valdez told DIAZ not to waste his time with the

UTP. He offered, "I can't deal with people like that, for real. Look Canelo, I

have like 50 people and I have yet to deal with someone like that." DIAZ

replied that every time the UTP asks for a "photo", he gives him "50" to

"check it. "

At dpproximately 12:05 p.m., JUAN Valdez cal1ed DIAZ. During the

conversation, the pair continued to discuss how difficult the UTP could be.

They jointly opined that they do not think the UTP knew what he is talking

about. DIAZ said, "Let me see if this guy is crazy. I will grab 10 and I will

add 50 and will give him 60" and see what the UTP says. The men agreed

that they were no longer going to do business with the UTP.

318. Based on these conversations, I believe that ]UAN Valdez and DIAZ have

a mutual drug customer that frequently complained about the quality of the drugs that

JUAN Valdez and DIAZ provide to him. I also believe that DIAZ provided the UTP

with a sample (photo) of 50 grams (50) for the UTP to check its quality. Both JUAN

Valdez and DIAZ did not think the UTP was knowledgeable concerning drug quality.

To test that hypothesis DIAZ proposed that he would deliver a 60-gram drug sample,

mixed 10 grams of narcotic to 50 grams of cut.

319. On February 74,2017 at approximately 72:20 p.m., JUAN Valdez used

Target Telephone III to call DIAZ on telephone number (978) 795-7414. During the
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conversation/ JUAN valdez and DIAZ talked about a urp that they mutually know to

be a drug dealer. JUAN valdez said he knows what the urp is doing, he is adding the

"meta .. . they are cutting it with that and then they give it out . . . I don,t want to deal

with that stuff ... I don't want to fuck with that." DIAZ replied, ,,you are dealing with

ali of that risk, with all of that responsibility ... for one or two thousand pesos." The

men then began to discuss the UTP from the February 10, 2017 conversation. DIAZ

instructed, "Tell him it is not convenient for me to do business with you ... I cannot be

bringing you stuff to where you are and then bringing it back and then you find

somebody else. I have brought you 15 jobs. And don't be telling me that you don'r like

any of them." DIAZ and IUAN Valdez continued to discuss how ,,crazy,, customers

could be. DIAZ said, "I just came back from a boy. I gave him one and he tells me the

work is good ... and a week later he calls and says the people have returned it to him."

DIAZ said he told this customer to "give me the money that you gathered and give me

my stuff back, so I won't have to kill you." JUAN Valdez and DIAZ agreed thai they

could not do business with people like that. DIAZ said he was going to see this

customer at about 5 p.m. and pick-up "10 pesos" from him. DIAZ explained that it is

important to pay on time and said, "If I have 20 pesos right there, I give that to the

people right away." At the end of the conversation, DIAZ said he was waiting on a

"guy" to call for "300 of yours" and that yesterday ttre,,guy,,said he liked it.

320. During this conversation, I believe }UAN Valdez and DIAZ mutually

know a heroin dealer that is cutting his heroin with fentanyl (meta). I believe JUAN

valdez and DIAZ agreed that ihey do not like to work with fentanyl because of the
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"responsibility" that comes with it for a relatively small profit, one or two thousand

dollars (pesos). I believe DIAZ provided a customer of his with 100 grams (one) of

drugs and that the customer returned the product because of complaints about the

quality. DIAZ said he was going to collect $10,000 from the customers. I also believe

that DIAZ was brokering a drug deal with a customer that may purchase 300 grams.

327. On February 27,2017 at approximately 5:27 p.m.,lUAN Valdez received

an incoming cail on Target Telephone III from DIAZ using telephone number (978) 566-

8388. During the conversation,DlAZ told |UAN Valdez " they" are asking me for the

"number" for "this." |UAN Valdez replied, "Check it first ...I don't give stuff to

people" (before he checks it). JUAN Valdez explained, "Sometimes I get three and

sometime they get here good ... but ... I want to be sure about that, you get me? So

check it first." DIAZ responded, "I'm gonna give it to him to check." JUAN Valdez

told DIAZ not to worry, "because something is coming with good prices ... it is coming.

Don't worry ... I will organize everything." DIAZ acknowledged and asked ]UAN

Valdez to "give him a good price." JUAN Valdez said he would let DIAZ know and

that, "that is right around the corner."

322. Based on this conversation, I believe that DIAZ was negotiating with a

drug source and wanted to know how much JUAN Valdez would be willing to pay per

kilogram. JUAN Valdez told DIAZ to check the quality of what was there and that he

(|UAN Valdez) does not pay before he was assured the drugs are of good quality.

|UAN Valdez told DIAZ that sometimes he gets three kilograms and they are all of

good quality. JUAN Valdez informed DIAZ that his source of supply had some drugs
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on the way. DIAZ asked JUAN valdez to sell him some of the drugs that are in route at

a good price.

323. On February 23,2017 at approximately 1:03 p.m., |UAN Valdez used

Target Telephone III to call DIAZ on telephone number (978) 566-8388. During the

conversation, JUAN Valdez complained about DIAZ not answering the phone. DIAZ

replied, "I am just leaving this shit show ... probation. I can't answer the phone in

there." |UAN Valdez asked tf DIAZ had to go every month. DIAZ said, "It's nothing

and after a while it's just a couple of minutes." JUAN Valdez then asked DIAZ about a

UTP they they were waiting ior. DIAZ replied, "I already called him and he told me

we will meet Friday or Saturday. I am going to see if we can grab half, you hear?"

JUAN Valdez said "Alright ... I only have a few people for that stuff ... the ones that

check it are the same ones that are going to buy." )UAN Valdez then said he has some

"Sombrerudos" (big hat guys aka Mexicans) and they "give me good prices and plenty

of time." DIAZ replied, "Exactly, they give you what you want."

324. During this conversation, I believe DIAZ told JUAN Valdez he could not

answer his phone because he was meeting with his probation officer. I know that DIAZ

is currently on probation in RI stemming from his september, 2014 conviction for heroin

trafficking. I believe that DIAZ has a drug supplier that he is going to try and get half a

kilogram from. I believe the narcotic is likely cocaine because JUAN Valdez only has ,,a

few people for the stuff." I know thatJUAN Valdez distributes significantly more

heroin than cocaine. I believe JUAN Vaidez told DIAZ he has a Mexican source of
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supply that provides narcotics to him at a good price and they (Mexicans) give him

plenty of time to pay (or the drugs.

325. On February 28,2077 at approximately 3:46 p.m., JUAN Valdez used

Target Telephone III to call DIAZ on telephone number (978) 566-8388. During the

conversation, they discussed several customers to whom DIAZ had provided JUAN

Valdez's " stuff ." One customer received the "stuff" almost two weeks ago and has not

paid. DIAZ has asked the customer for payment and explained to the customer that it

was not his stuff, that it was JUAN Valdez's stuff. DIAZ assured JUAN Valdez he

would "solve the problem." JUAN Valdez complained that it should not take this

customer two weeks to pay "2,000 pesos." The pair continued to discuss problems with

various customers and DIAZ said, "no one in Providence is good." |UAN Valdez

agreed and said he was "Lucky" that he "deals" with people from other places. At the

end of the conversation, DIAZ commented that he gave a different customer "200 pesos

at 65."

326. Based on this conversation, I believe that DIAZ provided a customer with

heroin that he (DIAZ) received from JUAN Valdez. DIAZ was still trying to collect

$2000 (pesos) that was owed. I also believe that DIAZ provided a separate customer

with 200 grams of heroin at 965 per gram ($13,000).

327 . On March, 8 20\7 at approximately 9:59 a.m., JUAN Valdez used Target

Telephone III to call DIAZ on telephone number (97S) 566-3388. During the

conversation, ]UAN Valdez asked if DIAZ was home and said he was going to stop by.

At approximately 10:43 a.m., ]UAN Valdez again cal1ed DIAZ and said DIAZ gave him
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"four pesos." DIAZ confirmed. Later that day, DIAZ called JUAN Valdez and asked

about "the headache." JUAN Valdez said what came was all ,,shit.,, DIAZ said he had

a friend that wanted 1,500 and asked JUAN Valdez to keep him posted.

328. Based on these conversations, I believe JUAN Valdez collected $4,000

(four pesos) from DIAZ. I believe the payment was for drugs that JUAN Valdez

previously provided DIAZ. I also believe that DIAZ called JUAN valdez and inquired

about Percocet pills (the headache). JUAN Valdez said the pills he received were of

poor quaiity (shit) and therefore he currently did not have any to se1l toDlAZ. DIAZ

has an order for 1,500 pi1ls from one customer.

329. On March 5, 2077 at approximately 1:03 p.m., JUAN Valdez used Target

Telephone III to call DIAZ on telephone number (975) 566-S38g. During the

conversation, DIAZ said he had a guy that needed the "brown." JUAN Valdez replied,

"I aiways have the brown. It's good stuff." DIAZ said "the guy,, wants ,,200 pesos ...

he just calied asking me to get some. I'm almost not dealing with that ... things are not

good." JUAN Valdez replied, "There is no money" right now. DIAZ agreed and said

there are "three people that used to call me for 100 and 200 and now they are calling for

20 and 30." The men then made arrangements forJUAN Valdez to provide the,,200,,

for "the guy."

330. Based on this conversation, I believe DIAZ called JUAN Valdez in order

to provide a potential customer with 200 grams of heroin. I believe the pair complained

about their drug businesses being slow. DIAZ gave an example of customers that used

to buy 100 or 200 grams at a time that now only buy 20 or 30 grams at a time.
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331. Between April 3,2077 and April 5, 2017, JUAN Valdez used Target

Telephone V to speak with DIAZ on teiephone number (978) 566-8388 on several

occasions. The purpose of the calls was to arrange a time to talk in person.

. On April 3,2017 at approximately 4:23 p.m., ]UAN Valdez called DIAZ and

asked if he was "there." DIAZ said he was not in the area and said, "If we

can't get together ... get together tomorrow but we need to sit and talk. I

have something good for you." JUAN Valdez agreed to talk with DIAZ

tomorrow.

. On April 4, 2077 at approximately 2:19 p.m., DIAZ called JUAN Valdez and

asked him if he was near Mattapan, MA. DIAZ said he was doing something

regarding his health insurance because his wife was Pregnant. JUAN Valdez

said he was not in the area and again they agreed to speak later.

. On APril 5,2017 at approximately 1:00 p.m., ]UAN Valdez called DIAZ and

the pair agreed to meet outside by DIAZ old house. At approximately 1:25

p.m., the pair again spoke and agreed to meet over at "the house."

332. About 40 minutes later, at aPProximately 1:40 p.m., surveillance officers

observed a black Toyota Avaion (MA 7ZK-N50) parked in front of 115 Corinth St. in

Providence, RI. DIAZ was seated in the driver's seat. |UAN Valdez was seated in the

front passenger seat and CLAUDIO Valdez was seated in the rear seat. The Valdez's

white Chevy Malibu (MA 4XN-751) was observed parked and unoccupied directly

across from the Avalon. According to RI Department of Corrections records, 115

Corinth St. was DIAZ's former residence. At approximately 1:49 p.m.,JUAN and

CLAUDIO Valdez left the black Avalon, returned to the white Malibu and departed the

area. DIAZ and the black Avalon was followed by surveillance to 171 Reservoir Ave. in
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Providence. DIAZ parked in the parking lot located next to the residence and entered

that residence. At approximately,2:30p.m.,DlAZ was observed leaving lTL Reservoir

Ave. with Hernandez-Torres. They entered the Avalon and drove away. A few

minutes later, a Providence Police Officer operating a marked Cruiser, conducted a

traffic stop. During the traffic stop, DIAZ provided the police officer with his MA

driver's license and Hernandez-Torres provided her PA driver's license. During the

stop, DIAZ informed the officer that Hemandez-Torres was pregnant.

333. As previously referenced in this affidavit, on February 8,2077, a trash pull

was conducted on items that were removed from the stash house at 87 Dulude Ave. by

CLAUDIO Valdez and CROTEAU. In addition to a large quantity of cutting agents, a

digital scale box, and latex gloves, two-kilogram wraPPers were located in the trash.

Each plastic kilo wrapper had a label affixed that was made from masking tape.

Written on each label was the name "Canelo." DIAZ was referred to that name during

intercepted conversations. DIAZ was the only person I know of in this investigation

that any of the VALDEZ DTO members called "Canelo."

334. Based on all of these conversations, surveillance, and seizures I believe

that DIAZ has conspired with |UAN Valdez and the VALDEZ DTO to distribute heroin

and cocaine and that DIAZ has used a telephone in furtherance of those drug

trafficking crimes.
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CONCLUSION

335. I therefore suggest that there is probable cause to believe that the Persons

named in the applications for arrest warrants have all conspired, committed, and aided

and abetted each other to commit controlled substance violations, have used telephone

communication devices to commit those crimes and some have committed immigration

offenses. A11 in violation of 21 U.S.C. SS 841 (aX1), (bX1)(A) or (b)(1)(B) and 846; 18

U.S.C. S 2; and 8 U.S.C. 1326 $$ (a) and (b)(2). I further suggest that there is probable

cause to search the premises identified in Attachment A for the evidence described in

Attachment B. I fhally suggest that there is probable cause to seize the motor vehicles

listed in this affidavit which that were used to facilitate the commission of drug

trafficking offenses.

COLIN WOODS
SPECIAL AGENT
FEDERAL BUREAU OFINVESTIGAT10N

Sworn to before me this
day of April 2017, in

埜

TE IUl)GE

Providence, Rhode Island.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
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ATTACHMENT A

34 Burnside Aae., Apartment 3F, Woonsocket, Rl

34 Burnside Ave. is a five-family residential property that has tan vinyl siding and

green shutters. The driveway to 34 Bumside Ave. is located to the left/south side of the

residence and opens into a parking lot shared by the residences located to the left/south

and north/right. The entrance to 34 Burnside Ave. is located on a porch that runs along

the leftlsouth side of the building. The number "34" is visible in close proximity to the

entrance. Apartment 3F is located on the 3.d floor in the front of the building, facing

Burnside Ave.

34 Burnside Aoe , Basement Apartment, Woonsocket, Rl

34 Burnside Ave., woonsocket, RI is a five-family residential property that has tan vinyl

siding and green shutters. The driveway to 34 Burnside Ave. is located to the

left/south side of the residence and opens into a parking lot shared by the residences

located to the left/south and north/right. The main entrance to 34 Burnside Ave. is

located on a porch that runs along the leftlsouth side of the building. The number "34"

is visible in close proximity to the entrance. The basement apartment is located on the

bottom floor of the residence.

88 Barrows St., Apartment #2, Proaidence, Rl

88 Barrows St., Providence, RI is a two-family residential property that has tan vinyl

siding and white trim. The driveway to 88 Barrows st. is located to the left/north side

of the residence. The front door to 88 Barrows St. has the numbers "88" posted above

the door. Apartment #2 is located on the second floor of the residence'

87 Dulude Aoe', Apattment 1R, Woonsocket, Rl

87 Dulude Ave., Woonsocket, RI is a six-family residential PIoPeIty that has white vinyl

siding. The driveway to the residence is located to the right/south side of the

residence. The front of the residence has the numbers "87" posted in plain view'

Apartment 1R is located on the first floor of the building in the rear of the residence.



103/105 Woodbine St., Cranston, Rl

103/105 woodbine st., Cranston, RI is a two-family residence that has tan vinyl siding

and white trim. The driveway to the residence is iocated on the left/south side of the

residence. The residence has iwo distinct entrances. One entrance is iocated off a small

concrete landing located on the north side of the building. The second entrance is

located adjacent to the driveway on the south side of the residence. The aPartment to

be searched is accessed through the south side entrance'

137/139 Atlantic Aue', Prouidence' Rl

737 /739 Atlantic Ave., Providence, RI is a three story multi-family residence that is

peach in color. The residence has white trim and front porches on all three levels. The

main driveway to the residence is located on the right/east side of the residence. There

is also a parking spot for a single vehicle located on the left/west side of the residence'

The porch on tlie iirst floor hai two doors. The door to the left depicts the number
,,739" aboveit. The door to the right depicts the number "737" above it. The apartment

to be searched is number 139.

223 Massachusetts Aoe', Prooidence' Rl

223 Massachusetts Ave., Providence, RI is a single-family residence that is white in

co1or. The driveway to the residence is located to the left/west of the residence. There

is a solid fence approximately six feet in height the runs along the front of the Property.

The number ,,223" is located in close proximity to the front door of the residence.

35 DeSoto St-, Apartment 2, Proaidence' Rl

35 DeSoto St., Providence, RI is a three-family residence that is white in color. The

physical structure is located on Harris Ave. but the driveway to the ProPelty is located

on De soto st. There is a detached two-car garage located behind the property of

DeSoto St. Apartment #2 is located on the second floor of the residence'



ATTACHMENT B

Controlled substances including:herOm′ fentanyl′ cocaine′ cocahe base and Percocet′

OxyContin or other oPioid Pah medications,

Drttgiraffickitt■ eqt142menL including:drug presses′ scales′ packaging materials′ cutting

agents′ or Other drug paraphernalia,

Documents including:

● Dru8 1edgers or pay― owe sheets′ lists of drug customers and drug suppliers′

books′ Papers or notes containing names′ addresses′ telephone numbers of drug

customers and drug suppliers′ and receipts relating to narcotics trafflcking,

o Bank statements′ money transfer documents or other inancial records

establishll■ g where the proceeds of drug trafflcking are located′

●  Identiication cards and Papers that、 vould assistin detern、ining the true identity

ofthese offenders and assistin tracing assets,

o ldentification cards and Papers that constitute evidence of passPort fraud and

identity theft

o lndicia of occupancy including documents such as bills′ corresPondenCe′ rent

receipts and any other dOcument evidencing o、 vnership or OccuPanCy ofthe

SubleCt premise助

・  Photographs relating to drug trafficking or establishing ownershiP and

occupancy ofthe sublect premises;

Electronic devices:such as cellular telephones or smartphones so called′ computers′

laptops′ tablets′ hard drives′ thumb drives′ and any other device or medium forthe

electronic storage of records′ documents or photographs ofthe type desCrlbed;

Cash in the forin of U S Currency or other valuables which are the proceeds of

narcotics traffickhg,safety deposit box keys where the proceeds of drug trafficking

might be stored,

Firearms,and

Att othe=⊇ rqttrtt WhiCh constitutes evidence of tl■ e crimma1 0ffenses of distribution′

POSSeSSiOn、vith intent to distrbute′ and conspiracy to distrわ ute controlled substances

in violation of 21 U S C§ §841 and 846 or irnmigration offenses in violation of 8 U S C§

1326 wherever 10cated or hidden within the subiect premises



ATTノ CヽHMENT A

34 Burnside Azte., Apartment 3F, Woonsocket, Rl

34 Burnside Ave. is a five-family residential property that has tan vinyl siding and
green shutters. The driveway to 34 Bumside Ave. is located to the leftlsouth side of the
residence and opens into a parking lot shared by the residences located to the leftlsouth
and north/right. The entrance to 34 Burnside Ave. is located on a porch that runs along
the left/south side of the building. The number "34" is visible in close proximity to the
entrance. Apartment 3F is located on the 3'd floor in the front of ihe building, facing
Burnside Ave.

34 Burnside Aoe., Basement Apartment, Woonsocket, RI

34 Burnside Ave., woonsocket, RI is a five-family residential property that has tan vinyl
siding and green shutters. The driveway to 34 Burnside Ave. is located to the
left/south side of the residence and opens into a parking lot shared by the residences
located to the left/south and north/right. The main entrance to 34 Burnside Ave. is
located on a porch that runs along the leftlsouth side of the building. The number ,,34,,

is visible in close proximity to the entrance. The basement apartment is located on the
bottom floor of the residence.

88 Barrows St., Apartment #2, Prooidence, Rl

88 Barrows St., Providence, RI is a two-family residential property that has tan vinyl
siding and white trim. The driveway to 88 Barrows st. is located to the left/north side
of the residence. The front door to 88 Barrows St. has the numbers "88" posted above
the door. Apartment #2 is located on the second floor of the residence.

87 Dulude Azte., Apartment 1R, Woonsocket, RI

87 Dulude Ave., woonsocket, RI is a six-family residential property that has white vinyl
siding. The driveway to the residence is located to the right/south side of the
residence. The front of the residence has the numbers "87" posted in plain view.
Apartment 1R is located on the first floor of the building in the rear of the residence.



103/105 Woodbine St., Cranston, Rl

103/105 Woodbine St., Cranston, RI is a two-family residence that has tan vinyl siding
and white trim. The driveway to the residence is located on the leftlsouth side of the
residence. The residence has two distinct entrances. One entrance is located off a small
concrete landing located on the north side of the building. The second entrance is
located adjacent to the driveway on the south side of the residence. The apartment to
be searched is accessed through the south side entrance.

L37/139 Atlantic Aoe., Proaidence, Rl

737 / 739 Atlantic Ave., Providence, RI is a three story multi-family residence that is
peach in color. The residence has white trim and front porches on all three levels. The
main driveway to the residence is located on the right/east side of the residence. There
is also a parking spot for a single vehicle located on the left/west side of the residence.
The porch on the first floor has two doors. The door to the left depicts the number
"739" above it. The door to the right depicts the numb er "737" above it. The apartment
to be searched is number 139.

223 Massachusetts Aae., Prooidence, Rl

223 Massachusetts Ave., Providence, RI is a single-family residence that is white in
color. The driveway to the residence is located to the left/west of the residence. There
is a solid fence approximately six feet in height the runs along the front of the property.
The number "223" is located in close proximity to the front door of the residence.

35 DeSoto St., Apartment 2, Prooidence, Rl

35 DeSoto St., Providence, RI is a three-family residence that is white in color. The
physical structure is located on Harris Ave. but the driveway to the property is located
on De Soto St. There is a detached two-car garage located behind the property of
DeSoto St. Apartment #2 is located on the second floor of the residence.



ATTACHMENT B

Contr。 1led substances including:herOin′ fentanyl′ cOcaine′ cOcaine base and PercOcet′
OxyContin Or Other OpiOid Pam medicatiOns,

including:drug presses′ scales′ packaging materials′ cutting
agents′ Or Other drug paraphemaliaリ

Documents induding:

・  Dru8 1edgers Or Pay owe sheets′ lists Of drug custOmers and drug suppliers′

b00ks′ papers Or nOtes contairung names′ addresses′ telephone numbers Of drug
customers and drug suPpliers′ and receipts relating to narcOtics trafficking′

●  Bank statements′ rnOney transfer dOcuments Or Other flnancial recOrds

establishing where the prOceeds Of drug trafficking are 10catedリ

・  IdentiflcatiOn cards and Papers that wOuld assistin deternlining the true identity

of these offenders and assist in tracing assets,

O IdentiflcatiOn cards and Papers that cOnstitute evidence Of passport fraud and

identity theft

●  hdicia of Occupancy including documents such as bills′
cOrresPOndence′ rent

receipts and any other dOcument evidench8 0｀Vnersht,Or occupancy Ofthe
SubleCt premisesリ

● PhOtOgraphs relating to drug trafficking Or establishhg。
、vnershiP and

occupancy ofthe suttect premise3

ElectrO」 c de宙 ces such as cellular telephOnes Or smartphOnes sO called′
cOmPuters′

laptops′ tablets′ hard drives′ thumb drives′ and any other device Or rnedium fOrthe
electrOn■c stOrage of recOrds′ dOcuments Or PhOtOgraphs ofthe type described,

Cash in the fOrm Of U s currency or Otller valuables which are the proceeds Of

liliil』::|:i[:ling'SaFety depOsit bOx keys、
vhere the prOceeds Of drug trafficking

Firearms,and

whch cOnsltutes evidence ofthe cnmina1 0ffenses Of dお
t五 butiOn′

POSSeSSiOn with intent tO distribute′ and cOnsPiracy tO distribute cOntrolled substances
in vidatiOn Of21 U s.c§

§841 and 846 orimiぼ ation Offensesin vblaIOn Of 8 U S C§
1326 wherever10cated Or hidden within the sublect premises


